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Abstract
Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite (HOP) materials and their layered analogs (LHOP) have been exten-
sively applied to optoelectronic applications including solar cells, light-emitting diodes, optical detectors,
and spintronics due to their unique atomic, electronic, and optical properties. HOPs and LHOPs are hosts
to fascinating microscopic interactions that influence their macroscopic optical and electronic properties.
Researchers still debate how interactions between optically excited charge carriers, free-carriers, lattice vi-
brations, and atomic geometry influence the measured optical response of HOPs. First principles simulations
provide a window to examine how these atomic-scale interactions contribute piece-by-piece to the measurable
optical properties of materials. In this PhD thesis, I apply and develop first principles optical calculations
based on density functional theory and many-body perturbation theory to determine how the optical re-
sponse and excitonic properties of HOPs and LHOPs are influenced by the presence of free-carriers, polar
lattice vibrations, and layer stoichiometry. In order to describe polar lattice screening, I extend the lattice
screened Coulomb interaction in the Fan-Migdal self energy to the electron-hole interaction by the Shindo ap-
proximation and subsequently construct model screening functions from the generalized and simple Fröhlich
models for the electron-phonon vertex. Additionally, I apply optical response calculations to predict how
the choice of organic spacer layers in LHOPs can be used to design novel triplet light-emitting materials
with emission wavelengths spanning the visible range.
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A primary societal imperative as we move through the 21st century is to supply clean, reliable energy to a
growing global population. While fossil fuels currently supply a high energy density method for powering
our everyday needs, their supply is limited and their deleterious influence on the environment through
air pollution and greenhouse gas emission are difficult to understate. Photovoltaic energy has emerged as
a reliable and sustainable alternative for daily energy needs. Most commercially available efficient solar
cells are hetero junction Silicon designs. Within the last decade, a new class of photovoltaic material has
emerged: hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOPs) and their lower dimensional variant layered hybrid
organic-inorganic perovskites (LHOPs). The most popular HOP, CH3NH3PbI3 (abbreviated MAPbI3) -
recently boasts a greater than 22% photo-conversion efficiency [1, 2, 3, 4]. MAPbI3 thin film devices are also
cheap and quick to manufacture. Applications for HOPs have extended beyond solar cells to light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) [5], catalysis for water splitting [6], and high energy radiation detection [7]. Successes of
LHOP materials designs has also led highly efficient and stable solar cells [8], tuned light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) [9, 10, 11, 12], and possible spintronics [13]. Before delving into the current investigation, it will be
informative to examine the history of hybrid perovskites and develop an understanding of their properties
and functions.
The history of perovskites extends back to the middle of the nineteenth century. The mineral CaTiO3,
later known as the first discovered perovskite compound, was discovered in Russia by Gustav Rose in 1839.
The mineralogist Lev Perovski, for which the perovskite crystal structure was named, studied the structure.
The crystal structure was first explored by Victor Goldschmidt in 1926. By this time, multiple metal-titinates
had been discovered. The first crystallographic publication describing a perovskite compound, BaTiO3, was
written by Helen Dick Megaw in 1945 and is considered the founding study of perovskite crystal structures.
Perovskite materials have since permeated the technological world with applications in piezo-electronics,
magnetic devices, informatics, opto-electronics, and much more [14]. Despite most attention on HOP and
LHOP solar cells in the past decade, the first studies on the optical properties of HOPs and LHOPs were






Figure 1.1: Schematic of perovskite crystals structures, from left to right: (1) inorganic perovskite of ABX3
form CsPbI3, (2) hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite (HOP) of ABX3 form MAPbI3, and (3) layered hybrid
organic-inorganic perovskite (LHOP) of A2BX3 form PEA2PbI3 (PEA=phenethylammonium).
the ABX3 structure with a small organic cation. Teruya Ishihara synthesizes and characterized the optical
properties of MAPbI3 and associated layered A2PbI4 varieties in 1994. Ishihara was the first to observe a low
exciton binding energy (the energy required to separate an optically excited electron and hole) of 45 meV in
MAPbI3 and an increasing binding energies of 170–320 meV in the layered structures. The 1994 study did
not focus on the energy harvesting capability of hybrid perovskites but rather on the dielectric confinement
effects on exciton binding energy, originally described by Rytova [15] and later by Kyldesh [16]. However,
the observation of a strong optical absorption onset with relatively weak binding energy, i.e one close to the
room temperature thermal energy of 26 meV, in MAPbI3 was made and would later spark intense interest
for solar cell applications.
The first design iteration of HOP solar cells focused on dye sensitizing a charge transporting scaffold
with MAPbI3. In 2009, Kojima et al. used MAPbI3 to dye mesoporous TiO2 to building a modest solar cell
of 3.8% photo-conversion efficiency [17]. This record was far superseded in 2012 when Kim et al. developed
a meso structured MAPbI3 dye-sensitized solar cell with 9% photo-conversion efficiency (PCE) [18]. A few
months later in 2012, Lee et al. used a similar design to advance the PCE to 10.9% [19], making MAPbI3
a material of keen interest in the photovoltaic community. By refining the processing techniques, the same
laboratory group produced a dye sensitized solar cell with > 12.0% efficiency [20, 21]. This extraordinary
advance from 3.8% to 12.3% PCE launched MAPbI3 into the spotlight as a possible next generation solar
cell material. MAPbI3 based solar cells moved away from the dye-sensitized porous oxide model to thin-film
heterojunction models in late 2013. This architecture was first explored by Liu et al. to achieve a PCE
of 15% [22]. Subsequent developments took the efficiency over 20% [23]. Applications for HOPs have now
moved beyond solar cells to HOP and LHOP LEDs that can produce wavelength specific or broad white
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light emission [12, 24, 25, 26].
Alongside their vast uses as optoelectronic materials, HOPs and LHOPs are hosts of fascinating mi-
croscopic physical phenomena that fundamentally determine their functionality at the macroscopic scale.
First and foremost, for photovoltaic applications, is the band gap of 1.5-1.7 eV [27] in MAPbI3, allowing for
the absorption of red light while maintaining a high internal voltage under illumination. The conduction
band edge dispersion is attributed to the Pb6p states and is heavily influenced by strong spin-orbit cou-
pling, as has been confirmed by many first principles studies [28, 29]. Most modern measurements of the
exciton binding energy find it to be lower than the room temperature thermal energy of 26 meV, leading
to efficient room-temperature formation of free charge carriers [27] and thus enhanced photo-current under
illumination. Despite high power conversion efficiency, the mobility of carriers is predicted to be low due
to strong coupling with longitudinal optical (LO) lattice vibrations, also known as LO phonon modes [30].
This interaction forms a polaron out of the carriers and surrounding lattice displacement [31], slowing the
transport of charges. It has also been proposed that LO phonon modes can dynamically screen the electron-
hole interaction, leading to the low exciton binding energy [32]. Lastly, the synthesis of HOPs is error prone,
and many final products contain high concentrations of shallow defects that can donate free charges to the
material. Such free charges can turn the material slightly n- or p-type, informing their possible applications
[33, 34, 35]. These intricate atomic and electronic scale interactions are often difficult to decouple and un-
derstand from experimental data. An alternative, predictive method is thus sought to determine how the
optoelectronic properties of HOPs and LHOPs depend on these microscopic processes.
First principles calculations are powerful tools to understand the underlying behavior of atomic and
electronic properties of materials. Such calculations provide the ability to simulate and disentangle quantum
mechanical phenomena that are difficult to determine by experimental methods. Furthermore, the develop-
ment and improvement of first principles calculations allows scientists to make novel predictions on material
behavior prior to experimental verification. Two popular combined techniques in simulating the ground
and excited state properties of materials are density functional theory (DFT) and many-body perturbation
theory (MBPT) [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Along with experimental development of advanced optoelectronic
technologies, extensive first principles investigations have been undertaken to better understand the structure
and band gap trends in hybrid perovskite solar cell materials [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48].
Though modern computational techniques based on DFT and MBPT have been applied to understand
the underlying optical physics of HOPs and LHOPs, many mysteries remain. Most DFT+MBPT techniques
available currently do not account for the interactions present in HOPs, such as exciton-phonon interaction
and free-carriers screening - that fundamentally determine the materials’ optoelectronic properties [30, 49].
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For example, modern predictions of the exciton binding energy in MAPbI3 span from 30 to 50 meV [32,
50, 51, 52], despite most experimental studies measuring binding energies between 2 and 30 meV [27].
In LHOPs, the influence of stoichiometry in charge-carrier localization upon optical excitation is not well
studied. Further, little consideration has been given to the excitonic properties of highly conjugated organic
spacer layers, despite previous experiments displaying the ability for spacers to act as efficient triplet light-
emitters. Therefore, it is imperative to apply current and novel first principles methodologies to disentangle
the mystery of exciton binding energies and to predict how excitons can be utilized in HOP and LHOP
materials for solar cell and light-emitting applications.
In this doctoral thesis, I apply and develop state-of-the-art first principles calculations to predict the
optical response and excitonic properties of HOPs and LHOPs. The four studies contained in this thesis
contribute to a single work that examines how we can better predict the optical response HOP and LHOP
systems and how we can use those predictions to make design recommendations to experimental researchers.
Prior to discussing my work, I will present the theory of first principles optical response calculations in
Chapter 2. I will additionally detail in this chapter the derivation of a model function of the dynamically
screened lattice Coulomb interaction and details its connection to previous electron-phonon interaction
theory. In Chapter 3 I will present the first study on predicting how the presence of free-carrier introduced
by shallow defects in MAPbI3 influence both the optical absorption spectrum and exciton binding energy
in the cubic phase of MAPbI3. This chapter will additionally explore the electronic and optical response at
the GW0 level of theory for the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases of MAPbI3. Chapter 4 will explore the
application of a dynamically lattice screened Coulomb interaction on the excitonic and optical properties
of four semiconducting and insulating compounds: NaCl, MgO, AlN, and GaN. Then, dynamically lattice
screening will be applied to MAPbI3 to determine how binding energy is influenced by the low-frequency
dielectric screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction. I will then, in Chapter 5, move on to predict
and study the layer-resolved optical response as a function of halide composition in two LHOP materials:
API-PbX3 and PEA2-PbX4, where X=I,Br,Cl. In this effort, I seek to determine how charge carriers
can be separated across or confined to the perovskite and organic spacer layers under optical excitation.
Additionally, the optical spectrum, accounting for exciton formation, will be calculated for API-PbX4. In
Chapter 6 I will calculated the lowest singlet and triplet excitation energies in conjugated organic spacer
candidates for LHOP design. This effort aims to predict which organic spacers can be used to design triplet
light-emitting LHOPs for wavelength-tuned applications. In conclusion, Chapter 7 will summarize the major
findings of the studies and discuss future prospects in predicting and designing optical response in hybrid
perovskite materials from first principles.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORY OF OPTICAL RESPONSE
FROM FIRST PRINCIPLES
First principles methods for predicting the optical response of solids and molecules extends as far back as
quantum mechanics itself. The effort to develop and improve predictive theories continues with significant
momentum today. The most common theoretical methodology today to predict optical response of solids
from first principles is the three step DFT+GW+BSE [53]. First, DFT is employed to predict the ground
state charge density and initial Kohn-Sham wave functions and single-particle energies. Next, the GW
approximation (or hybrid functionals) are used to correct the single-particle excitation spectra, rendering a
reliable band structure. Finally, the Bethe-Salpeter Equation is used to determine the two-particle excitation
energies on top of the DFT+GW electronic structure [41]. In this chapter, I will review the theory and
methodologies behind this three step process. Afterwards, I will discuss additional considerations to the
screening of electron-hole excitations within the BSE, including Thomas-Fermi screening by free-carrier and
lattice screening by polar phonon modes. Finally, I will discuss the use of two different techniques - ∆SCF and
Linear-Response Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory - to calculate the optical excitation energies of
isolated molecules. This chapter will provide the theoretical foundation to understand the research presented
in this thesis.
2.1 The Hartree and Hartree-Fock Models
The first aim in this chapter is to demonstrate the historical re-writing of the many-body Schrödinger
equation as a mean field equation. The primary objective of any quantum mechanical calculation is to
determine the energy of a collection of interacting particles. In a non-relativistic framework, this can be
theoretically performed by solving for the total wave function Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rN , R1, R2, ..., RN ′) of N electrons
and N ′ nuclei and associated total energy Etot using the time-independent Schrödinger Equation in the form
of an eigenvalue equation:
ĤΨ(r1, r2, ..., rN ,R1,R2, ...,RN ′) = EtotΨ(r1, r2, ..., rN ,R1,R2, ...,RN ′) (2.1)
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The total energy operator is given by the Hamiltonian, Ĥ, and acts on the total wave function Ψ to calculate
the total system energy. The Hamiltonian can be expanded into the constituent kinetic energy operators































Here i and I index over electrons and nuclei, respectively. The electron and nuclei position vectors are
given by r and R, respectively. ZI are the nuclear charges. The first two terms on the right hand side are
the kinetic energy operators of the electrons and nuclei, respectively. The next two terms are the electron-
electron potential and the nucleus-nucleus potential. The final term is the electron-nucleus potential. The
positions of the electrons and nuclei are treated here as fully dynamic. In seeking to solve for the ground
state energy of a system, it behooves one to treat the nuclei as a static, external potential acting on dynamic
electrons. This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation which states that the electronic states
may equilibrate instantly to the nuclear states as electrons move much faster than nuclei [54]. By the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, the time-independent Schrödinger equation can be written for the total energy
and wave function of the electronic system, Eel and Ψel, alone.


















Ψel(r1, ..., rN ) = EelΨel(r1, ..., rN )
(2.3)
While the problem has been simplified, the fully interacting Schrödinger equation remains impossible to solve
as the electron-electron interaction renders the differential equation non-separable by electronic coordinate.
Thus, it becomes important to move away from attempting calculations of the total electronic wave function
to garner approximate solutions to the electronic total energy.
An early attempt to find such an approximat solutions was developed by Hartree [55]. The Hartree
approximation represents one of the single-particle models to approximate the fully interacting electron-
nuclei system. The Hartree model begins by assuming that each electronic wave function is independent of
the next, so that the total wave function is approximated by a product of single-particle wave functions ψ:




The goal in the Hartree model becomes solving for the energies and wave functions of single, non-interacting
electronic states. The Hartree Hamiltonian does just this. The electron-electron interaction is replaced by
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ψi(r) = εiψi(r) (2.5)
Here, εi are the single electron energies. Of note is that the Hartree potential, the second term in the
brackets, depends on the electron density ρi′(r
′) = |ψi′(r)|2 and is an early example of a density functional.
The total energy of the system is simply represented as a sum over single-particle energies. The Hartree
model was soon refined to the Hartree-Fock model by Fock in 1930 by enforcing the anti-symmetry nature of
the electron fermionic wave function and representing Ψ as a Slater determinant of the single-particle wave
functions [56, 57]:
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Vext is the external potential exerted on the electrons by the nuclei. The first term in the square brackets
is known as the exchange integral and the second term is known as the Coulomb integral. Both terms
represent an effective Coulomb interaction between single-particle states, but the exchange integral emerges
as a consequences of the anti-symmetric nature of the Slater wave functions. The Hartree-Fock approximation
improves vastly on the Hartree approximation by including the exact exchange energy of the system [57].
However, it does not capture higher order contributions from the many-body Coulomb interaction. The
energy difference between the true ground state energy and the Hartree-Fock ground state energy, attributed
to such higher-order many-body Coulomb interactions, as is called the correlation energy. Hartree-Fock,
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though an approximate solution to the many-particle interacting system, has lead to major success in
modeling the electronic structure of molecular systems. In particular, the highest occupied energy state
determined by Hartree-Fock satisfied Koopmans theorem which states that the negative of the energy of
the highest-occupied molecular orbital is equal to the ionization energy [58]. Many efforts have been made
to include correlation energy on top of the Hartree-Fock approximation, including the widely used Møller-
Plesset perturbation theory [59]. Solving for the exchange, Coulomb, and higher order correlation integrals as
functionals of single-electron wave functions can become prohibitively expensive. There is thus motivation to
move away from integrals over single-electron wave functions and towards functionals of the electron density
to approximate all energy terms contributing to the total ground state energy.
2.2 Ground State Properties - Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory (DFT) is, without a doubt, one of the most popular methods to approximate the
ground state properties of the interacting electron-nuclei system. The philosophy underlying DFT is that one
can replace the many-body interacting system with an auxiliary system of independent electrons interacting
with a mean field represented by the electron density. The auxiliary system and the real fully interacting
system share the same ground state energy. This section will overview the basic historical realizations of
DFT and discuss how calculations of the electronic ground state energy and single-particle energies and wave
functions are practically undertaken.
2.2.1 The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems
The groundwork for DFT was established in 1964 when Hohenberg and Kohn published the twin Hohenberg-
Kohn theorems [37]. The program of DFT is to solve for the total ground state electronic energy of a system
of interacting electrons as a functional of the electron density. But first, it must be proven that the external
potential is, in fact, a unique functional of the electron density. This existence proof is the first Kohn-Sham
theorem. The proof shows by reductio ad absurdum that the ground state energy and the external potential
are unique functionals of the electron density ρ(r). The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that the
ground state energy can be obtained variationally by minimizing the ground state energy with respect to the
electron density, and that this corresponding density is the exact ground state density. These two theorems
offer proof that the ground state energies of interacting electronic systems can be determined by optimizing
E0 with respect to ρ by the variational principle.
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2.2.2 The Kohn-Sham Equations and the Self-Consistent Formulation
A realistic self-consistent method for solving E0 variationally with respect to ρ was posed by Kohn and Sham




∇2 + v̂eff (r)
)
ψi(r) = εiψi(r) (2.8)
The effective potential operator contains the external potential of the nuclei v̂ext, the electron-electron
Hartree potential v̂H , and the exchange-correlation potential v̂xc:









The Hartree potential operator represents a mean-field Coulomb interaction. The exchange-correlation
potential is expressed as a functional derivative of the exchange-correlation energy with respect to the
electron density. The exchange-correlation energy will be discussed at length hereafter. The total energy
functional of the density is expressed as:
E[ρ(r)] = T [ρ(r)] +
∫

























At this point, it is clear that the Kohn-Sham equation relies on functionals of the electron density, yet the
electron density relies on a sum over wave functions determined by the Kohn-Sham equation. Therefore,
one must solve for the ground state density self-consistently, providing the variational technique proven to
apply by the second Hohenberg-Kohn equation. The basic steps for optimizing only the electron density to
minimize the ground state electronic energy, are:
1. Guess the initial electron density ρ(r)
2. Calculate the effective potential veff
3. Solve the Kohn-Sham equation for the set of Kohn-Sham wave functions ψi(r) and energies εi
4. Calculate the new electron density ρ(r)
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5. Calculate the total energy as a functional of the density E[ρ(r)]
6. Ask: is the energy converged? If so, stop! If not, return to step 2, change the density by an optimization
algorithm of choice, and repeat
2.2.3 Band Structures and Linear Optical Response in DFT
DFT is in principle exact, but as the exact form the exchange-correlation functional is unknown it cannot
be used to predict excited state properties such as band structures and optical spectra. Nonetheless, one
can define a band structure comprised of Kohn-Sham eigen-energies εi as a function of wave vector k and
band index n in the Bloch basis, εnk. This concept will be revisited later in the context of optical response
calculations. A linear optical response of the Kohn-Sham auxiliary system can also be formulated by applying
the Ehrenreich-Cohen equation to the Kohn-Sham states to calculate the imaginary dielectric function [60].





〈ψKSck |p̂α|ψKSvk 〉〈ψKSck |p̂β |ψKSvk 〉
(εck − εvk)2
δ(εck − εvk − ω) (2.12)
Here, ψKSnk are the Kohn-Sham wave functions of the unoccupied conduction states (n = c), occupied valence
states (n = v), and electron wave number (k) expressed in the Bloch basis, along with their associated
energies εnk. The momentum operator p̂ as applied along Cartesian directions and determines the optical
polarization vector. Ω is the volume of the simulation cell. Linear optical response calculations of the
imaginary dielectric function, also colloquially known as the absorption spectrum, will be revisited at two
higher levels of theory. The real part of the electronic frequency-dependent dielectric function ε1(ω) can be
recovered by Kramers-Kronig transformation of the imaginary frequency-dependent dielectric function [61].
In this way, one can determine the value of the high-frequency electronic dielectric constant ε∞ at ε1(ω = 0).
2.2.4 Practical DFT Calculations
Till now, no information has been provided on how to realistically numerical set up a density functional
theory calculation of the ground state energy and Kohn-Sham eigen-states. Some important topics include:
the treatment of exchange-correlation potential, pseudo-potentials, an the choice of basis. Many excellent
texts are available that discuss, in depth, how DFT calculations are performed, and I would direct the
interested reader towards these resources [62, 63]. What follows is an abbreviated discussion of the key
practical elements pertaining to DFT that are applied in this thesis.
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The Exchange-Correlation Energy and Potential
We recall from the Hartree-Fock approximation that the exchange interaction is given as a functional of
single-particle wave functions, not the electron density. Additionally, there is no known exact functional for
the correlation energy. To use DFT, one is faced with the challenge of finding an approximate exchange-
correlation energy as a functional of the electron density. The first attempt at doing such produced a method
that is remains extremely popular today. The exchange energy of the free electron gas of a given spatially
variant density ρ(r) was determined by Paul Dirac in 1930 [64] and is given by the analytic equation:








This is known as the local density approximation (LDA) for the exchange energy and provides an approximate
exchange energy functional of the electron density. This does not address the correlation energy. The
correlation energy of the free electron gas is known in the low and high density limits [65]. Values of the
correlation energy at intermediate densities are determined by quantum Monte Carlo simulations and these
value are used as the basis for the exchange-correlation functional in the LDA [66]. The LDA assumes a
locally uniform charge density and thus gradients in the charge density and their influence on exchange
and correlation energy are not accounted for [62]. To address this, the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) takes into gradients of the charge density in the exchange-correlation energy functional [67]. The
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional (PBE) falls into the GGA and is used extensively
in this thesis [68].
Pseudo-potentials
Describing all electrons in a molecule or unit cell of a crystal quickly becomes a daunting task. Furthermore,
integration of the charge density becomes numerically challenging due to rapid oscillations of the wave
functions near the nucleus. It is convenient to instead only include the valence electrons in the calculation
and re-formulate the nuclear potentials to include the screening by core and semi-core electrons. This is the
concept behind the pseudo-potential method, first introduced by Hans Hellmann in 1935 [69]. A popular
way to construct pseudo-potentials is within the projector augmented wave (PAW) method, developed by
Blöchl in 1994 [70]. Though I will not detail the pseudo-potential method here, they are used in all following
studies to focus on the simulation of valence and near-valence electronic states.
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The Bloch Basis for Periodic Crystalline Systems
The work herein is particularly focused on determining the electronic structure and optical response of
crystalline solids. The periodic boundary conditions of a crystal are defined by the set of lattice vectors
~R = n1~a1 + n2~a2 + n3~a3 where ~ai are the set of primitive unit cell vectors. In reciprocal space, there is
a corresponding set of reciprocal lattice vectors ~G = n1~b1 + n2~b2 + n3~b3. In both cases, ni are integers





a1 · (a2 × a3)
(2.14)
As a reminder, coordinate vectors in real space are designated by r and in reciprocal space by k. A natural
consequence of an electron existing in a periodic lattice is that it interacts with a periodic potential V that
satisfied the discrete translation V (r) = V (r + R). Given this condition, the periodic potential can be






The proof of Bloch’s theorem, which can be found through many sources1, concludes that, if the potential
obeys discrete translation symmetry under the translation operator T̂R and the electrons can be described
by independent wave functions with single-particle energies, then the wave functions of the system can be










The Bloch wave function is composed of the envelope plane wave eik·r, which is not commensurately periodic
with the lattice, and the Bloch function unk(r), which is periodic with the lattice. The good quantum
numbers of the system are the wave number k and electronic band n. The wave function itself does not
share the same periodicity as the lattice, but expectation values are periodic with the lattice. As observables
are periodic in the lattice, the integrals to compute these observables can be performed on only the unit cell.














As k and n are state variables of the wave function, all information that distinguishes one single-particle
state from another are contained in the Fourier components CnG,k. When iterating the guess of the single-
1Ashcroft and Mermin, ”Solid State Physics” (1976)
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particle wave functions in density functional theory, one only needs to optimize the array of coefficients. One
cannot solve the Kohn-Sham equation on continuous grids of k-points and with infinite G vectors. Therefore,
discrete integration grids and a finite number of contributing G vectors are chosen to perform calculations
over. The density of the k-point grid and the number of G vectors are chosen by a convergence criteria
energy to keep the total error in total energy as low as possible while retaining computational tractability.
Gaussian Basis for Isolated Molecular Systems
The plane wave basis set has served us well for crystalline, periodic systems. In systems of isolated atomic
clusters and molecules in vacuum, we require a basis set that produces square integrable wave functions over




Y ml (θ, φ) (2.18)
Here, Y are the spherical harmonics and l and m are the angular momentum and magnetic quantum numbers,
respectively. The integer n is the primary quantum number and ranges from 1 to infinity. Gaussian basis
functions are analytically integrable over all space, and thus no intricate numerical integration needs to be
performed. The result is a rapid calculation of the ground state energy and observables within the density
functional theory formalism. However, a major problem with single Gaussian functions is their inability
to mimic true Slater-type orbitals (STOs) near the nuclear position. Thus, it was proposed that using a
linear combinations of Gaussian basis functions to approximate STOs could be used for accurate quantum
chemical calculations [73]. The concept behind minimal Gaussian basis functions to simulate STOs was
vastly expanded to include more terms such as polarization functions to account of orbital orientation [74].
In Chapter 6 this thesis, the 6-31G* Gaussian basis set is used extensively.
2.3 Single-Particle Excitation - The GW Approximation
With the goal of predicting optical properties of materials, the most glaring failure of density functional
theory is the inability to predict accurate band energies and, in turn, band gaps of materials. The reason
for this is the approximation to the many-body interaction contained in the exchange-correlation functional.
When a band structures is measured, say by Angle-Resolved Photo Emission Spectroscopy (ARPES) [75],
the removal of an electron triggers a dynamical response from its fellow electronic states, mediated by the
Coulomb interactions. This rearrangement due to a many-body interaction fundamentally determines the
excited electronic states of materials. The goal of many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) is to expand
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the Coulomb interaction between electrons in orders of contributing n-body interactions. The resulting
sum produces a ”self energy” for each electronic state that contains accurate exchange and correlation
contributions. The exchange-correlation self energy at the MBPT level of theory can then replace the
exchange-correlation density functional calculated at the DFT level of theory. In this section, a brief overview
of many-body perturbation theory will be given which will lead into the well-known GW -approximation for
the electronic state self energies. The interested reader should consult another series of excellent texts that
cover this topic in great detail [76, 77].
2.3.1 Hedin’s Equations and the Random Phase Approximation
The ultimate goal of the GW approximation is to determine the self-energy Σnk of a single-particle state ψnk
added to a system [40]. The self energy of valence states and conduction states represent, respectively, the
energy change in the addition of a hole and electron to the system. It is simple to start with a non-interacting
system of particles, as determined by DFT, and to replace the exchange-correlation functional with this self
energy. One can determine a total energy from the single quasi-particle equation. The single quasi-particles,
in this case, are the added holes or electrons dressed by the polarization of the system. They have energies
EQPnk and wave function ψ
QP
nk (r) that are determined by the single quasi-particle equation [40]:





′;ω = EQPnk )ψ
QP
nk (r
′) = EQPnk ψ
QP
nk (r) (2.19)
The mean-field approximation of the exchange-correlation functional that one sees in the Kohn-Sham equa-
tion is now given by a self energy containing the many-body interactions. Depending on how many orders
of perturbation theory are carried out, Σ will contain exact exchange energy plus increasing contributions
of the correlation energy. Σ is defined by Hedin’s five self consistent equations, and relies on the Dyson ex-
pansion of the single-particle Green’s function G, the vertex correction Γ, the polarizability χ, and screened
Coulomb interaction W , and the self energy Σ [39]:
G(1, 2) = G0(1, 2) +
∫
d(3, 4)G0(1, 3)Σ(3, 4)G(4, 2) (2.20)
Γ(1, 2, 3) = δ(1, 2)δ(1, 3) +
∫
d(4, 5, 6, 7)
δΣ(1, 2)
δG(4, 5)
G(4, 6)G(7, 5)Γ(6, 7, 3) (2.21)
χ(1, 2) =
∫
d(3, 4)G(1, 3)G(4, 2)Γ(3, 4, 2) (2.22)
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of Hedin’s self consistent equations for the quasi-particle self energy Σ The GW
approximation is performed in the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) by setting the vertex correct Γ to
δ12δ13.
W (1, 2) = vc(1, 2) +
∫
d(3, 4)vc(1, 3)χ(3, 4)W (4, 2) =
∫
d(3)ε−1(3, 2)vc(1, 2) (2.23)
Σ(1, 2) =
∫
d(3, 4)G(1, 3)W (4, 1)Γ(3, 2, 4) (2.24)
Abbreviated space and time notations is used where (r1, t1) = 1. The term vc is the bare Coulomb
interaction. In starting from density functional theory, G(12) is initially approximated by the single-particle







ω − εnk ± iη
(2.25)
Here, η is a small infinitesimal added to avoid divergences in the sum over band energies. Next, the vertex
correction is set to Γ(1, 2, 3) = δ(1, 2)δ(1, 3). In doing so, contributions arising from greater than single-
particle Green’s functions are omitted. By restricting Γ in this way, the polarizability χ now only describes
the change in electron density induced by interactions between single-particles. One can solve for the
polarizability χ as the polarization of the charge density by the total potential. This can be approximated
by assuming that the electronic charge density ρ(r) changes only under the influence of the effective external
potential veff (r), leading to the irreducible polarizability χ0. This approximation is referred to historically
as the Random Phase Approximation (RPA). The irreducible polarizability χ0 relies only in non-interacting










εn′,k−q + εn,k − ω − iη
(2.26)
The exponential terms arise from taking Bloch integrals over the unit cell. The dielectric tensor ε in the
RPA (only containing contributions from the electronic polarizability) can be computed as:
ε∞,GG′(q, ω) = δGG′ −
4π
|q + G||q + G′|
χ0,GG′ (2.27)
The quantity ε∞,GG′(q, ω) will be known as the electronic, or high-frequency, dielectric tensor. The head
of the electronic dielectric tensor in the static limit (G = G′ = q = 0, ω = 0) is the electronic, or high-
frequency, dielectric constant ε∞. Of note is that the electronic dielectric tensor is usually only a part of
the total dielectric tensor of the system. If a material contains polar ions or rotational dipole moments,
these contributions to the polarizability will be factored in. The contribution from the polar lattice will be
discussed later at length. The electronically screened Coulomb interaction can then be determined as:




|q + G||q + G′|
(2.28)
Now, since the vertex Γ has been set to δ12δ13, we recover the namesake of the GW approximation in the
equation for the self energy:
Σnk(ω) = 〈ψnk|Σ(r1, r2;ω)|ψnk〉 = 〈ψnk|i
∫














ω + ω′ − εn′,k+q ± iη
+
1
ω + ω′ − εn′,k+q ∓ iη
)
(2.29)











As stated before, Hedin’s equations for the GW approximation are a self consistent set. Often one or more
iterations are required to converge the single quasi-particle energies. Designating an iteration index by M,
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2.3.2 Practical GW Calculations
In practice, there are many options for how to go about solving the self-consistent equations of the GW
approximation. The most common is the G0W0 method, also known as single-shot GW , which begins by
solving for the Green’s function G and the irreducible polarization χ0 with the Kohn-Sham wave functions
and energies as input. The self energies and normalization factors are then evaluated at the Kohn-Sham
energies, generating an initial guess for the single quasi-particle energies. Perhaps surprisingly, the G0W0
method can produce fairly accurate predictions of band energies with no further iteration of Hedin’s equations
required, depending on the material and on the quality of the initial band structure estimate from a non-
interacting theory like DFT. The GW0 method continues around the Hedin’s equations loop, and updates the
Green’s functions by using the now-determined single quasi-particle energies. The irreducible polarizability
χ0 is kept the same as determined in the first loop. Finally, quasi-particle self-consistent GW , abbreviated
at QSGW , updates the wave functions as well as the energies at each iteration [80].
2.4 Two-Particle Excitations and Optical Response - The
Bethe-Salpeter Equation
A formalism for predicting reliable ground state and single-particle excited state properties (i.e. band
structures) have been reviewed. This does not yet achieve predictive power for optical excitations. We require
a method by which to determine the excited state energies of excited electron-hole pairs. A technique for
doing this was developed by Salpeter and Bethe in 1951 [81], and has been aptly named the Bethe-Salpeter
equation. It describes the energy spectra of two-particle bound states in a relativistic reference frame. It is a
broadly applicable equation for any two-particle bound state, but has found significant utility in predicting
the excitation and binding energies of electron-hole pairs upon optical excitation [41]. In this section, I will
review the theory of the BSE for electron-hole excitations, as well as discuss how realistic computational
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approaches are undertaken.
2.4.1 The Bethe-Salpeter Equation
The fundamental observable of the interacting two-particle system is the two-particle correlation function
(also referred to as the two-particle Green’s function) L. L(1, 2; 1′, 2′) which measures the probability that
one particle moves from coordinate 1′ → 1 and another moves from 2′ → 2 while under each other’s influence.
The Dyson equation for the two-particle correlation function, also known as the BSE, can be derived by
many-body perturbation theory [82]:
L(1, 2; 1′, 2′) = L0(1, 2; 1
′, 2′) +
∫
d(3, 4, 5, 6)L0(1, 4; 1
′, 3)Ξ(3, 5; 4, 6)L(6, 2; 5, 2′) (2.33)
L0 is the non-interacting two-particle correlation function, which is simply the product of two single-particle
Green’s functions L0(1, 2; 1
′, 2′) = G(1, 1′)G(2, 2′). The Dyson series for L includes the integral over the
interaction kernel Ξ. The interaction kernel describes the space and time dependent interactions between
the two propagating particles. It is determined at the GW level of theory as:
Ξ(3, 5; 4, 6) =







d(7, 8)G(3, 7)W (8, 4)Γ(3, 2, 4)
)
δG(6, 5)
= iδ(3, 4)δ(5, 6)v̄(3, 6)− iδ(3, 6)δ(4, 5)W (3, 4) (2.34)
The two-particle correlation function can be expressed as a sum over excitation index Λ of the electron-hole
wave functions φΛ.











The electron-hole wave functions are themselves expressed as a linear combination of the product of single-












Utilizing the expansion of the electron-hole wave function in the Bloch basis and, subsequently, the expansion







































The first eigenvalue equation determines the excitation energies of the interacting electron-hole (exciton)
system. The second solves for the de-excitation energies. To predict absorption spectrum, only the prior is
needed. Furthermore, the coupling term is found to have minimal influence on the prediction of the optical
excitation energies at q→ 0 and is generally omitted from actual calculations, resulting in the Tamm-Dancoff
approximation [83, 84]. Therefore, the final uncoupled excitonic eigenvalue equation in the Tamm-Dancoff
approximation is: [









Using equations 2.34 and 2.36, the interaction Kernel matrix elements Ξc
′v′k′
cvk can be expanded in the


















































The excitonic Hamiltonian formulation of the BSE of the interacting electron-hole system is a powerful tool
for calculating macroscopic observables. At the core of this connection is the relation between the two-
particle correlation function L and the irreducible polarizability χ̄ in the RPA: χ̄(1, 2) = iL(1, 1′, 2, 2′). The
primary focus of this thesis is on the imaginary dielectric function which measures the energy loss under an
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AC electric field, i.e. photon absorption.
lim
q→0






Im [1 + V (q +G)χ̄GG′(q, ω)] (2.42)
As optical excitation wave vectors q are much smaller than electron wave vectors k, optical excitation spectra
are calculate in the q→ 0 limit. The diagonal components of the dielectric tensor in the limit of q→ 0 as a
function of excitation frequency ω can be expressed in terms of the excitonic Hamiltonian eigenvectors and
values [41, 85, 82].













Here, the re-weighting of the absorption peaks is given by adjusting the transition matrix amplitude by
the excitonic Hamiltonian eigenvector elements. In comparison to the single-particle imaginary dielectric
function, what is observed is a red-shift of the spectrum to lower energies and an increase in amplitude of
the band-edge excitations attributed to exciton formation.
2.4.2 Practical Calculations
Determining accurate absorption spectra and exciton binding energies requires very dense k-point grids
to properly capture small q in the screened Coulomb interaction characteristic of Wannier-Mott excitons.
Often, grids of the required density that are evenly spaced over the Brillouin zone are not computationally
affordable even on large super computers. Two methods are employed to navigate this issue [86]. The first is
the use of hybrid k-point grids to sample closely the Brillouin Zone center to predict reliable exciton binding
energies of the lowest optical excitation. The second is the use of randomly shifted and evenly spaced k-point
grids that sample the entire Brillouin Zone to determine smooth optical spectra. Both methods are used
extensively in this thesis.
A major challenge in calculations of electron-hole excitations by the BSE is the computation and matrix
inversion of the high-frequency electronic dielectric tensor ε∞,GG′(q). A full calculation and inversion of
the dielectric tensor is needed when exciton binding is very strong and off-diagonal elements in ε∞,GG′(q)
are necessary to describe local field effects in the screened Coulomb interaction. In materials with Wannier-
Mott excitons where the electron-hole orbit radius is large, the influence of the off-diagonal elements in the
dielectric tensor are small and thus local field effects are negligible [79]. This allows for the use of just the
diagonal elements G = G′ to evaluate the screened Coulomb interaction. Another approximation is the
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use of a model dielectric function to model the diagonal components of the dielectric tensor. The model
screening function proposed by Cappellini et al. reliably reproduces the diagonal of the dielectric matrix
and is widely used in the literature and in this thesis [87]:












Here, qTF is the Thomas-Fermi wave vector of the valence electrons in the system and ωp is the plasma
frequency. The coefficient α is typically set to unity. ε∞ is the high-frequency electronic dielectric constant
and is calculated by density functional perturbation theory or by determining Reε(ω = 0) at the DFT or GW
level of theory. Use of the model functions allows for the rapid analytic inversion of ε(Q) and subsequent
quick calculation of the screened Coulomb interaction matrix elements.
Even with modern super computers, the exact diagonalization of the excitonic Hamiltonian is often
intractable. A time evolution scheme, formulated by Glutsch et al. and implemented for the electron-hole
problem by Hahn et al. [88], can instead be used to iteratively evolve the values of vector elements by
multiplication with the excitonic Hamiltonian. This method is used for optical spectrum calculations with
excitonic contributions in this thesis.
2.5 Free-Carrier Effects on Optical Response
No crystal is perfect. Intrinsic and extrinsic defects, the latter often referred to as dopants if introduced
intentionally, permeate all processed optical materials. Defects often differ in electronic coordination and
will donate (n-type defect) or accept (p-type defect) electrons from the system, generating free electrons
and free holes, respectively. If an n-type defect energy level is near the conduction band edge, or conversely
a p-type defect energy level is near the valence band edge, this donation or acceptance of an electron can
occur at low thermal energy and the defects are referred to as shallow. At high concentrations, free-carriers
may fill their associated band edges in the material creating a free-carrier gas. This occupation of the band
extrema influences optical properties in three distinct ways.
1. The filled band edge can no longer participate in optical response, a phenomenon called Pauli Block-
ing. The result is a shift of the optical response onset to higher energies which is known in experimental
observations as the Burstein-Moss shift, abbreviated BMS.
2. Band gap reduction, abbreviated BGR, occurs under increased correlation effects of the electron-
electron interaction from the free-carrier gas introduced by defects.
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3. Free-carrier screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction by the free-carrier gas which reduces
the binding strength of the exciton.
Free-carrier screening not only influences the electron-hole Coulomb interaction, but also electron-electron
interaction. This results in the aforementioned band gap reduction.
2.5.1 Practical Calculations
Pauli blocking can be simply simulated by omitting the filled states from the calculation of the imaginary
dielectric function. The band gap re-normalization is more difficult to determine. In semiconductors with
parabolic band edges, the model of Berggren and Sernelius can be used to estimate how the additional

























Here, ε̄0 is the permittivity of free space, mc is the electron effective mass, nc is the concentration of free
electrons, and kf is the Fermi wave vector of a free electron gas with concentration nc and effective mass
mc. The first term in square brackets describes the effect of electron-impurity scattering on the band gap
energy while the second describes the influence of enhanced screening by the additional free-electron gas.
A simple yet effective model for the free-carrier contribution of the dielectric tensor diagonal εGG(q) =









The polarizability χ is given as the ratio between the charge density induced by an external test charge in
the system ρind(Q) divided by the external potential of the test charge φ(Q). For a model system of a free













The Thomas-Fermi wave vector qTF controls the spatial influence of the dielectric screening by free-carriers.
Often, the filling of states at the band extrema remain within and energy range where the effective mass
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The Thomas-Fermi screening by free-carriers in defective or doped materials is only one contribution to
the total dielectric screening. Valence-conduction excitations also contribute to the dielectric screening
through the high-frequency dielectric tensor ε∞,GG′(q, ω). If we consider just the head element in the static
approximation, ε∞, we can combine the influence of both valence-conduction inter-band excitation and free-
carrier intra-band excitation in the electron-hole screening by writing the model of the new diagonal of the
dielectric tensor as [91, 92]:








2.6 Phonons and the Electron-Phonon Vertex
At this point, we will briefly diverge from the topic of optical excitations to a side quest concerning lattice ex-
citations known as phonons. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation works remarkably well to predict many
ground state properties of the interacting electron system with an external potential exerted by the ionic
background. Yet, this approximation fails to yield reasonable predictions for various measurable material
quantities such as free-carrier mobilities, temperature-dependence of the band gap, temperature dependence
of thermal resistivity, excited carrier lifetimes, the formation of Cooper pairs in type-I superconductivity,
and much more [93]. At the core of all these phenomena is the coupling between the electronic states and
phonons: the quantized excitations of the lattice. Later, we will show how phonons contribute to screening
of the electron-hole pair produced under optical excitation.
2.6.1 Phonon Frequencies and Eigen-Displacement
Phonons are quantized waves of atomic displacement, with wave vectors q, a band index ν and frequencies
ωq,ν that form the phonon band structure [90]. The number of bands are designated by the number of
ways ions in the system can be displaced relative to the phonon propagation direction and to each other.
When the ionic displacement is in the direction of the propagation wave vector q, the modes are longitudinal
(designated by the letter L). Alternatively, the ionic displacements can be perpendicular to q and the modes
are labeled as transverse (T). Modes where the relative ionic motions are in phase are labeled as acoustic
modes (A) and modes where the relative ionic motion is out of phase are labeled as optical modes (O). Thus,
all modes can be labeled as either LA, TA, LO, TO, or a mix between such types of modes.
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Determining the phonon frequencies as a function of wave vector q and band index ν requires the
calculation of the inter-atomic force constant Cκ,α,p,κ′,α′,p′ , where κ is an ionic index, α is a cartesian
direction, and p designates a unit cell where the atom sits. If we have atomic displacements given by ∆τκ,α,p,
then the new energy of the system under a relative pair of displacements in the harmonic approximation is
[94]:























Here, Rp is an atomic position vector and Mκ is the mass of the κ
th atom. Finally, the eigenvalues and







Many methods are available to determine the dynamical matrix and its eigenvalues. One of the most reliable
and common is density functional perturbation theory (DFPT). Many good resources are available to better
understand DFPT [94].
2.6.2 Polar Phonons and the Low-Frequency Dielectric Tensor
Let us first begin by better defining the vague term polar crystal. A polar crystal in the context of this
work is one where the displacements of atoms from their equilibrium atomic positions induce macroscopic
electric fields over the material. Such displacement are referred to as polar phonons. The fields induced
by polar phonons couple to electronic degrees of freedom and can significantly alter their motion. A more
mathematical definition of a polar crystal is that the ions have a non-zero Born effective charge. Born
effective charge is a tensor with indices αβ describing the linear relation between the atomic displacement
and the polarization per unit cell [95]. The relative displacement of these charges induces the previously
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The phonons that induce these macroscopic fields lead to an additional ionic contribution to the materials
polarization which can be described by a low-frequency dielectric tensor ε0 [94]. Previously, we have discussed
the high-frequency electronic dielectric tensor which describes screening mediated by electronic polarization
in the system. The total inverse dielectric tensor, with both high-frequency electronic contributions and
low-frequency ionic contributions are given by [96]:
ε−10,GG′(q, ω) = ε
−1
















−ω2νq + ω2 + iη
(2.54)








((q + G) · Zκ,αβ · eκ,α,ν(q)) ((q + G′) · Zκ′,αβ · e∗κ′,β,ν(q))
|q + G||q + G′|
ei(G
′κ−G′κ′) (2.55)
It can be seen from the previous three equations that when the elements of the Born effective charge tensor
are 0 that the ionic contribution to the inverse dielectric tensor is 0, leading to a total dielectric tensor
equaling the high-frequency electronic dielectric tensor. We find as well that when the propagation wave
vector of the phonon mode is perpendicular to the phonon eigen-displacement that S goes to zero. Thus, the
macroscopic fields induced by polar phonon modes are attributed to the LO modes and modes with partial
LO character. Inducing such fields requires that the LO modes occur at higher energy compared to the TO
modes. This phenomena is know as the LO-TO splitting, and is described by the Lyddanne-Sachs-Teller
relation [97]:
ε0,00(q = 0, ω = 0)








2.6.3 The Electron-Phonon Vertex
The study of phonon band structure and spectra is a rich and extensive topic. However, this thesis is
primarily concerned with how change induced in the potential by a phonon mode scatters electronic states.
Within the context of density functional perturbation theory, the change in the potential by a phonon mode
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with eigen-displacement eκ,α,ν(q) is given by [93]:













Where lqν is called the zero-point displacement amplitude given in atomic units by (1/(2M0ωq,ν))
1/2
. The
scattering energy imparted by this change in the potential under a given phonon mode that scatters Bloch
state unk to umk+q, where u are the Bloch components of the total Bloch wave functions, is called the
electron-phonon vertex gmnν(k,q) and carries units of energy. Alternative and common names for g include
the electron-phonon matrix elements and electron-phonon scattering energy. The electron-phonon vertex,
measuring the scattering energy of an electron moving from band n and wave vector k to band m and wave
vector k + q mediated by a phonon of band index ν and wave vector q, is determined within DFPT as:
gmnν(k,q) = 〈umk+q|∆qνV (r)|unk〉Ω (2.58)
The integral of equation 2.58 is taken over the volume of the unit cell Ω. Modern calculations of sets of g
on a grid of k- and q-points is performed by a combinations of equations 2.50, 2.52, 2.57, and 2.58 within
DFPT.
The calculation of a set of g currently requires vast computational resources and intricate interpolation
methods. Historically, theorists resorted to models of g for individual classes of materials. We will visit two
specific models: the simple Bloch model and the simple Fröhlich model. The latter will become important
for the work performed herein. The simple Bloch model was proposed by none other than its namesake in










Here, Vκ is the potential of the κ
th atom and ε∞(q) is the wave vector dependent high-frequency dielectric
constant. While the Bloch model for g is a good attempt to describe the electron-phonon scattering vertex
that arises from changes in electronic charge density induced by a phonon mode, fails to describe the
scattering process in polar crystals. The reason is the aforementioned macroscopic dipoles induced by
phonon modes that separate ions with opposite charge. Fröhlich, Pelzer, and Zienau proposed, in their
seminal work to describe polaron formation by self-trapping of electrons by lattice distortion in 1950, that
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The model assumes that electronic states are described by a parabolic band model and the polarizable
background is isotropic with dielectric constant contributions from the lattice and electrons. The potential
exerted on the lattice by the electron is given by a 1/|q|2 relationship and is screened by the Fröhlich dielectric
constant (ε−1∞ − ε−10 )−1. The strength of the vertex of determined by a singular LO phonon frequency.
Recent work has been aimed at determining piecewise contribution to g arising from long-range electric
field induced scattering by LO phonons and short-range scattering by perturbation to the local charge
density. In this effort, Verdi and Giustino proposed a generalized Fröhlich vertex that does not rely on the
parabolic band, single LO phonon mode, and isotropic background assumptions. The authors posit that the

















(q + G) · Zκ · eκν(q)
(q + G) · ε∞,GG(q) · (q + G)
Bmk+qnk (G) (2.62)
Here, Zκ are the Born effective charges of the ions and B are the Bloch integrals defined previously. Under
the assumptions of the original Fröhlich vertex, it can be shown that equation 2.62 reduces to equation 2.60
by the help of LST relation [100]. Though this generalized Fröhlich is originally proposed as a numerical
correction to handle Wannier interpolation of the electron-phonon vertices, the authors demonstrate that
gL is the dominant contribution to g at small wave vector. Phonon mediated scattering of electronic states
at large distances is therefore well described by the generalized Fröhlich vertex. The changes induced on
the system energy by the electron-phonon interaction fundamentally change the quasi-particle self energies.
In considering Hedin’s equations, these self energy changes propagate as changes to the other four self-
consistent equations, including the screened Coulomb interaction. The electron-phonon vertex fundamentally
determines the strength of the lattice screened Coulomb interaction, a quantity we seek to describe in this
thesis.
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2.7 Lattice Screening of the Electron-Hole Coulomb Potential
Equipped with the knowledge of phonons, the low-frequency dielectric tensor arising from polar phonons,
and electron-phonon vertices at multiple levels of approximation, we are ready to discuss dynamical lattice
screening of the electron-hole Coulomb potential. We will begin with the Fan-Migdal self-energy arising
from the interaction of single-particles with the lattice distortions. The Fan-Migdal self-energy is the change
in single-particle energies as a function of first-order electron-phonon scattering processes. Next, it will be
shown that the screened Coulomb interaction arising from the Fan-Midgal term is a two-frequency term in
the electron-hole problem and renders the BSE non-writable as an excitonic Hamiltonian problem. This
can be navigated by applying Shindo’s approximation to write the dynamical lattice screened Coulomb as a
function of a single excitation frequency.
2.7.1 The Lattice Screened Coulomb Interaction from the Fan-Migdal Self
Energy
Let us revisit the equation for the electron self energy Σ in the GW approximation. In most calculations
of the electronic band energies, the screened Coulomb interaction is only screened by the electronic polariz-
able background described by the inverse dielectric tensor ε−1∞,GG′(q, ω). In polar crystals, the polarizable
ionic background also contributes to the dielectric tensor leading to the low-frequency dielectric tensor
ε−10,GG′(q, ω). Therefore, it is necessary to reformulate Hedin’s equations to include phonon contributions to
the screening. The literature concerning this approach is extensive, but the main conclusion pertaining to
this work concerns the separation of the screened Coulomb potential into an electronically screened portion
Wel and a phonon (lattice) screened portion Wph. The two are additive, so the self energy is then also
expressed as a sum [38, 93]:
Σtot(1, 2) = ΣGW (1, 2) + ΣFM (1, 2) =
∫
d(3, 4)G(1, 3)Wel(4, 1) +
∫
d(3, 4)G(1, 3)Wph(4, 1) (2.63)
The self energy correction arising from the phonon-screened Coulomb potential is the Fan-Migdal self energy,
and can be further expressed by [101, 102]:









The real-space electron-phonon vertices g are equivalent to the aforementioned changes in the total potential
induced by a phonon with wave vector q and band index ν: ∆qνV (r). D is the phonon propagator. D can
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be taken in the adiabatic limit [93]:
DAqν(ω) = Dqνν′(ω)δνν′ =
(
1
ω − ωqν + iη
− 1
ω + ωqν + iη
)
(2.65)

















For excitations of single-particles, W as a function of a single excitation frequency can be utilized to cal-
culate the self energy. The electron-hole excitation poses a difficulty. Both the electrons and holes under
optical excitation may propagate at different frequencies. If the screened Coulomb interaction now carries
the frequency dependence, the two-particle correlation function with the kernel Ξ determined in the GW
approximation can be expressed as [82]:
L(1, 1′, 2, 2′;ωjωl) = G(12
′;ωj)G(2, 1






d(3, 4, 5, 6)G(1, 3;ωj)G(4, 1
′;ωj − ωl)
× [W (3, 4;ωj − ωj′) + vc(5, 4)]L(5, 6, 2, 2′;ωjωl) (2.68)
In this case, the the frequencies are Matsubara frequencies index by j and l. The frequencies ωj and ω
′
j are
fermionic propagation frequencies whereas ωl is a bosonic excitation frequency. A BSE of this form poses
multiple numerical challenges. The first is the need for the frequency summation over ωj′ , for which special
consideration is needed to avoid numerical divergences. However, this integration must be performed in the
spectral representation along two cuts in the complex plane. This procedure results in two coupled integral
equations that would be difficult to solve even with modern computational tools [82]. Therefore, we seek a
formulation where this explicit integral over a Fermion frequency is not needed, leading to the construction
of the BSE as an eigenvalue problem implicitly dependent on a single excitation frequency. In order to
construct one, an approximation must be made. This was done by Shindo in 1970 [103]. In the limit of a
weak electron-hole interaction (such as with Wannier-Mott excitons) the two-particle correlation function
can be expressed approximately as a function of a single excitation frequency by [103]:
L(1, 1′, 2, 2′;ωjωl) ≈
G(1, 1;ωj)−G(1′, 1′;ωj − ωl)
− 1β
∑
j′ (G(1, 1;ωj)−G(1′, 1′;ωj′ − ωl))
L(1, 1′, 2, 2′;ωl) (2.69)
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Now, the two-particle correlation function can be expressed as the exciton wave function expanded in the
Bloch basis. The electron-hole problem is restricted to valence to conduction transitions at single k-points




















Here, f is the Fermi occupation number at the quasi-particle energies. Now, let’s apply this to the lattice























We can restrict here the values of q in Wph to k − k′ as we are only considering optical excitations. The
Matsubara frequency summation only acts on the adiabatic phonon propagator that is dependent on the
individual fermion frequencies, as we have approximated the electron-phonon vertices to carry no frequency
dependence. After carrying out the sum of Matsubara frequencies and taking the limit of the analytic










ωq,ν + Eck − Ev′k′ − ω
+
1
ωq,ν + Ec′k′ − Evk − ω
)
(2.72)
Now, the dynamical BSE can be recast as an implicit eigenvalue problem of the form [103, 104]:












Ac′v′k′ = EΛAcvk (2.73)
The excitonic eigenvalue problem is an implicit equation for the excitation frequency ω. The eigenvalues of
the excitonic matrix must be determined on a grid of ω to determine the case where EΛ = ω, indicating
the dynamical optical excitation energy has been found. At this point, we have determined an equation
for the lattice screened Coulomb interaction where the explicit electron-phonon vertices must be utilized.
While methods are available to calculate these quantities on dense grids [105], it may not be necessary. In
systems hosting Wannier-Mott excitons, the exciton wave function spreads over a small distance in q space
[86]. At small q, the dominant contributor to the electron-phonon vertex is the generalized Fröhlich vertex
of equation 2.62 [100]. By replacing the vertex in Eq. 2.72 with the long-range contribution only, as defined
in Eq. 2.61, and using the definition of the low-frequency dielectric tensor in Eq. 2.54, Wph can be written
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in the long-range approximation:
WL,c
′v′k′


















ωq,ν + Eck − Ev′k′ − ω
+
1







This proposed model function for the lattice screened Coulomb interaction takes into account the Fröhlich
coupling from all possible phonon modes. Naturally, acoustic modes and transverse optical modes exhibit
a very low or zero mode oscillator strength, so generally only modes with LO character contribute to the
sum. A further approximation can be made considering that the Coulomb term 1/q2 promotes only long
wavelength contributions from the screened Coulomb interaction. Additionally, many simple materials only
have a single highest frequency LO phonon mode that contributes to lattice polarizability in the small q limit
[90]. Therefore, an approximate model function for the dynamically lattice screened Coulomb interaction




















ωLO + Eck − Ev′k′ − ω
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Equations 2.72, 2.74, and 2.75 represent three descending levels of of sophistication to calculate the lattice
screening Coulomb interaction dynamically in Shindo approximation.
2.7.2 Practical Calculations of Optical Response with Dynamical Lattice
Screening
In practice, we solve Equation 2.75 to include dynamical lattice screening in the Bethe-Salpeter Equation.
The excitonic Hamiltonian with a dynamically screened screened Coulomb interaction must be solved on
a grid of ω. When the resulting lowest excitation eigenvalue is equal to the trial frequency, then the true
excitation energy (and in turn, the exciton binding energy) is determined. Once the dynamically lattice
screened excitation energy Exb,dyn is determined, an effective dielectric constant can be calculated by the
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This equation solves precisely for the effective dielectric screening constant of the lowest optical excitation
within the Shindo and simple Fröhlich approximations. This effective dielectric constant can be used to
calculate optical spectra by the BSE using model functions that take a single dielectric constant as input [87].
Ideally, each excitation eigenvalue has its own associated effective dielectric constant. However, on the dense
k-point grids required to determine optical spectra in semiconductors, determining separate dynamically
screened excitation energies for each electron-hole pair is computationally intractable. It is worth briefly
discussing some limits. When ωLO >> Exb,dyn, we expect the lattice to be able to fully track the motion of
the exciton, and thus the effective dielectric constant becomes ε0. On the other hand, when ωLO << Exb,dyn,
the lattice screened term goes to zero and the effective dielectric constant becomes ε∞. These limits were
postulated by Haken and worked out by Shindo in their original works [106, 103].
2.8 Calculating Excitation Energies in Isolated Molecules
2.8.1 ∆-Self Consistent Field Method
The method that would later become known as ∆-Self Consistent Field method (∆SCF) was first proposed
and explored by Gunnarsson and Lundqvist in 1976 [107]. The core concept behind ∆SCF is to enforce
the occupation of Kohn-Sham energy states in the self-consistent cycle of DFT. If the set of calculations
has a consistent reference energy (for example, the vacuum energy in local basis DFT calculations), then
the energy difference between the lowest energy configuration of a given symmetry and the ground state
generates a reliable prediction of the excitation energy between the states. For example, the lowest energy
triplet state can be prepared in open-shell DFT by taking an electron from the highest occupied Kohn-Sham
state and placing, with a spin flip, it in the lowest unoccupied Kohn-Sham state.
2.8.2 Linear Response Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory
Linear response time-dependent density functional theory (LR-TDDFT) provides an alternative to MBPT
for calculating electronic and optical excitation spectra. The topic will not be covered extensively here,
but many excellent review articles and texts are available for the interested reader[108]. The core concept
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behind TDDFT is that one moves from a static external potential to a time-dependent external potential.
The Runge-Gross theorem states that, for an initial wave function and analytics time-dependent potential,
the time dependent external potential maps one-to-one to a time-dependent charge density [109]. For an
applied external potential, one can solve every time step for the time-dependent charge density and wave
functions. TDDFT allows for the access of optical excitation by treating the AC electric field as a time-
dependent external potential. If the change in charge density is treated as linear with respect to the external
potential, one derives linear-response (LR)-TDDFT. For isolated molecular systems, optical excitations
between single Kohn-Sham eigen-states are determined by the non-Hermitian eigenvalue problem called the













Keeping with the set convention, EΛ are the optical excitation energies. X and Y, like in the BSE, are
eigenvectors of coefficients that weight contributions of pairs of Kohn-Sham eigen-states to the optical
excitation EΛ. The matrix elements are given by:






Here, indices n and m run over occupied and unoccupied KS states, respectively, and the index σ runs over
















The interaction Kernel in LR-TDDFT shares a semblance with that of the excitonic Hamiltonian derived
from the BSE. It is a sum of an exchange term and an interaction term, with the interaction operator given
by the functional derivative with respect to the spin-polarized charge density of the exchange-correlation
energy functional.
It is informative to compare LR-TDDFT with ∆SCF in its advantages and disadvantages. The first
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and foremost advantage of LR-TDDFT is that it is not restricted to calculating only the first excitation
energy of transitions form the ground state into the lowest alternate symmetry state. Additionally, orbital
contributions to optical transitions can be straightforwardly determined by the Casida equation, whereas
this information is not available through ∆SCF. Finally, LR-TDDFT can easily determine singlet excitation
energies whereas ∆SCF cannot, as the ground state is the lowest energy singlet state and accurate excitation
energies of higher energy symmetry states are not guaranteed in ∆SCF. A disadvantage of LR-TDDFT lies in
what is known as the triplet instability where, depending on the strength of the exchange-correlation energy,
excessively low or even negative triplet excitation energies are predicted [112]. In ∆SCF, the exchange-
correlation energy contribution between the ground state and the lowest energy triplet state effectively
cancel upon subtraction. Thus, ∆SCF tends to lead to very reliable predictions of the lowest triplet excitation
energy [113].
2.9 Summery of Theoretical Approaches
At this point, a summary of the theoretical approach for material optical response calculations from first
principles is helpful. Within the DFT+MBPT framework, optical response calculations of materials are a
three step process. First, DFT calculations are performed to determine the ground state electron density
and Kohn-Sham band structure and linear optical response. Second, the GW approximation (or a hybrid
functional calculation) is employed to determine an accurate electronic band structure and band gap. Linear
optical response, without the electron-hole interaction, can be also calculated at this step. Finally, the
Bethe-Salpeter equation reformulated as an excitonic Hamiltonian can be solved to include the electron-
hole interaction in linear optical response calculations, thus generating reliable optical absorption spectrum
calculations. In considering the screening mechanisms of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction, generally
only static electronic screening is accounted for as it is assumed that background electronic excitations can
adjust without delay to the motion of the exciton. In real systems, electronic dielectric screening is not
the only screening mechanism. Additional background screening by free-carriers can be accounted for by a
Thomas-Fermi screening model. Dynamical lattice screening by the Shindo approximation can be applied
to determine how the dielectric response of the lattice influences the electron-hole Coulomb potential. In
this Chapter, I have detailed my development of the the dynamical lattice screened Coulomb interaction at
three levels of theory, given by Eq. 2.72, 2.74, and 2.75. In the coming work, I will apply these methods




THE OPTICAL RESPONSE OF
MAPbI3
3.1 Introduction
A factor that critically influences whether a material is a good candidate for a photovoltaic absorbing layer
is the electron-hole interaction. If this interaction is strong in a material, strongly bound excitonic states
appear near the absorption onset. These are associated with strong optical absorption that is beneficial for
harvesting light using as little absorber material as possible. At the same time, strong electron-hole interac-
tion renders separation of electron-hole pairs challenging, which is detrimental in a photovoltaic device [114].
Interestingly, hybrid orgainc-inorganic perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPbI3) balances between low exciton
binding energy and large optical absorption across the visible spectrum. This facilitates efficient generation
of electron-hole pairs that can be thermally separated and is beneficial for photo-current generation [27].
This interesting balance triggered numerous studies, aimed at a better understanding of excitonic effects in
MAPbI3. Experimental results for exciton binding energies range from as high as 62 meV to as low as 2
meV [27], however, a few patterns emerge. First, the line shape of the absorption edge has been reported to
be comparable to that of GaAs, with no clear excitonic peak and a binding energy potentially under 10 meV
at room temperature [115]. Second, a reduction of the exciton binding energy is observed when going from
the low-temperature (LT) orthorhombic phase to the room-temperature (RT) tetragonal phase. Sestu et al.
measured 34 meV (LT) to 29 meV (RT) [116], Galkowski et al. measured between 14 and 25 meV (LT) to
12 meV (RT) [117], and Yang et al. measured 16 meV (LT) to between 5 and 12 meV (RT) [118]. However,
there are also examples for studies where RT exciton binding energies exceed LT binding energies in others
[119, 118, 116, 120, 121, 122, 123, 117, 124].
Further insight into this variability comes from four-wave mixing spectroscopy, to disentangle exciton
binding energies of intrinsic and defect-bound excitons [125]. These results indicate that intrinsic excitons
have an LT binding energy of 13 meV, whereas values for defect-bound excitons average around 29 meV,
linking the variability to different defect concentrations lest uncharacterized. In particular, while exciton
binding energies in pure MAPbI3 are consistently lower than 35 meV for LT and RT phases, the addition
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of small amounts of chlorine into MAPbI3 thin films tends to increase this value to more than 50 meV
[119, 126].
While the variation of experimental results causes ongoing debate of the excitonic character of the
absorption edge, first principles theoretical spectroscopy can provide deeper understanding. To this end,
Bokdam et al. used many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) and solved the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE)
for the optical polarization function, reporting an exciton binding energy of 45 meV in tetragonal MAPbI3
[127]. Similarly, Zu et al. computed 40 meV [51] and Umari et al. computed 30 meV using a similar framework
[32]. All three studies attribute the dielectric screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction exclusively
to electronic interband transitions, corresponding to a high-frequency dielectric constant ε∞ of MAPbI3
between 5 and 7 [127, 32, 51]. In another work Ahmed et al. used the BSE framework to predict a binding
energy of 153 meV. While these calculations were done on a coarse 4×4×4 k-point grid, likely leading to
an overestimate of the binding energy [52], the values of 45 meV [127] and 40 meV [51] quoted above still
overestimate experimental data.
However, exciton binding energies are critically influenced by the strength of the electron-hole interaction
and, thus, dielectric screening in the material, both in experiment and calculations. This is important
because the lattice structure of MAPbI3 is very polarizable, leading to a large static dielectric constant,
possibly contributing to screening. To this end, Frost et al. showed that the static dielectric constant of
25.7, accounting for lattice and electronic polarizability, leads to an exciton binding energy of less than 1
meV in a Wannier-Mott model [128]. Evens et al. used a value of ε=11 to demonstrate that including lattice
contributions to screening improves agreement with measured room-temperature absorption spectra [49].
Menéndez-Proupin et al. use a parabolic-band with a Pollman-Büttner type model for polaron screening
and find an exciton binding energy of 24 meV [129]. Umari et al. also showed that including polar phonon
screening reduces the binding energy from 30 meV to 15 meV [32]. Finally, Hakamata et al. employed non-
adiabatic molecular dynamics to calculate the time-averaged exciton binding energy in a dynamical MAPbI3
lattice, predicting a binding energy of 12 meV and a dielectric constant between 10 and 15, in excellent
agreement with RT measured values [130]. Bokdam et al. provide arguments against the importance of
lattice screening for exciton binding energies of MAPbI3 and instead invoke formation of polarons [127].
In this work, we study the complementary problem of an additional screening contribution due to free
electrons, arising from defects or donors in a sample. First principles studies of multiple point defects in
MAPbI3 showed that charged defects with low formation energy occupy shallow levels relative to the band
extrema [131, 132, 133, 134]. Wang et al. showed that synthesis with varying ratios of PbI2:MAI precursors
can change samples from p- to n-type, with free-electron concentrations as high as 3.5×1018 cm−3 and even
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at a standard precursor ratio of 1:1 moles of PbI2 and MAI, a free-electron concentration of 1.8× 1017 cm−3
was measured [33]. Other studies confirmed free-carrier concentrations in the range of 1017 – 1018 cm−3
[34, 35]. Dielectric screening due to free electrons has been shown to reduce the strength of the electron-hole
Coulomb interaction in ZnO [135, 92, 136] and, together with Pauli blocking lead to formation of Mahan
excitons [137] at the absorption edge.
We speculate that these effects also affect exciton binding MAPbI3 and to clarify this, we perform accu-
rate first principles simulations of electronic structure and optical properties of MAPbI3
1 The remainder of
the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 summarizes the theoretical and computational approach for
solving the BSE to calculate optical response. Section 3.3 details results for atomic geometries, electronic
structure, and optical properties. We compute exciton-binding energies and optical spectra, explicitly in-
cluding various concentrations of free electrons that arise in the material for varying defect concentrations.
Finally, Sec. 3.4 summarizes and concludes this chapter.
3.2 Computational Methods
We use density functional theory (DFT) [36, 37] to compute fully relaxed atomic geometries of the three
experimentally most relevant polymorphs of MAPbI3, i.e. the orthorhombic (O), tetragonal (T), and cubic
(C) phase. Their Brillouin zones (BZs) are sampled using Γ-centered 4× 4× 4, 4× 4× 4, and 6× 6× 6 k-
point meshes, respectively. The projector-augmented wave (PAW) method is used to describe the electron-ion
interaction [70] and single-particle wave functions are expanded into a plane-wave basis up to a cutoff energy
of 600 eV. These parameters are sufficient to converge the total energy to within 5 meV per atom. The
PBEsol exchange-correlation (XC) functional [139] has previously been used to predict accurate relaxed
atomic geometries for MAPbI3 [140] and is used here for the same purpose.
In order to obtain equilibrium atomic geometries, we initialize the structures of the O, T, and C phases
prior to relaxation using those reported in Ref. [140]. This captures the symmetry of ordered MA cations
in the O phase and a pseudo-random ordering of the MA sub-lattice in the T phase. While the C phase
exhibits total disordering of the MA cation sub-lattice in experiment [141], we study a pseudo-cubic phase
with ordered MA cations. This approach is common in the literature to maintain the uniform alignment of
PbI3 octahedra observed experimentally for the C phase [140, 142, 143]. In experiment the cubic lattice also
shows a slight pseudo-cubic behavior, due to rotations of the MA cations [141]. We verify that these atomic
coordinates correspond to equilibrium structures by computing total energies for several unit-cell volumina
1The results presented in this chapter are published in the article: Joshua Leveillee and André Schleife, Phys. Rev. B 100,
035205 (2019) [138].
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within 1 % of the equilibrium value and determine the minimum. All atomic geometries were then relaxed
until Hellman-Feynman forces are smaller than 10 meV/Å.
For these relaxed geometries we compute high- and low-frequency dielectric tensors using density func-
tional perturbation theory (DFPT) [144] and the generalized-gradient approximation by Perdew, Burke,
and Ernzerhof (PBE) [68] to describe XC. The BZs are sampled using Γ-centered 5× 5× 5, 5× 5× 5, and
7× 7× 7 k-point meshes for O, T, and C phases, respectively, for these calculations.
In order to compute electronic structures that can be compared to experiment, we overcome the well-
known band gap underestimation of DFT by taking quasiparticle (QP) corrections into account within
MBPT [145]. Furthermore, due to the presence of heavy-metal ions in MAPbI3, spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
is included within the PAW approach [146]. We performed GW0+SOC calculations using 1× 1× 1, 1× 1× 1,
and 2× 2× 2 Γ-centered k-point grids for O, T, and C phases, respectively. The Green’s function was iterated
four times to converge QP band gaps to within 25 meV. 4000 empty bands were included for the O and T
structures, and 2000 for the C phase.
Finally, we study optical response including excitonic effects by solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation
(BSE) for the optical polarization function. The BSE in the Bloch basis can be written as an eigenvalue
equation [147, 85] for the Hamiltonian as given by Eq. 2.39 and 2.40. The indices c, v, and k, refer to
conduction band, valence band, and point in reciprocal space, respectively. The term in parentheses on the
right-hand side represents single-QP excitation energies of non-interacting electron-hole pairs, described by
the QP band structure. For the QP energies εck and εvk we use results computed using PBE+SOC, with the
band gap rigidly shifted to the GW0+SOC gap. Bloch integrals, that enter the exchange interaction 2v
cvk
c′v′k′
and the screened Coulomb interaction W cvkc′v′k′ between electrons and holes, are evaluated using spin-polarized
DFT-PBE Kohn-Sham eigen-states. Electronic interband screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction
is computed using the model dielectric function proposed by Bechstedt et al. in the absence of free-carriers
[148, 149] and approximated as a dielectric constant ε∞ when free-carriers are taken into account [135, 92].
Optical spectra of C MAPbI3 are computed over a wide energy range using a 11× 11× 11 k-point grid with
a small random shift and for a careful examination of the spectral onset up to an energy of 2.2 eV, a hybrid
5:2:32.5 k-point grid is used (see Ref. [150] for nomenclature). Independent-particle spectra for the O and
T phases were computed using 7× 7× 7 k points with a small random shift.
In order to describe the influence of free electrons, we account for (i) Pauli blocking affecting selection
rules for optical transitions (Burstein-Moss shift, BMS), (ii) free-electron effects on the single-particle band
structure via band-gap renormalization (BGR), and (iii) additional free-electron screening of the electron-
hole interaction [135, 151, 152, 136]. This approach has been previously successfully used to describe optical
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Table 3.1: Lattice parameters a, b, c (in Å) and unit-cell volume V (in Å3) computed in this work, compared
to other theoretical and experimental data.
This Work Ref. PBEsol[140, 159] Exp.[160, 141]
Orthorhombic (13 K)
a 8.365 8.350 8.571
b 9.073 9.040 8.855
c 12.665 12.66 12.614
V 961.27 955.63 957.35
Tetragonal (180 K)
a 8.711 8.700 8.970
b 8.720 8.720 –
c 12.846 12.830 12.768
V 975.810 979.78 986.510
Cubic 300 K – 350 K
a 6.291 6.29 6.26-6.31
b 6.253 6.23 –
c 6.386 6.37 –
V 251.12 246.62 245.31 – 251.24
properties of doped ZnO [135, 92]. BMS arises from Pauli blocking of the lowest conduction-band states that
are occupied by the additional free electrons. We account for this by setting the occupation number of these
states accordingly when calculating dielectric functions, after the ground-state DFT electronic-structure
calculations. BGR is described as a rigid shift of the entire conduction band, computed using the analytic
model of Berggren and Sernelius shown in Eq. 2.45 [89]. The model describes two contributions to the
electronic self energy: (i) the decreased electron-electron exchange energy attributed to enhanced screening
by the Fermi gas of free-carriers in the conduction band and (ii) the self-scattering of free-carriers, referred
to as impurity-impurity scattering. Finally, free-carrier screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction
in the BSE is approximated in this work as a free-electron-like response via an intraband Thomas-Fermi
contribution to dielectric screening. This is described in detail in Refs. [135, 136] and in section ??. We
note that in the literature free-carrier screening also has been approximated using Debye screening for
non-degenerate free-carrier concentrations [153].
All DFT and GW calculations are carried out using the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package [144,
154, 155, 156] (VASP). The BSE calculations are performed using the implementation described in Refs.





























Figure 3.1: Relaxed atomic geometries of orthorhombic, tetragonal, and cubic phases of MAPbI3. Ions are
represented as gray (Pb), purple (I), brown (C), pink (H), and blue (N) spheres. Lattice constants a, b, and
c align with the [001], [010], and [001] directions, respectively.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Atomic Geometries
First, we study relaxed atomic geometries of the low-temperature equilibrium phase of MAPbI3, the or-
thorhombic (O) crystal structure with space group Pnma [161, 141]. This phase has minimum entropy by
ordering CH3NH3 ions periodically [140] and the PbI3 sub-lattice forms stacked octahedra that are tilted
with respect to the [001] axis of the unit cell (see Fig. 3.1). Angles between lattice vectors are all 90◦ and
the lattice parameters are non-equal, with a=8.37, b=9.07, and c=12.67 Å. The c axis agrees well with ex-
perimental values between 12.1 – 12.6 Å and the relaxed a : b aspect ratio in this work of 0.921 only slightly
underestimates that seen in experiments, 0.97 – 0.98 [160, 141].
Experiment also shows that above T=162 K, MAPbI3 undergoes a phase transformation to a tetragonal
(T) phase with space group I4/mcm (see Fig. 3.1) [161, 141]. This first-order phase transition is marked by
three phenomena: First, we compute a change in lattice parameters from a 6= b 6= c in the O to a=8.70,
b=8.72, and c=12.83 Å in the T phase. The relaxed structure results in good agreement between a and b
with a difference of only ≈ 0.02 Å. Second, there is disordering of CH3NH3 ions in the T phase, that leads to
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a disordered cation sub-lattice. To approximate this effect in our unit cell, we disorder the organic cations,
based on the structures of Brivio et al. [140] This disorder is stabilized by c-axis tilting in the T phase.
Finally, alternating tilts of the octahedrons in the [001] direction appear, which in turn stabilizes the a=b
condition [161, 141].
At even higher temperatures above T=327 K, T MAPbI3 undergoes another transition to a cubic (C)
phase with space group Pm3̄m (see Fig. 3.1) [161]. This C phase is stabilized through total disordering
of the MA cation sublattice. Since thermal rotation of MA cations is not accounted for in the geometry
relaxation [141], we follow the common approach of modelling this phase as a pseudo-cubic distortion of
the Pm3̄m cubic perovskite structure with ordered MA cations [161, 141]. This lattice geometry is slightly
triclinic; in experiment, it is also pseudo-cubic due to rotations of the MA cations [141]. Relaxed atomic
geometries result in slightly tilted axes compared to the experimental Pm3̄m phase, which agrees with
earlier computational reports: Ong et al. showed that in DFT calculations the distorted C phase (space
group P4mm) is more stable compared to a constrained Pm3̄m phase [161]. The average of the pseudo-
cubic lattice constants (a + b + c)/3=6.31 Å agrees well with measurements [141]. Overall, our results for
relaxed atomic geometries are in excellent agreement with values from experiment and previous calculations.
A more detailed comparison to other work can be found in Table 3.1.
3.3.2 Electronic Structure
Using the GW0+SOC approach, we compute band gaps of 1.42, 1.39, and 1.38 eV, for the O, T, and C phase,
respectively (see Table 3.2). Figure 3.2 shows direct band gaps for each phase that are located at the Γ point
of the BZ for O and T phase, and at the R point for the C phase. This change in reciprocal-space location
of the direct gap is a consequence of cell symmetry [48]. Our results for MAPbI3 band gaps are consistent
with previous GW calculations and only slightly underestimate experimental values of 1.5 – 1.7 eV (see Table
3.2). This table also shows that previous calculations produced varying results based on the specific GW
approximation and description of SOC [171, 145, 172, 173]. In particular, Filip and Giustino showed that
different schemes for including relativistic effects and iterating the GW method resulted in different values
for the gap. Using fully relativistic pseudopotentials for Pb and I and the scissor-self consistent GW method
[29] to iterate QP wave functions and eigen-energies, they predicted 1.79 eV for the orthorhombic phase [29].
Separately, Umari et al. reported 1.62 eV for the T phase [145].
As expected, gaps at the PBE+SOC level of theory severely underestimate experimental results by more
than 1 eV for each phase. Using our GW0+SOC data, we can correct this for the calculation of optical
spectra, using a rigid scissor shift; we denote this approach by PBE+∆GW0+SOC. Figure 5.2 compares
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Figure 3.2: Kohn-Sham band structure and density of states from PBE+∆GW0+SOC (solid lines) and
GW0+SOC (black circles) calculations for orthorhombic (a), tetragonal (b), and cubic (c) phases of MAPbI3.
All conduction states are rigidly shifted to the GW0+SOC gap. The valence-band maximum is used as energy
zero.
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Table 3.2: Band gaps Eg (in eV), static (ε0) and static electronic (ε∞) dielectric constants, and effec-
tive electron (mc) masses for MAPbI3 from our calculations and the literature. Results from G0W0, GW0
(iteration only of the Green’s function), SS-GW (self-consistent scissor GW [29]), and QSGW (quasiparti-
cle self-consistent GW ) are shown for Eg. Density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT) and molecular
dynamics (MD) are compared for dielectric constants.
Orthorhombic Tetragonal Cubic
Eg (PBE) 1.55 1.40 1.51
Eg (PBE+SOC) 0.66 0.70 0.56
Eg (GW0+SOC) 1.42 1.39 1.38
Eg (PBE) 1.61[162] 1.45[162], 1.68 [145] 1.44[162]
Eg (G0W0+SOC) 1.81 [163], 1.32[29] 1.62 [145], 1.67[163] 1.28 [163], 1.48[52]
Eg (SS-GW+SOC) 1.79[29, 164] – –
Eg (QSGW+SOC) – – 1.67[165]
Eg (Exp.) 1.65[163] 1.5 – 1.61 [163] 1.69 [163]
ε∞ (DFPT) 6.22 6.23 6.24
ε0 (DFPT) 23.17 22.66 22.1
ε∞ (DFPT) 5.80 [166] 5.50 [145], 6.60[32] 6.83 [127]
ε∞ (Exp.) – 5.00[167] –
ε0 (DFPT) 25.30[166] – –
ε0 (MD) – 30.00[127] –
ε0 (Exp.) – 33.50[167], 28.80[168] –
mc (PBE+SOC) 0.19 0.16 0.23
mc (DFT+SOC) 0.19[169], 0.11[164] 0.15[128] 0.23 [170]
mc (G0W0+SOC) 0.16[164] 0.17 [145] –
mc (SS-GW+SOC) 0.21[164] – –
band structures of O, T, and C MAPbI3 at the PBE+∆GW0+SOC and GW0+SOC levels of theory and
illustrates the density of states (PBE+∆GW0+SOC). In Fig. 5.2(c) the perfectly direct nature of the gap is
broken by Rashba-Dresselhaus spin-orbit splitting for C MAPbI3. However, the effect is small and hard to
discern in Fig. 5.2(c). The effect is even smaller for T MAPbI3 and has been studied extensively for T and
C phases [172, 174, 175].
By comparing GW0+SOC energies at high-symmetry k points to the electronic structure from
PBE+∆GW0+SOC in Fig. 5.2, we illustrate for C MAPbI3 that the latter is a suitable basis for optical
calculations. Here we are interested in optical response in the visible spectral range, hence, we focus on
electronic states within 1.6 eV of the band extrema. As can be seen in Fig. 3.2(c) the conduction band
dispersions from both approaches are in excellent agreement in this energy range. The Rashba-Dresselhaus
split gap appears near R, and the largest deviation for the lowest conduction band amounts to about
0.15 eV at the Γ-point. Overall, the valence bands are also in good agreement between both approaches.
PBE+∆GW0+SOC results tend to predict valence band energies only slightly higher in energy than those
predicted by GW0+SOC, for instance 0.4 eV at the Γ point [see Fig. 5.2(c)]. The overall width of the
uppermost valence block is 0.35 eV larger at the GW0+SOC level of theory. Hence, overall, our data indicates
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Figure 3.3: Polarization-averaged imaginary part of the frequency-dependent dielectric functions of
MAPbI3, calculated within independent-quasiparticle approximation using PBE+∆GW0+SOC. Blue, green,
and maroon curves correspond to orthorhombic, tetragonal, and cubic phase, respectively.
that excitation energies are underestimated by at most 0.3 – 0.4 eV when computing optical spectra starting
from the PBE+∆GW0+SOC electronic structure. Finally, effective electron masses are determined by a
parabolic fit near the band edge of our PBE+∆GW0+SOC data and also reported in Table 3.2.
3.3.3 Optical Response: Independent-Quasiparticle Approximation
The optical absorption spectra of all three MAPbI3 phases share similar spectral features, as shown in
Fig. 3.3. In this figure, we illustrate the polarization-averaged imaginary parts of the dielectric functions,
computed using the independent-quasiparticle approximation within PBE+∆GW0+SOC. Our results agree
overall well in the visible region between 1.5 and 3 eV with the absorption coefficient calculated using
fully-relativistic G0W0+SOC [145] for T MAPbI3, as shown explicitly in Fig. A.4.
Figure 3.3 shows a smooth, gradual onset of absorption at the GW0 band gap for all three phases.
At higher energies near 2.4 eV all spectra show a shoulder feature which we attribute to optical transitions
between the uppermost valence band and lowest conduction band at k points slightly away from the location
of the band extrema (see Fig. A.3). The difference of the lowest conduction and highest valence bands shows
that transitions near the Γ, Y , and U point (orthorhombic), near the Γ and S point (tetragonal), and near
the T , U , and V point (cubic) dominate between 2.2 and 2.6 eV. From the shoulder, ε2 further increases into
the UV energy region and peaks at 3.48, 3.53, and 3.53 eV for O, T, and C phase, respectively. The major
contributions to this peak are optical transitions between the highest valence band and lowest conduction
band at k points far from the location of the band extrema, e.g. the Z point in C MAPbI3. Fig. A.3
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Figure 3.4: Polarization-averaged imaginary part of the frequency-dependent dielectric function of cubic
MAPbI3. Results from independent-quasiparticle approximation, here PBE+∆GW0+SOC (solid maroon
line, identical to that in Fig. 3.3), are compared to the BSEel+∆GW0+SOC approach (solid black line) that
accounts for electron-hole interaction, and to experimental[177, 178, 179] results (gray diamonds).
also indicates that there are minor contributions from transitions from lower valence bands into the lowest
conduction band. Our assignment of these spectral features agrees with that in Ref. [27]. Finally, after this
peak optical response, ε2 decreases until about 5.3 eV and then increases again gradually to a much broader
peak, centered around 7.7 eV, which is far outside the visible spectrum.
We also computed the static (ε0) and static electronic (ε∞) dielectric constants of MAPbI3 using DFPT
and the PBE electronic structure. For ε∞ we find very similar values around 6.23 for all three phases (see
Table 3.2). Our results are in the midst of previously calculated and measured values ranging from 5.5 to
7.0 [166, 145, 127, 176]. We confirmed that the same magnitude but opposite sign of quasi-particle and
SOC induced shifts, reported before for band gaps [145], justifies using DFPT based on the PBE electronic
structure to compute dielectric constants. Due to the large lattice polarizability of MAPbI3, our DFPT
results for ε0 are much larger than ε∞, with values of 22.1 – 23.2 for the three phases (see Table 3.2). These
results are in good agreement with earlier data from DFPT and molecular dynamics simulations, as well as
experimental measurements, in the range of 25 – 35 [167, 168].
3.3.4 Optical Response: Excitonic Effects
Next, we study the influence of excitonic effects on optical absorption of MAPbI3. To this end, Fig. 3.4
compares the independent-quasiparticle spectrum to the solution of the BSE, accounting for electronic
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interband screening as described by a model dielectric function [148, 149] parameterized using a dielectric
constant of ε∞=6.24 (see Table 3.2). Given the similarities of the independent-quasiparticle optical spectra
of the three different phases (see Fig. 3.3), we only focus on C MAPbI3 in the following.
For C MAPbI3, Fig. 3.4 shows that excitonic effects cause a significant red shift of the absorption onset
and of higher-energy features. While the onset of the independent-quasiparticle spectrum occurs at the
GW0+SOC band gap of 1.38 eV (see Table 3.2), the lowest eigenvalue of the BSE Hamiltonian is about
64.5 meV lower in energy. Note, that this value is not a well-converged result for the exciton binding energy
due to k-point sampling, as we discuss below [85]. Energy positions of higher-energy spectral features show
larger excitonic shifts; for instance, the main peak around 3.5 eV in independent-quasiparticle approximation
red-shifts by about 0.5 eV. The shift is accompanied by a redistribution of spectral weight: When including
excitonic effects, features at lower energies are amplified, thus increasing the amplitude of optical absorption
at lower energies.
Interestingly, in Fig. 3.4 positions of peaks and shoulders in the experimental spectrum seem to agree
better with the independent-quasiparticle spectrum. However, we emphasize the notable difference of about
0.2 – 0.3 eV of the absorption onsets that is apparent in the figure and originates from the slightly smaller
GW0+SOC gap, compared to experiment. If this is corrected for, e.g. by rigidly shifting the absorption onset
to the experimental value, we find excellent agreement of the BSEel+∆GW0+SOC result with experiment
across the entire energy range, while the independent-particle spectrum then overestimates the position of
the main peak around 3.5 eV by about 0.2 – 0.3 eV. In the following, we analyze how the description of the
optical response changes in the presence of free electrons.
3.3.5 Optical Response: Free Electrons
We first study how Burstein-Moss shift (BMS) and band-gap renormalization (BGR), i.e. two effects at-
tributed to free electrons in the conduction band of C MAPbI3, affect the independent-quasiparticle optical
spectrum (see top panel of Fig. 3.5). The predicted BMS due to Pauli blocking of optical transitions for a
free-electron density of 1017 cm−3 is less than 2 meV and only reaches a value of about 10 meV for 1018
cm−3 (see Fig. 3.6). Realistic intrinsic n or p type shallow defect concentrations or free-electron-hole densi-
ties under illumination [176] fall within the range of 1015 cm−3 to 1017 cm−3 and we conclude that for these
BMS is only a minor factor. However, we note that high-intensity illumination has produced free-carrier
concentrations around 1019 cm−3 [176]. In Fig. 3.6 we show that in this regime BMS can be on the order of
0.1 eV and quickly increases thereafter, approximately following a n
3/2
c dependence.























Figure 3.5: Polarization-averaged imaginary part of the frequency-dependent dielectric function of C
MAPbI3 without free electrons (black), and with free-electron concentrations of 2.3 × 1018 cm−3 (red),
5.0×1018 cm−3 (orange), and 1.1×1019 cm−3 (blue). A dense, hybrid 5:2:32.5 k-point grid was used. The top
panel shows the influence of BMS and BGR on the independent-quasiparticle spectrum (PBE+∆GW0+SOC).
The bottom panel demonstrates the influence of free electrons, nc=1.1×1019 cm−3, on excitonic effects. The
BSEel+∆GW0+SOC spectrum without free electrons (black dashed line) is compared to data that includes
free-electron screening without (blue dot-dashed line) and with (blue dashed line) Pauli blocking. The violet
curve approximately decribes lattice screening via the low-frequency dielectric constant ε0=22.1 in the model
dielectric function [149, 180].
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Figure 3.6: Burstein-Moss shift (red circles), band gap renormalization (black squares), and sum of both
(blue diamonds) as a function of free-electron concentration in the conduction band of C MAPbI3. A dense,
























Figure 3.7: Polarization-averaged imaginary part of the frequency-dependent dielectric function, computed
using the BSEel+fc+∆GW0+SOC approach to account for excitonic effects. Results are shown for three
different experimentally relevant free-electron concentrations and compared to data without free electrons
and experiment [177, 178, 179]. As BMS and BGR are negligible for small values of nc, they are only
included for nc=3× 1018 cm−3.
with an opposite sign. As a result, these two effects compensate each other to very high accuracy across an
unusually large free-electron range, up to about 1019 cm−3. This explains why experimental observation of
BMS+BGR at the absorption edge [176, 181] requires very high free-carrier concentrations: Valverde et al.
do not explicitly report [182] any effect of BMS or BGR at a free-carrier density of about 3.3× 1017 cm−3.
Manser et al. report [176] a rise of the onset by about 0.08 eV for nc=1.5 × 1019 cm−3, which is between
our result for BMS and BMS+BGR.
Next, in order to describe the influence of free electrons on the electron-hole interaction and, thus,
excitonic effects, we describe electronic interband screening by a dielectric constant and include free-electron
screening, as shown in Eq. 2.49, when solving the BSE. Figure 3.7 compares the resulting imaginary part
of the dielectric function of C MAPbI3 without free electrons to results for three different free-electron
concentrations. While we find a blue shift of about 0.2 eV for the main absorption peak around 3 eV,
interestingly the absorption onset is almost unaffected by free electrons, both in terms of energy position
and line shape. The energy position of the absorption onset barely changes since (i) BMS and BGR largely
compensate each other over a large range of free-electron concentrations (see Fig. 3.6), and (ii) at the same
time, the exciton binding energy is small already in the system without free-electrons. Hence, its reduction
in the presence of free electrons and the formation of a Mahan exciton, does not lead to significant shifts of
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the absorption edge. Below we discuss that this Mahan exciton is also the reason why the absorption line
shape barely changes in the system with free electrons.
In addition, in Fig. 3.7 we compare to three experimental results [179, 178, 177]. These show good
consistency for the major spectral features, i.e. the onset at 1.55 eV, the shoulder at 2.62 – 2.69 eV, and the
peak at 3.35 – 3.44 eV. These peaks and shoulders are reproduced well in our simulations. The only major
difference is that the computed spectra appear red shifted with respect to experiment, which above we
attributed to the difference of the single-QP band gaps (see Table 3.2). The optical absorption band width,
captured by the energy difference of absorption onset and main peak, is 0.15 eV larger when free electrons
are present and in slightly better agreement with experiment than the spectrum without free electrons. Also,
the ratio of the dielectric function at the main peak and the shoulder at about 0.5 eV lower energies of 0.53,
0.58, and 0.66 in experiment [179, 178, 177], improves from 0.82 without free electrons to about 0.7 when
accounting for free electrons. Another notable feature is the narrowing of the spectral peak width when free
electrons are included, improving agreement with experiment.
Finally, in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.5 we illustrate the Mahan-exciton character of the line shape of
the absorption spectrum near the onset, for a high free-electron concentration of 1.1×1019 cm−3. To this
end, the blue curves show BSE results with (dashed) and without (dot-dashed) the effect of Pauli blocking;
both include free-electron screening of the electron-hole interaction as well as BGR. Comparing these two
curves, shows that Pauli blocking turns the concave line shape (dot-dashed) into a steeper, more convex line
shape (dashed) that resembles the case without free electrons much more closely (black dashed). Hence, this
enhancement of the absorption edge can be attributed to the Fermi-edge singularity that only enters when
Pauli blocking is included, which is a defining characteristic of the Mahan exciton [137]. In addition, we also
compare to the result that accounts for lattice screening via the dielectric constant (violet curve) and find
that in this case the line shape is again more concave. Thus, Fig. 3.5 shows that Mahan excitons are the
reason that the convex line shape of the case without free electrons is largely preserved up to free-electron
concentrations as large as 1.1×1019 cm−3. Results that neglect Pauli blocking or approximately capture
lattice screening lead to more concave onsets.
3.3.6 Exciton Binding Energy
In order to show that the Mahan exciton indeed corresponds to a bound excitonic state that persists in
the material despite the presence of free electrons, we computed converged exciton binding energies as the
difference between the lowest eigenvalue of the excitonic Hamiltonian and the lowest single-QP excitation
energy. It has been shown before that accurate k-point convergence of the lowest-exciton eigenvalue is
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Figure 3.8: Exciton binding energy in C MAPbI3 as a function of free-electron concentration, calculated
using the BSEel+fc+∆GW0+SOC framework. Electronic and free-electron screening of the electron-hole
interaction are included. Data with (red) and without (blue) Pauli blocking is compared.
challenging and requires dense sampling of the band extrema, in particular for Wannier-Mott type excitons
[150]. We use hybrid k-point meshes to accomplish this and systematically increase the sampling density
(see Fig. A.1). The densest grid used here samples the entire Brillouin zone by 5 × 5 × 5 k points, but the
inner third is replaced by a 14 × 14 × 14 k-point mesh. The resulting mesh is shifted to center around the
direct gap at the R-point of the BZ of C MAPbI3.
The resulting value for the exciton-binding energy in C MAPbI3 without free-electrons is Eb=31.9 meV.
This is in good agreement with the highest values measured experimentally and other first principles calcu-
lations: Umari et al. [32] predicted 30 meV and Bokdam et al. report 45 meV for the tetragonal phase [127].
The degree of Rashba-Dresselhaus shift is also higher in our work due to a large inversion asymmetry of the
relaxed pseudo-cubic phase, leaving fewer states closer to the band-edge.
Next, we compute the change of the exciton binding energy of C MAPbI3 for finite free-electron concen-
trations in the conduction band, using BSE calculations that account for additional free-electron screening
via Eq. 2.49. Figure 3.8 shows the resulting decrease of the exciton-binding energy. For free-electron
concentrations around 1011 cm−3, which is comparable to concentrations of charged and shallow defects
in highly pure, single-crystalline samples [183], our results show that the exciton binding energy decreased
from 31.9 meV to 28.13 meV. This is still above the thermal dissociation energy at room temperature and,
thus, free-electron screening is not a critical factor. The data in Fig. 3.8 also shows a significant drop of
the binding energy from 25.35 meV to 10.15 meV for free-electron concentrations of 1012 – 1015 cm−3. We
note that this is the range where the q2TF/q
2 term in Eq. 2.49 becomes significant and, thus, free-electron
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Figure 3.9: The effective dielectric constant as a function of free-electron concentration and for two wave
vectors q, resulting from Eqs. (2) and (3) in the main text. This figure demonstrates how the screening
strength by free electrons increases as the number of free electrons increases past even a modest density of
n = 1× 1012 cm−3.
screening becomes the dominant mechanism over electronic interband screening. We illustrate this explicitly
in Fig. 3.9. This results in the overall decline of the exciton binding energy with increasing free-electron
concentration.
At even higher free-electron concentrations between 1016 and 1017 cm−3, corresponding to those observed
in precursor mismatched samples [33], the exciton-binding energy is very small, between 5.87 and 2.84 meV
(see Fig. 3.8). Up to free-electron concentrations of nc ≈ 2.3× 1017 cm−3, finite k-point sampling prevents
us from explicitly including Pauli blocking in the BSE calculations even for the most dense k-point grid.
Hence, we explore the effect of Pauli blocking due to filling of the conduction band only for higher free-
electron concentrations. For these, Fig. 3.8 shows an increase of the binding-energy by up to 2 meV between
n=2.3 × 1017 and 2.3×1018 cm−3, compared to calculations that neglect Pauli blocking. This increase has
been attributed to the Fermi-edge singularity that arises when Pauli blocking is taken into account and is a
characteristic feature of Mahan excitons [137]. While the small increase of the exciton-binding energy itself is
not significant enough to recover a bound exciton at room temperature in samples with a large concentration
of free electrons, the Mahan exciton still dominates the line shape of the absorption edge in C MAPbI3, as
we discussed above for Fig. 3.5.
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3.4 Conclusions
In this work we provide a thorough understanding of the absorption line shape and lowest exciton binding
energy of MAPbI3. Using cutting-edge first principles theoretical spectroscopy, based on density-functional
and many-body perturbation theory, we obtain accurate results for atomic geometries, single-particle elec-
tronic structure, and two-particle optical absorption spectra. These results are a solid foundation for our
analysis of free-electron induced effects. We show that Burstein-Moss shift and band-gap renormalization
cancel each other across a large range of free-electron concentrations. By including these effects as well
as free-electron induced dielectric screening when solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation, we explain strongly
reduced exciton binding energies, compared to the material without the presence of free electrons. This
elucidates how a wide range of intrinsic free-electron concentrations in MAPbI3 results in a range of exciton
binding energies between 2 – 30 meV, granting insight into a potential source of variance in experimentally
measured exciton binding energies.
Furthermore, we show that the excitons in the presence of free electrons arise from the Fermi edge
singularity, proving their Mahan-exciton character. They determine the line shape of the absorption onset
and as a result, the onset still resembles that of the system without free electrons up to very high free-
electron concentrations. Hence, MAPbI3 largely maintains its excellent absorption properties in terms of
energy position and line shape. This can explain why the material remains an excellent photovoltaic absorber
even though in real samples free electrons will inevitably be present. More generally, our results make clear
that additional screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction by free-electron effects is important in
predicting accurate exciton binding energies in MAPbI3, illustrating that a deeper knowledge of electron-hole
Coulomb interaction, beyond electronic interband screening, is required.
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CHAPTER 4
POLAR LATTICE SCREENING IN
IONIC COMPOUNDS AND MAPbI3
4.1 Introduction
The application of the Bethe-Salpeter equation to determining electron-hole excitation spectra and optical
response has seen great success in the past two decades [81, 41]. A major shortcoming of the technique
has been the inability to predict reliable exciton binding energies and absorption spectra for materials with
differing high-frequency electronic and low-frequency electronic plus lattice dielectric constants (ε∞ and ε0,
respectively). These materials, denoted polar solids, are typically those where ions have a non-zero Born
effective charge. Separation of such ions by lattice vibrations induces macroscopic electric fields that screen
the Coulomb interaction. Many popular engineering materials for opto-electronic applications, including
MgO, GaN, AlN, and even hybrid perovskite MAPbI3, fall into this category. These discrepancies were
discussed by discussed in the context of lattice screening by Bechstedt et al. for materials NaCl and AlN
[180]. Fuchs et al. performed a detailed calculation of the exciton binding energy of MgO with the Bethe-
Salpeter equation to find a much higher estimate of the binding energy (400 meV) compared to experiments
(145 meV) [86]. Both Bechstedt et al. and Fuch et al. propose using a dielectric screening constant
that is higher than the high-frequency dielectric constant ε∞ but lower than the low-frequency dielectric
constant of ε0, however a precise theoretical value of the correct constant is not proposed. Finally, Schleife
et al. make a call for the inclusion of lattice screening for accurate predictions of the optical properties of
In2O3 [184]. The exclusion of lattice contributions to the screening is purely algorithmic in that only the
static electronic screening is accounted for by model functions in the RPA [87]. A theoretically founded and
accurate treatment of both electronic and lattice dielectric screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction
is needed to more fully understand optical response in polar solids.
The screened Coulomb interaction W between electrons and holes is given by a sum of the electronically
screened Coulomb interaction Wel and the polar lattice (phonon) screened Coulomb interaction Wph. Tradi-
tionally, only the electronically screened Coulomb interaction is included in the static approximation for the
high-frequency electronic dielectric screening [82]. In polar solids, the lattice contribution to the screened
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Coulomb interaction becomes relevant. Polar phonons induce a dielectric response at low frequencies on
the order of meV. This polarization is typically induced by the long wavelength longitudinal optical phonon
mode. The inclusions of electronic and lattice screening in W has been extensively explored by including
the Fan-Migdal self energy (see Equation 2.64) in GW approximation calculations [101, 93, 185]. This has
been generally ignored in the screened Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes.
Till now, most attempts at including lattice screening in the electron-hole Coulomb interactions have
been made by static models. An early model to treat lattice screening was formulated by Haken [106].
The Haken model treats the electron-hole Coulomb interaction by including lattice and electronic screening
when the electron-hole separation is larger than the polaron length and only electronic screening when the
separation is smaller than the large polaron length. The Haken model is only valid in the limit that the
exciton binding energy, Exb, is much smaller than the LO phonon frequency ωLO, rendering a static screening
model. A modified version of the Haken model was proposed by Pollmann and Büttner [186] to account
for different electron and hole masses. Yet, the Pollmann-Büttner model is still only formulated in the
limit of small exciton binding energy. The exciton binding energy in many polar solids, such as MgO, AlN,
and GaN, are about equal to or larger than the LO phonon energy, and thus the application of the Haken
model or the Pollmann-Büttner model is not well justified. Nonetheless, researchers have applied these static
lattice screening models to predict the excitonic properties and optical spectra of solids, including MAPbI3
[129]. Dynamical effects must be included for a true treatment of the lattice screened electron-hole Coulomb
interaction.
A major challenge in treating the combined electronic and lattice screened Coulomb interaction between
electrons and holes is treating the dynamical contribution from the lattice screening. In the formalism of the
two-particle correlation function, prior to a static screening approximation, the screened Coulomb interaction
is a function of two propagation frequencies - one for the electron and one for the hole - and one excitation
frequency. This renders the optical polarization function only solvable by a complex coupled integral equation
that is not straightforwardly written as an excitonic eigenvalue problem [82]. An approximate solution to
this problem was posed by Shindo in 1970 [103] where the dynamically screened Coulomb interaction as
a function of two fermion frequencies and an excitation frequency is re-written as a function of a single
excitation excitation frequency. In this form, an implicit excitonic Hamiltonian can be written where the
screened Coulomb interaction, and thus the matrix itself, is a function of the optical excitation energy
eigenvalues. Details of the theory can be found in chapter 2. In the limit of low exciton binding energy
relative to the LO-phonon frequency, the screened Coulomb interaction in the Shindo and simple Fr ohlich
approximations reduces to the Haken model of electron-hole screening by lattice distortion [106, 103].
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In this chapter, we apply dynamical polar lattice screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction
by Shindo’s approximation to predict the exciton binding energies and use an effective dynamical lattice
screening constant to predict the optical absorption spectra of four polar compounds: NaCl, MgO, AlN, and
GaN. For each system we calculate the ground state atomic structure, phonon frequencies by DFPT, and
electronic band structure by the GW0 method. Additionally, we demonstrate how polar lattice screening
strongly influences the exciton binding energy in MAPbI3.
4.2 Computational Methods
Density functional theory calculations of ground state atomic structure and GW0 calculations of electronic
band gaps are performed in the VASP code [187, 155, 188, 154]. Five iterations of the Green’s function by the
GW0 method were found to converge the band gaps to under 0.05 eV iteration of the single-particle Green’s
functions. Calculations of the LO phonon frequencies are determined by the PHonon package of Quantum
Espresso [189]. All DFT calculations utilize the projector augmented wave basis and the PBE exchange-
correlation energy functional. The BSE calculations are performed using the implementation described in
Refs. [157, 150] plus the implementation of the screened Coulomb interaction as defined in Eq. 2.75. Dense
hybrid k-point grids are used to closely sample the Brillouin zone center for the calculation of exciton
binding energies. For NaCl, MgO, AlN, and GaN, the inner half of the BZ is sampled with 33×33×33,
29×29×29, 27×27×15, and 33×33×17 k-point grids, respectively for the computation of exciton binding
energies. Convergence of these binding energies and the extrapolation of the binding energy to the high
k-point density limit, as performed in Ref. [86], and are shown in Fig. B.1. Dense, evenly spaced k-point
grids are used to calculate optical spectra. For MAPbI3 literature values are used for LO phonon frequency,
ranging from 14 to 17 meV, and low-frequency dielectric constants, ranging from 22-30 [30, 129]. The same
hybrid grids from the prior study are used to calculate exciton binding energies with dynamical lattice
screening contributions [138]. Three levels of screening are compared in calculations of exciton binding
energy and optical absorption spectra. First, we simply including only the static high-frequency electronic
dielectric response as has been done by modern DFT+GW+BSE methodologies. Second, we substitute
the high-frequency dielectric constant in the previous method with the low-frequency dielectric constant
in an approach we call static lattice screening, as it assumes the lattice statically screens the electron-hole
Coulomb interaction. Finally, we include polar lattice screening dynamically by Shindo’s approximation
and approximate the electron-phonon vertex by the simple Fröhlich model as seen in Eq. 2.75. The high-
frequency dielectric constant ε∞ is determined as the value of the real dielectric function at ω = 0, which is
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Table 4.1: Calculated band gaps, dielectric constants, and LO phonon frequencies along with experimental
comparisons.
MgO GaN AlN NaCl
Eg DFT (eV) 4.43 1.71 4.05 5.00
Eg GW0 (eV) 7.30 3.25 6.20 8.45
Eg Exp. (eV) 7.80[190] 3.28-3.40[191] 6.03-6.28[192, 193] 8.50-8.90[194, 195]
εDFT∞ 3.28 6.08 4.67 2.72
εGW0∞ 2.81 5.11 3.96 2.29
ε∞ Exp. 2.94-3.18[196] 5.35[191] 4.60-4.84[197, 191] 2.34[198]
εDFT0 10.81 10.97 8.88 6.85
εGW00 10.34 10.00 8.17 6.42
ε0 Exp. 9.64 - 10.1[196] 8.9-10.4[199, 191] 8.5-9.14[197, 191] 5.62-5.9[198]
ωLO (meV) 86.72 91.0 88.7 30.27
ωLO Exp. (meV) 82.7-91.0[200] 92.2-92.5[199] 91.4[197] 32.7[201]
in turn calculated by the Kramers-Kronig transformation of the imaginary dielectric functional calculated
the the Ehrenreich-Cohen equation [60]. The screening constant εDFT∞ indicates that ε∞ is calculated at the
DFT level with no band gap modification. εGW0∞ indicates that ε∞ is calculated with the minimum energy
transition shifted to the GW0 band gap. The ionic contribution to the dielectric constant was calculated in
VASP by DFPT, and ε
DFT/GW0
0 is simply the addition of ε
DFT/GW0
∞ + εion.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Phonon Frequencies and Electronic Structure
Calculated LO phonon frequencies and low and high-frequency dielectric constants are in excellent agreement
with experimentally determined values. Relevant numbers for this section can be found in Table 4.3.1. NaCl
is found to have both the lowest LO phonon frequency (30.3 meV) and the lowest dielectric constants.
These results suggest relatively weak and slow lattice polarization response in NaCl. In MgO, the LO
phonon frequency is much higher at a value of 86.8 meV. The predicted high-frequency electronic dielectric
constant is low at a value of 2.81, compared to a high low-frequency dielectric constant of 10.34. GaN and
AlN host high energy LO phonon modes, at 88.7 and 91.0 meV respectively. They each also have relatively
high high-frequency electronic dielectric constants.
The GW0 quasi-particle band energies are well predicted by a rigid shift of the DFT conduction band
energies to the GW0 band gap, in turn generating a reliable electronic structure basis for optical response
calculations. In particular, as shown in Fig 4.1, the band edge at the GW0 level of theory are well predicted
at the DFT level of theory. For all four materials, conduction band energies agree excellently within 5 eV
of the conduction band minimum. The rigidly shifted DFT conduction bands begin to underestimate the
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Figure 4.1: Band structures of (a) NaCl, (b) MgO, (c) AlN, and (d) GaN. DFT band structures with the
conduction bands rigidly shifted to the GW0 gap are given by solid black lines, and band energies calculated
by GW0 on a coarse grid are represented by red circles.
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Table 4.2: Exciton binding energies (in meV), calculated with static electronic and lattice screening and
dynamical lattice screening, and effective screening constants of considered polar compounds.
MgO GaN AlN NaCl
Exb, el. stat. 484.4 51.9 198.7, 144.15
∗ 852.3
Exb, lat. stat. 57.5 18.8 56.4, 51.2
∗ 129.7
Exb, lat. dyn. 424.7 29.5 159.9, 111.1
∗ 832.4
Exb,exp 145[202] 21.0-23.0[203] 55.0[204] 1100[195]
εeff 3.21 8.10 4.85, 5.91
∗ 2.34
ε∞ 2.81 5.11 3.96, 4.67
∗ 2.29
predicted GW0 conduction band energies at higher energy in NaCl and MgO, but with maximum error of
less than 1 eV. In AlN and GaN, rigidly shifted DFT conduction band energies agree well with GW0 band
energies up to high energy in excess of 20 eV above the valence band maximum, with a maximum error of
less than 0.5 eV. The DFT valence band widths in NaCl and MgO agree well with the GW0 band widths
with maximum error less than 0.2 eV. For AlN and GaN, DFT underestimates the valence band width by
about 0.3 eV. Finally, the GW0 band gap predictions are all in good agreement with, and in general are
slight underestimates of, experimentally determined values.
4.3.2 Optical Response in Test Systems
The results for exciton binding energies and optical absorption spectra for the four test systems are presented
here. A summary of numerical results can be found in Table 4.3.2. The electronic structure basis that we
solve the BSE upon are the PBE band structure shifted to the GW0 band gap, a shift indicated by ∆GW0 .
Spectra without electron-hole interaction will be by ∆GW0 , and the ones with the electron-hole interaction
are denoted BSE+∆GW0 .
NaCl
We find that polar lattice screening has nearly no influence over the exciton binding energy of NaCl. In
calculating the exciton binding energy with only static electronic screening we find Exb to be 852.3 meV.
With static lattice screening, the binding energy drastically reduces to 129.7 meV. The exciton binding
energy predicted with dynamical lattice screening is 832.4 meV, only a 2.3% reduction compared to the
static electronically screened binding energy. This result is generally expected, as the LO phonon frequency
is much smaller than both the literature value [195] and the static electronically screened exciton binding
energy.
Experimentally, it is difficult to define the exciton binding energy in NaCl due to the extreme isolation
of the exciton peaks from the continuum absorption spectrum. Roessler et al. suggest a binding energy
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Figure 4.2: Calculated imaginary dielectric function of NaCl at various levels of theory: PBE scissor shifted
to the GW0 gap, denoted ∆GW0 (black dashed line), BSE with static electronic screening (red solid line),
BSE with static lattice screening (blue solid line), and BSE with dynamical lattice screening (black solid
line). Experimental data is shown as a dot-dashed line[195].
of 1.1 eV, but this interpretation of the spectrum is challenged by Bechstedt et al. [180]. Few studies
exist that probe the excitonic properties of NaCl. Nonetheless, it is clear that, if a precise exciton binding
energy can be pin-pointed, that it is on the order of 1 eV. Our statically screened and dynamically lattice
screened predictions of exciton binding energy are nearly equivalent on the order of 1 eV, suggesting good
agreement with available experimental data. The exciton binding energy of 129.7 meV by applying static
lattice screening far underestimates the experimentally determined value. Coupled with our knowledge that
the LO phonon frequency is much smaller than the exciton binding energy, it becomes clear the dynamic
lattice screening has little influence on the electron-hole Coulomb interaction.
Optical spectra predicted with both static electronic screening and lattice screening by the effective
dynamical dielectric constant of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction are in agreement and in excellent
agreement with experimental results [195]. Fig. 4.2 shows the imaginary dielectric function of NaCl computed
at different levels of theory along with experimental data from Roessler et al.. The most striking feature
of the calculations with both static electronic and dynamical lattice screening is the prominent excitonic
peak centered around 7.7 eV. There is an additional excitonic peak centered around 8.3 eV, below the
single-particle optical spectrum onset (calculated at the GW0 level of theory) of 8.45 eV, attributed to the
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n = 2 Wannier-Mott exciton level. The experimental spectrum also exhibits a first exciton peak of high
amplitude centered at 7.7 eV. Both the optical spectra predicted with both static electronic screening and
dynamical lattice screening exhibit a higher energy peak in the imaginary dielectric function at 11 eV, in
good agreement with the experimental peak around 11.2 eV. The optical spectrum predicted with static
lattice screening predicts a prominent but much smaller excitonic red shift in the optical spectrum compared
the PBE+∆GW0 spectrum. It does not predict the presence of the large exciton peak that is captured
with the two other levels of BSE theory. Given the poor agreement of the static lattice screened calculated
spectrum with experiment, it can be stated that static lattice screening is a poor approximation to treat the
electron-hole Coulomb interaction in NaCl.
MgO
Dynamical lattice screening has only a small influence over exciton binding energy in MgO by reducing
it 12.3% compared to including only static electronic screening. Under the inclusion of electronic static
screening, the exciton binding energy in MgO is predicted at 484.4 meV, in good agreement with previous
theoretical studies [85]. After dynamical lattice screening is included, the exciton binding energy drops to
424.7 meV, a 12.3% drop. This result is still in poor agreement with the few available experimental studies
that measure the exciton binding energy in MgO around 145 meV [202]. In the experimental work itself, the
authors assume a screening dielectric constant in the range of 5-10, much lower than the effective dynamical
screening constant determined in this work of 3.21, making the comparison more difficult. Due to the lack of
more extensive experimental studies on the precise binding energy in MgO, it is hard to determine a quality
comparison. The exciton binding energy predicted under static lattice screening is 57.5 meV, much lower
than the experimental value.
Despite the overestimate of the binding energy in reference to experiments, the optical spectra determined
with dynamical lattice screening is in excellent agreement with experimentally measured spectra. The
theoretical curves are shifted up in energy by 0.5 eV to adjust for the disagreement between GW0 gap and
the experimental gap. Fig. 4.3 shows the imaginary dielectric functions of MgO calculated at different levels
of theory and an experimental result [205]. To quantify how well our calculations predict experimentally
measured spectra, we compare amplitudes and energies of peaks in the imaginary dielectric functions. The
optical spectrum calculated with static electronic screening shows a strong excitonic onset centered at 7.4
eV with a value of ε2 = 7.9. Two higher energy peaks appear centered at 10.4 eV, with ε2 = 3.3, and
13.0 eV, with ε2 = 5.2. Under effective dynamical lattice screening the amplitude of the excitonic onset
reduces from ε2 = 7.9 to ε2 = 5.9 and moves upward in energy to 7.5 eV. At the same time, the second
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Figure 4.3: Calculated imaginary dielectric function of MgO by: PBE scissor shifted to the GW0 gap,
denoted ∆GW0 (black dashed line), BSE with static electronic screening (red solid line), BSE with static
lattice screening (blue solid line), and BSE with dynamical lattice screening (black solid line) compared to
experimental data (black dot-dashed line) [205] A constant shift of 0.5 eV has been applied to the theory-
predicted curves to match the exciton peak energy of the experimental result.
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peak moves up in energy to 10.6 eV and up in amplitude to ε2 = 3.5. The spectrum calculated under static
lattice screening does not exhibit an excitonic onset peak at all. It is important to dwell for a moment on
the fact that effective dynamical lattice screening predicts a lowering of the first exciton peak and raising
of the 10 eV peak compared to the static electronic screening case. By maintaining the first exciton peak
and bring the amplitude of first and second peak closer together, a better agreement with experimental
results is achieved. In the experimental spectrum, the first and second peak are about equal amplitude. The
spectrum predicted by static lattice screening is in very poor agreement with experiments, and is therefore
an inappropriate physical model for predicting optical response in MgO. Overall, it is important to note
that while dynamic lattice screening is a rather small effect on exciton binding energy, the influence on the
optical spectrum is significant and produces an improved prediction of experimental results.
AlN
Prior to discussing exciton binding energy results in AlN, it is worth discussing the predictions of the
dielectric constants at the DFT and GW0 level. As seen in Table 4.3.1, the dielectric constants predicted at
the DFT gap are in far better agreement with experiment compared to those calculated at the GW0 gap.
Therefore, we will calculate exciton binding energies with both sets of dielectric constants and compare the
results. The optical spectra will be calculated with the dielectric constants calculated at the DFT gap due
to better agreement in both the constants themselves and exciton binding energies with experimental data.
The exciton binding energies are significantly influenced and reduced by the inclusion of dynamical lattice
screening. The binding energy is evaluated to be 144.2 meV under static electronic screening by using the
DFT dielectric constants (198.7 meV for GW0 constants), which is significantly higher compared to the the
experimentally determined binding energy of about 55 meV [204]. By including dynamical lattice screening,
the predictions of exciton binding energies reduce to 111.1 meV by using the DFT dielectric constants (159.9
meV for GW0 constants), a 22.4% (19.5%) reduction from the static electronic screening results. These still
overestimate the exciton binding energies determined by experiment. Similar to the experimental results
for MgO, Feneberg et al. use an effective dielectric constant of 7.9 in fitting model to their data for AlN.
Thus, we expect them to find lower binding energies compared to our effective dynamically lattice screened
dielectric constant of 5.91. By applying static lattice screening, a binding energy of 51.2 meV by using
the DFT dielectric constants (56.4 meV for GW0 constants) is found and is in excellent agreement with
the experimental value. Though dynamical lattice screening improves the prediction of the exciton binding
energy over static lattice screening, it does not fully predict the binding energy of 55 meV.
Effective dynamical lattice screening and static lattice screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction
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Figure 4.4: Calculated imaginary dielectric function of AlN by: PBE scissor shifted to the GW0 gap,
denoted ∆GW0 (black dashed line), BSE with static electronic screening (red solid line), BSE with static
lattice screening (blue solid line), and BSE with dynamical lattice screening (black solid line) compared
to experimental data (black dot-dashed line) [206] A constant shift of -0.2 eV has been applied to the
theory-predicted curves to match the exciton peak energy of the experimental result.
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strongly influences the peak heights and positions of the optical response in AlN and brings the predicted
imaginary dielectric function into close agreement with experimental results [206]. The spectrum is shown in
Fig 4.4. The theoretical spectra are shifted downwards by -0.2 eV to adjust the band gap to the experimental
band gap of 6.0 eV. The spectra calculated by including static electronic screening exhibits a pronounced
excitonic onset as a shoulder at 5.8 eV and an excitonic peak at 5.95 eV. The highest peak in the imaginary
dielectric function is centered at 7.4 eV at an amplitude of ε2 = 15.1. The experimental spectrum exhibits a
smooth onset without the excitonic peak feature and a maximum peak centered at 7.25 eV with an amplitude
of ε2 = 10.0. By including effective dynamical lattice screening, a smoothing of the onset occurs where no
clear exciton peak is visible, bringing the spectrum at the onset into closer agreement with the experimental
result. Compared to the static electronic screening result, the high intensity peak increases in energy to 7.54
eV and reduces in amplitude to ε2 = 13.9. Finally, under static lattice screening, the onset remains smooth
and the high intensity peak moves to 7.68 eV and the amplitude reduces to ε2 = 11.1. Under the inclusion
of each screening model, there is a second peak centered around 8.5 eV that is not seen in the experimental
measurements. One reason for this is potentially the k-point sampling of the Brillouin zone. If this sampling
is too coarse, extra peaks may appear in the spectrum calculation. AlN poses an interesting case study, as
the best overall prediction seems to be made by the static lattice screening treatment. In this case, it could be
that the Shindo and simple Fr ohlich approximation combined for the dynamically lattice screened Coulomb
interaction do not fully account for the dynamical effect of the lattice on exciton formation. Nonetheless,
dynamical lattice screening improves the prediction of the optical spectrum compared to the traditionally
employed static electronic screening.
GaN
The exciton binding energy in GaN calculated with dynamical lattice screening of the electron-hole Coulomb
interaction is in excellent agreement with experimentally measured binding energies. When the screening is
treated in the static electronic approximation the predicted exciton binding energy is 51.9 meV, a factor of
two higher compared to the experimental value of 21.0-23.0 eV [203]. In including dynamical lattice screening,
the exciton binding energy drops by 43% to 29.5 meV, in very good agreement with the experimental value. It
is thus confirmed that since the exciton binding energy is far lower than the LO phonon frequency the lattice
screening will have a heavy influence on the exciton binding energy. The exciton binding energy predicted
with static lattice screening of 18.8 meV is also in good agreement with experimental results. This agreement
between dynamical lattice and static lattice screening results is in agreement with the expression for the
dynamically screened Coulomb interaction approximated by the simple Fröhlich model, as the screening
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Figure 4.5: Calculated imaginary dielectric function of GaN by: PBE scissor shifted to the GW0 gap,
denoted ∆GW0 (black dashed line), BSE with static electronic screening (red solid line), BSE with static
lattice screening (blue solid line), and BSE with dynamical lattice screening (black solid line) compared to
experimental data (black dot-dashed line)[207].
constant should reduce to 1/ε0 in the limit of ωLO >> Exb.
The optical spectra of GaN calculated by dynamical and static lattice screening are in good agreement
with each other and with experimental measurements. The spectrum is displayed in Fig 4.5. No shift is
applied to theory-predicted curves as the band gap is in good agreement with experiments. A prominent
plateau like absorption edge occurs at the optical onset when only static electronic screening is accounted
for. Interestingly, this same feature is seen in the experimental spectrum but at lower amplitude. A high
amplitude absorption peak is predicted around 6.6 eV, about a 0.3 eV underestimate of the experimental peak
position. When effective dynamical lattice screening or static lattice screening is accounted for, the optical
onset line shape reduces and the curvature of the absorption edge lowers. The amplitude at the absorption
edge also falls into better agreement with experiments compared to the static electronic screening case. The
high intensity peak also moves up in energy to 6.80 and 6.85 eV for effective dynamical and static lattice
screening, respectively. These peak positions more closely predict the experimental measures where the peak
is centered around 6.9 eV.
For MgO, AlN, and GaN, the inclusion of dynamical lattice screening in the calculation of the exciton
binding energy and effective dynamical lattice screening in the calculation of the optical spectra changes
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the predictions of both compared to only accounting for static electronic screening. For all three materials,
accounting for only static electronic screening produces binding energies that are higher than those measured
predicts higher amplitudes of the absorption onset compared to experimental measurements. Dynamical
lattice screening reduce the binding in all three cases, least strongly for MgO and most strongly for GaN.
This trend carefully follows the ratio of the LO phonon frequency to the exciton binding energy. When this
ωLO/Exb ratio is small, like in MgO, the influence of dynamical screening is relatively small with only the
aforementioned 12.3% reduction in binding energy. In GaN, where the ωLO/Exb ratio is larger than 1, the
influence of dynamical lattice screening is strong. Our results are found to be consistent with he postulate
of Haken and Shindo [106, 103].
4.3.3 MAPbI3
The exciton binding energy in MAPbI3 reduces from 31.9 meV (calculated and detailed in the previous
chapter) when only accounting for static electronic screening to between 21 and 25 meV when accounting
for dynamical lattice screening. The total reduction is more strongly dependent on the choice of the LO
phonon frequency than the low-frequency static dielectric constant. When ωLO = 11 meV, the exciton
binding energy reduces from 31.9 meV to 24.6 meV and 24.1 meV for ε0 = 25 and 30, respectively. The
result is only sensitive by half an meV to the choice of the low-frequency dielectric function. When ωLO = 11
is increased to 16 meV, the binding energies decrease further to 22.0 and 21.0 meV for for ε0 = 25 and 30,
respectively. This reduction by up to 34% is in good agreement with recent measurements of the exciton
binding energy [119, 118, 116, 120, 121, 122, 123, 117, 208, 27]. Given the evidence, lattice screening clearly
has a strong influence over the exciton binding energy in MAPbI3, settling a previous debate in the literature
over the influence of polar phonons on the optical response of MAPbI3[50].
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we calculate the exciton binding energies four polar compounds (NaCl, MgO, AlN, and GaN)
by including dynamic lattice screening in the Shindo approximation with the screened Coulomb interaction
treated by the simple Fröhlich model. Optical spectra are calculated by using an effective dynamical lattice
screening dielectric constant determined in the Shindo approximation by Eq. 2.76 and used in the model
dielectric function of Cappellini et al. [87]. While dynamic lattice screening noticeably reduces the predic-
tions of exciton binding energy in MgO, AlN, and GaN (lattice contributions were found to be negligible in
NaCl), its inclusion does not entirely correct the binding energies of MgO and AlN relative to experimental
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studies. This comparison to experiments is difficult to make, as the model fitting for the data is performed
by assuming dielectric constants that are higher than the effective screening constants determined in this
chapter. The inclusion of dynamical lattice screening predicts the exciton binding energy of GaN to good
agreement with experimental results [27]. In MAPbI3, the binding energy is reduced from 31.9 meV, when
calculated with static electronic screening, to between 21 and 25 meV depending on which ωLO and ε0. We
conclude that dynamical lattice screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction is necessary to describe
optical properties of polar crystals, with increased influence over the exciton binding energy as the ratio of
ωLO/Exb becomes larger. In this limit, dynamical lattice screening captures a valuable physical interplay
between the macroscopic electric fields produced by polar phonon modes and the electron-hole Coulomb
interaction. Without the inclusion of dynamical lattice screening, the description of the optical excitation




EXCITONS IN LAYERED HYBRID
PEROVSKITES
5.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have focused on a detailed analysis of electron-hole screening and exciton binding
in MAPbI3. MAPbI3 is just one of many HOP materials that are being explored for optoelectronic device
applications. A much wider array of layered HOP materials (LHOPs) with fascinating optical and excitonic
properties of their own are currently being explored both experimentally and theoretically. Thus, we will
focus now on how we can use state-of-the-art first principles calculations to predict, disentangle, and even
design the optical response in LHOP materials. We will find that, unlike in HOPs, the optical response in
LHOPs demonstrates an intricate interaction between the optical excitations in the perovskite layer and the
optical response within the organic spacer layer, leading to cross-layer optical excitations that could have
technological implications for LHOP materials applications.
LHOPs have re-emerged as promising alternatives to their 3D counterparts for opto-electronic materials
applications. They have been suggested to be used as highly efficient white LEDs [209] and tunable optical
detectors [210]. In these, quantum confinement effects within perovskite layers can be engineered and tailored
to specific applications [211, 48, 212, 213]. In particular, they are able to overcome chemical instability seen
in 3D HOPs [214, 25, 215], by offering much improved stability and decent photo-conversion performance:
Tsai et al. reported that non-encapsulated single crystals of n-butylammonium-methylammonium lead-iodine
with n=3 and 4 layers resists moisture-driven chemical degradation. They also showed that encapsulation
of the crystals resulted in no chemical degradation under highly illuminated conditions, and built solar cells
with a PCE of 12.5 with n=3 and n=4 layers % [214]. The broad applications and variability of LHOPs
have opened a field of research that is just beginning to produce deeply insightful and practically applicable
results.
The LHOPs studied in this chapter fall into the Ruddlesden-Popper crystal class [216] and their charac-
teristic structure consists of 2D layers of n corner-sharing metal-halide octahedra separated by, and ionically
bonded to, large charged polyatomic cations (see Fig. 5.1). The inorganic perovskite layer can be tuned to a
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.1: The atomic structure of ammonium-propyl-imidizole (API)-PbBr4 projected along the (a) [100]
direction and (b) [010] direction and 2-phenethylammonium (PEA2)-PbBr4 projected along the (c) [100]
and (d) [010] axis. The stacking direction is [001]. Atomic color coding: Pb (red), Br (blue), C (black), N
(green), and H (pink). Tilting angle δ and bond angle η are indicated (see text).
specific width of n octahedra or even cleaved along various planes, linking the octahedra in linear or zig-zag
corrugated patterns [217, 218, 219]. Opportunities to engineer LHOPs not only originate from changing the
inorganic perovskite stoichiometry, but also by choosing one or more of many complex large organic cations
to separate the layers [217, 218, 219, 209, 220]. Promising organic cations range from simple carbon chains
with ammonium caps to large chromophore complexes [221, 222, 223]. These degrees of freedom allow for
the exploration of a wide variety of electronic properties and to tune optical response.
In this context, optically activated charge separation between the organic and inorganic layers of LHOPs
has been long sought to reduce the overlap between electron and hole wave functions and, thus, allow
utilization of separated electron-hole channels for highly efficient charge transport. The advent of organic
solar cells has proven that π-conjugated polymers are fully capable of producing and transporting bound
electron-hole pairs (excitons) under illumination [114, 224]. It has further been suggested that inter-chain
charge separation of bound electron-hole pairs is possible in these systems [225]. Furthermore, charge transfer
between semiconductor CdSe quantum dots and poly-2-methoxy-5-(2-ethyl-hexyloxy-p-phenylenevinylene)
bonded functional coatings has been observed [226]. This raises an interesting question whether organic layers
in LHOPs with π-conjugated organic cations could similarly carry photo-current under illumination if optical
absorption excites electrons and holes that are localized in parallel layers of the LHOP system. If so, extensive
chemical degrees of freedom in LHOPs could allow for engineering a layered organic-inorganic compound
material that are capable of efficiently separating electrons and holes. These layers may provide separate
conduction channels for electrons and holes, potentially reducing detrimental recombination. However, it
is unknown how active the π-conjugated organic compounds in LHOPs are under UV-VIS absorption, in
particular in the stoichiometric limit of n=1 perovskite layers between each organic layer.
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To address this, Li et al. conclude from a large Stokes shift in the photoluminescence emission spectrum
that charge separation occurs between the organic ammonium-propyl-imidazole (API) layer and inorganic
PbBr4 perovskite layer of [110] oriented API lead-bromide (n=1) [227]. They also performed density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations and report an isolated carbon-π∗ state in the fundamental band gap, to
which they attribute the carrier separation and resulting massive Stokes shift. However, this material has
not been studied by modern first principles approaches that include the effects of spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
and electron-hole interaction on the optical-absorption spectrum. In particular, SOC has shown to be very
important in determining the correct electronic band structure in Pb-containing hybrid perovskite materials
[228, 229, 230, 48]. Furthermore, several reasons for a large Stokes shift are debated and no conclusion has
been reached: It has been suggested recently that it originates from strongly bound small-polaron states
that form in the perovskite layer, lowering the emission energy of electron-hole pairs [231, 232]. While the
extent of octahedral tilting in and out of the perovskite plane has also been correlated with the magnitude
of the Stokes shift [24, 233], Du et al. found no such correlation from their analysis of the optical absorp-
tion and emission character of layered Pb(I,Br,Cl)4 perovskites with acene alkylamine organic cation layers
[234]. Hence, the debate to what extent π-conjugated organic layers participate in the optical absorption
and emission of LHOPs is still open.
In this chapter1, we report first principles calculations, for single π-conjugated LHOPs to determine the
organic and inorganic layer contributions to electronic structure and optical absorption. We also clarify at
what energies this becomes a significant contributor to the total optical response. The materials of interest
are the 〈110〉 API-PbX4 class (X=I, Br, Cl) of layered perovskites, motivated by the work of Li et al. [227]
and the single π-conjugated organic cation perovskites 2-phenyl-ethylammonium (PEA) PEA2-PbX4 (X=I,
Br, Cl) due to their readily available experimental atomic geometries and single π-conjugated (benzene)
group per organic ion (see Fig. 5.1). We compute the ion-projected electronic structure and single-particle
optical response using density functional theory (DFT), including spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and band
gap corrections determined by HSE06 hybrid-functional calculations. The PBE+SOC+∆HSE06 calculations
reported in this work are an approximation of the full single-particle excitation energy calculations within the
GW+SOC many-body perturbation theory formalism [40]. The two-particle optical response, which includes
the effect of exciton formation, is calculated from the solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE). We
seek to clarify energetic alignment of the bands associated with organic and perovskite components in both
materials and provide detailed analysis of essential electronic wavefunctions and individual contributions to
optical absorption spectra. Subsequently, we seek to determine if optical excitations occur within individual
1The results detailed in this chapter are published in the article: Joshua Leveillee et al. Phys. Rev. Materials 2, 105406
(2018) [235]
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layers of single π-conjugated LHOPs or whether optical excitations partially separate electrons and holes
between layers.
5.2 Computational Methods
DFT calculations, using the projector-augmented wave method, are performed with the Vienna Ab-Initio
Simulation Package (VASP) [187, 155, 188, 154]. The generalized-gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke,
and Ernzerhof (PBE) [236] is used to describe exchange and correlation (XC). Kohn-Sham wave functions are
expanded into a plane-wave basis with an energy cutoff of 500 eV and the Brillouin zone (BZ) is sampled using
a Γ-centered 4× 4× 2 k-point mesh. With this setup, total energies of the API-PbX4 structures are converged
to within 5 meV per formula unit. Equilibrium positions of all atoms, cell volumes, and unit cell parameters
are optimized by minimizing the external pressure and Hellman-Feynman forces to below a threshold of
10−2 eV/Å using the PBEsol XC functional [139] and an increased plane-wave cutoff of 900 eV. The use of
PBEsol is based on previous studies where lattice parameters of hybrid perovskite materials are predicted
to high accuracy [140]. The symmetries of the experimentally determined unit cell are preserved in the first
principles atomic position and cell geometry relaxation. Band structures, ion-resolved densities of states
(DOS), and ion-resolved optical-absorption spectra are calculated, taking spin-orbit coupling (SOC) into
account [28]. The high-frequency dielectric constant ε∞ is calculated using density functional perturbation
theory on a 5× 5× 2 Γ-centered k-point mesh for API-PbX4. Band gaps are determined using the Heyd-
Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) hybrid XC functional [237] with a fraction of α=0.25 exact exchange. Due to
the high computational cost of including SOC in hybrid functional calculations, these are performed using
a 2× 2× 2 Γ-centered k-point mesh.
Linear optical response, described by the components of the complex frequency-dependent dielectric
tensor εαβ2 (ω), where α and β are Cartesian coordinates, is computed using the Ehrenreich-Cohen for-
mula [60, 144] (see Equation 2.12). We use PBE+SOC Kohn-Sham energies and wave functions and a
scissor shift to adjust the energies of the conduction bands to the HSE06+SOC band gap (referred to as
PBE+SOC+∆HSE06). The transition-matrix elements in Eq. (2.12) are computed using the VASP code [144].
We also compute the ion- and angular-momentum resolved optical response by weighting the transition-
matrix element for a given transition using the projection pNlmnk of the wave function φnk on a spherical
harmonic Ylm for a given ion N , with m and l being the magnetic and orbital quantum number, respectively













δ(εck − εvk − h̄ω) (5.1)
Restricting the sum in parentheses to certain ions, angular-momentum components, or bands (e.g. n being v
or c when resolving valence or conduction states), allows us to compute ion- and angular-momentum resolved
optical response.
In addition, we study excitonic effects on the dielectric functions of API-PbX4 from the solution of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) [81, 86, 41] for the optical polarization function. The large computational
cost of this approach requires us to restrict these calculations to a 4× 4× 2 k-point grid. A small random
shift of this grid lifts degeneracies and, on DFT level, allows us to reproduce dielectric functions calculated
on a well-converged Γ-centered 8× 8× 2 k-point grid.The absorption edges from shifted and well-converged
Γ-centered k-point grids disagree by about 100 meV. Converging exciton-binding energies, defined as the
difference between the lowest optical and the lowest single-particle excitation energies, to high accuracy
requires much denser k-point sampling near the band extrema [86], which is beyond the scope of this work.
Hence, estimates for exciton-binding energies reported here have error bars of about 100 meV.
The screened electron-hole Coulomb interaction W in the BSE kernel is calculated using the model
dielectric function proposed by Cappellini et al [87]. The dielectric constant used in the model dielectric
function is the average of the diagonal components of the high-frequency dielectric tensor εαβ∞ calculated by
density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) (see table C.3), representing the average dielectric response
of the layered material. It has been extensively shown that the organic and perovskite layers of LHOPs
have spatially resolved dielectric constants of ≈ 2.5 and 5 respectively [212, 48], and thus this work will
use the spatially averaged dielectric constant determined by DFPT as an approximate value [144]. Other
methods are available in the literature to handle this spatial variability of the dielectric constant [239,
240, 48]. In this work, the BSE is solved as an eigenvalue problem in the Bloch basis [41, 86] of the
excitonic Hamiltonian, and using the Tamm–Dancoff approximation as seen in Eq. 2.39 and Eq. 2.40:
Non-interacting electron-hole pairs with energies up to 5 eV (applied to the PBE+SOC bandstructure) are
used to compute the excitonic Hamiltonian. These include, in (nv,nc,nk) format: API-PbI4 (112,48,32),
API-PbBr4 (110,40,32), and API-PbCl4 (104,32,32). Dielectric functions, including excitonic effects, are
calculated from the excitonic Hamiltonian in Eq. (??) using a time-propagation technique [88, 241]. The
rigid band gap shift is added to the diagonal of the excitonic Hamiltonian, increasing the energy window
of the excitonic Hamiltonian from 5 eV to 5+∆HSE06 eV. For the above-mentioned energy window of 5




Figure 5.2: The ion-projected band structures, computed using PBE+SOC+∆HSE06, of API-PbBr4 (a-c)
and PEA2-PbBr4 (d-f). The color bar indicates the contribution of Pb (red), Br (blue), and API/PEA
(magenta) to each state as a percentage.
conjugate-gradient scheme to iteratively compute the lowest eigenvalues. All these calculations are carried
out using the BSE implementation discussed in Refs. [157, 86].
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Atomic Structure
The structure of single-layer 〈110〉 API-PbX4 compounds resembles that of the 〈100〉 class of layered per-
ovskites: The major difference is the corrugation of the perovskite layer with a zig-zag type octahedral
linking in the 〈110〉 compounds and a linear-type linking in the 〈100〉 compounds. Figure 5.1 shows the [100]
and [010] projections of both API-PbBr4 and PEA2-PbBr4. PEA2-PbX4 experimental structures are used
in our study [242, 243, 244]. Since experimental data is available only for API-PbBr4 [227], we fully relax
all API-PbX4 atomic geometries in the P21/c symmetry space group. The resulting lattice parameters and
vector angles, unit-cell volumes, octahedron tilting angles, and Pb–X–Pb bond length ranges are reported
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Table 5.1: Energy gaps (in eV) computed using different levels of theory. PBE+SOC+∆HSE06 refers to the
PBE+SOC electronic structure with the band gap rigidly shifted to the HSE06+SOC band gap value (see
text).
Level of theory API-PbI4 API-PbBr4 API-PbCl4
PBE+SOC 1.44 1.94 2.41
HSE06+SOC 2.10 2.74 3.32
π –π∗ gap (PBE+SOC+∆HSE06) 5.87 5.88 5.7
BSE Optical gap 1.74 2.23 2.68
Exp. Optical gap [227] – 3.18 –
PEA2-PbI4 PEA2-PbBr4 PEA2-PbCl4
PBE+SOC 1.33 1.75 2.12
HSE06+SOC 1.95 2.45 2.95
π –π∗ gap (PBE+SOC+∆HSE06) 5.39 5.82 5.53
Exp. optical gap [234] 2.45 3.0 3.6
in Table C.1 for all systems. The relaxed API-PbBr4 atomic structure is in excellent agreement with the
experimental structure determined by Li et al. [227], with errors of under 1 % for lattice parameters, 0.2 %
for unit-cell volume, 1 % for lattice vector angles, 2.5 % for out-of-plane tilting, and 15 % for in-plane tilting
angles. The out-of-plane tilting angles δ1 and δ2 in the corrugated 〈110〉 API-PbX4 systems should be 45◦,
if no tilting is present. For the relaxed API-PbX4 structures we find two distinct δ1 and δ2 in the range
between 33.7◦ and 33.8◦ and 51.4◦ and 53.9◦, respectively.
In the linearly-linked PEA2-PbX4 systems, δ=0
◦ under no tilting and indeed in the experimental struc-
tures, the out-of-plane tilting angles remain small, in the range of 1◦ to 3◦. The in-plane-tilting angles,
ranging between η=12.2◦ and η=14.5◦, are larger compared to those found in the API-PbX4 systems, rang-
ing from η=8.5◦ to η=10.5◦. This in-plane tilting is very similar to the octahedron tilting in orthorhombic
MAPbX3 3D HOPs [140].
5.3.2 Electronic Structure
The band structures of API-PbX4 and PEA-2PbX4 reveal dispersive band frontiers attributed to states
localized on the perovskite as well as flat, non-dispersive bands, situated more than 1 eV away from the
band frontiers, that are attributed to the organic π and π∗ states (see Fig. 5.2). Throughout the remainder
of this chapter, the label PBE+SOC+∆HSE06 refers to the PBE+SOC band structure with conduction
bands rigidly shifted to higher energy to match the HSE06+SOC band gap, and HSE06+SOC refers to fully
non-collinear HSE06 hybrid-functional calculations that take SOC into account. Table 5.1 reports relevant
calculated and experimentally determined energy gaps of these materials.
Ion-projected PBE+SOC+∆HSE06 band structures are plotted for API-PbBr4 in Fig. 5.2(a)-(c). Similar
data for the other API and PEA LHOPs considered in this work can be found in SI Figs. S2 and S3.
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Due to the P21/c symmetry, the API-PbX4 materials exhibit direct gaps of 2.10 eV, 2.74 eV, and 3.32
eV for API-Pb(I, Br, and Cl), respectively, at the Y point of the Brillouin zone (BZ). The Y point folds
back to the Γ point when a 2×2 conventional cell is considered as demonstrated by Pedesseau et al. [48]
The band gap we computed for API-PbBr4 using the HSE06 exchange-correlation functional with spin-orbit
coupling underestimates the gap of 3.18 eV measured from the optical onset by Li et al. [227]. This can be
attributed to the fact that HSE06, albeit it improves over the DFT-PBE description, does not fully capture
quasiparticle effects for the systems studied here. More sophisticated, but computationally more expensive
methods, such as many-body perturbation theory, could mitigate these shortcomings [245]. Additionally, in
this comparison the electron-hole interaction was neglected and, thus, the calculated electronic gap differs
from the measured optical gap by the exciton binding energy. This will be discussed in the results for
optical response. Differences between our relaxed structure and the experimental structure of API-PbBr4
are expected to result in only small changes of the band gap, within 0.2 eV, based on the effects of in-
and out-of-plane angles on gap values explored by Pedesseau et al. [48]. Figure 5.2 clearly shows that the
band dispersion of API-PbBr4 along the Y – Γ direction is free-electron like, with a parabolic curvature near
the Y point. Along the Y –A direction, the dispersion has a lower curvature, indicating a higher electron
effective mass. Finally, along the Y –C direction the bands are effectively flat due to the layered and reduced
periodicity of the LHOP crystals along the [001] direction. We observe the same trend for API-PbI4 and
API-PbCl4.
In contrast, band structures of the PEA2-PbX4 LHOPs, with space groups P21/c, P 1̄, and P 1̄ for I, Br,
and Cl, respectively, exhibit direct gaps of 1.95 eV, 2.45 eV, and 2.95 eV at the Γ-point. The difference
between the space groups of PEA2-PbI4 and PEA2-Pb(Br,Cl)4 is due to the bis-phenylethylammonium
conformation of the chosen PEA2-PbI4 structure [234]. The general PEA2 conformation explored by Du et
al. assumed the same P 1̄ space group as the PEA2-PbBr4 and PEA2-PbCl4 systems. The band structure of
PEA2-PbBr4, illustrated in Fig. 5.2(d)-(f), exhibits highly dispersive, free-electron like band frontiers along
the Γ –X and Γ –Y directions, as well as flat, non-dispersive band frontiers in the Γ –Z direction. Unlike
the API-PbX4 corrugated perovskites, the PEA2-PbX4 perovskites explored in this work are not corrugated
in either in-plane direction. Thus, they have a higher periodicity in both in-plane lattice directions which
manifests itself in highly dispersive band frontiers along two reciprocal-lattice directions. As a consequence,
corrugated API-PbX4 shows low effective-mass band frontiers only along Γ –Y , whereas PEA2-PbX4 shows
low effective masses along both Γ –X and Γ –Y .
In traditional 3D HOPs such as MAPbX3, valence and conduction band frontiers are comprised of
X:p+Pb:6s and Pb:6p states, respectively [246]. While in principle, in the layered systems with conjugated
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organic cations explored in this work, API and PEA π and π∗ states could contribute in the near-gap region,
we find from the ion-projected band structure that the valence and conduction band frontiers are comprised
of X:p+Pb:6s and Pb:6p states, respectively. This is very similar to the 3D MAPbX3 HOPs. However,
unlike 3D MAPbX3 HOPs that have organic states far below (about 6 eV) and above the band frontiers
[246], API-PbX4 and PEA2-PbX4 have flat, non-dispersive bands attributed to API and PEA2 π and π
∗
orbitals within 1.0 to 2.0 eV of the band frontiers, as shown in Fig. 5.2.
Furthermore, due to the strong contributions of Pb-derived states to the band frontiers in API-PbX4 and
PEA2-PbX4, the spin-orbit interaction lowers the energy of conduction-band minimum states (see Fig. S5).
This energy reduction of Pb:p conduction-band states is well known in Pb- and Sn-containing HOP and
LHOP systems [228, 229, 230, 48] and attributed to the large mass of Pb atoms. Hence, SOC-related energy
contributions are critical for correctly predicting the energetic ordering of states near the band-extrema
and, in particular, to qualitatively explain the relative energy position of organic π and π∗ states. In Fig.
5.2 (as well as Figs. S4 (a) and (b) and S5 (a) in the SI) we clearly show that once SOC is taken into
account, the ion-resolved band ordering at the Γ-point conduction band minimum changes: The Pb:p states
are lowered in energy relative to the API π∗ states which remain unaffected by the spin-orbit interaction.
As a result, we observe Pb:p character for all k points throughout the BZ. In contrast, without the inclusion
of SOC, a band inversion occurs at the Γ-point and the conduction band minimum would be attributed
to mostly API π∗ states. Hence, if SOC is neglected, electronic-structure calculations could, depending on
transition matrix element amplitude, incorrectly predict that excitations from the Γ-point band frontiers
result in charge separation between perovskite and API layers. This behavior is different from what has
been observed for 3D MAPbX3 HOPs, for which ion projection of the band frontiers remain the same, with
X+Pb and Pb attributed to the valence and conduction band frontiers, respectively [246], whether or not
SOC is included. Finally, we note that the difference between HSE06+SOC and the PBE+SOC+∆HSE06
approach is minimal, and PBE+SOC+∆HSE06 calculations are a good basis for optical response calculations.
To this end we show in detail in the SI that for optical excitations energies below 5 eV, only small errors of
under 0.5 eV are expected for spectral features.
The ion-resolved density of states (DOS) in Fig. 5.3 illustrates that in all six perovskite systems, the
valence- and conduction-band frontiers are attributed to halide and Pb states, respectively. For this analysis,
we aligned the Pb:5d states at −15.3 eV across the different materials. Importantly, Fig. 5.3 shows a
reduction of the valence-band maximum in energy with decreasing halide mass: The valence band maxima
of API-PbX4 shift from 0.0, to −0.24, and −0.48 eV for X = I, Br, and Cl, respectively. The same trend
of the valence band maximum located at 0.0, −0.17, and −0.47 eV occurs for the PEA2-PbX4 systems for
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Figure 5.3: The PBE+SOC+∆HSE06 ion-projected DOS of (a) API-PbI4, API-PbBr4, API-PbCl4 and (b)
PEA2-PbI4, PEA2-PbBr4, and PEA2-PbCl4. The energies of the Pb 5d states at −15.3 eV are used for
alignment, and the valence band maxima of API-PbI4 and PEA2-PbI4 are used as energy zero. Dashed lines
mark the band extrema. Color coding: Pb (red), halide (blue), organic layer (shaded brown).
X = I, Br, and Cl, respectively. This decrease can be understood by examining standard atomic ionization
energies of halide atoms, with I, Br, and Cl having ionization energies of 10.45, 11.81, and 12.96 eV (from
the NIST Atomic Spectra Database Ionization Energies Form) [247]. Since the valence-band maximum of
each perovskite material in this work is attributed to halide p-states, our findings are commensurate with
trends of these atomic ionization energies.
At the same time, this figure shows that organic π and π∗ states are not affected by the changing halide
mass and remain approximately aligned in both systems. The API π states appear as broad peaks at −2.00,
−1.78, and −1.40 eV for I, Br, and Cl, respectively. This broadening is due to static molecular disorder and
coupling between organic molecular states. The lowest energy π∗ states appears as sharp peaks centered
around 3.87, 4.10, and 4.30 eV for I, Br, and Cl, respectively. The resulting π –π∗ gaps, defined as the
energy differences of these peaks, are 5.87, 5.88, and 5.70 eV and show a width of about 0.5 eV from the
broadening of the π∗ state. The PEA2-PbX4 systems display a highest occupied π state peak spanning
the range between −1.3 and −2.1 eV. A single lowest unoccupied π∗ peak is located between 3.84 and 4.10
eV for all PEA2-PbX4 materials. This leads to π –π
∗ gaps of 5.39, 5.82, and 5.53 eV for I, Br, and Cl,
respectively, with a width of about 1.0 eV. The variations in the π –π∗ gaps in the PEA2-PbX4 systems
are attributed to differences in the experimental X-ray atomic structures of the organic layers used in the
unit cells of this study. As we chose to relax the API-PbX4 structures (due to the similarities of the relaxed
and experimental API-PbBr4 structures and the lack of available experimental data for API-Pb(I,Cl)4) the
π –π∗ gaps are uniform across the choice of halide. We note that quasiparticle corrections computed within
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HSE06+SOC also produce an energy-dependent band dilation, not reproduced by the scissor approach. This
increases the π –π∗ gaps of the API and PEA systems to about 6.1 – 6.3 eV, suggesting that π –π∗ optical
transitions will occur well in the UV photon energy range. The PBE+SOC+∆HSE06 approximation captures
the UV response of the intra-organic transitions, albeit at slightly lower energies compared to HSE06+SOC,
and therefore provides a reasonable approximation for optical response calculations. It should be mentioned
that, in reality, the absorption onset of such molecules is at lower energies due to large exchange energy
contributions. For example, benzene in an alcohol solution has an absorption onset of about 4.8 eV [248].
However, this is still in the UV energy range.
Figure 5.3 also shows that, due to a lower cation charge of +1 on PEA compared to +2 in API, the
ratio of organic to inorganic density of states is higher in the PEA2-PbX4 structures. This implies that,
if organic-perovskite optical transitions are allowed, the PEA2-PbX4 systems have more possible charge-
separation pathways under optical excitation. In examining the ion-resolved density of states of API-PbX4,
it can be seen that the optical response below the 5.7 eV π –π∗ gap contains mostly transitions between
perovskite-derived states. Only small contributions due to transitions from perovskite- to API-derived states
are expected between the optical onset and 5.7 eV. This changes in the PEA2-PbX4 systems, where the PEA
density of states amplitude in the valence and is about equal to or greater than the perovskite density of
states at the PEA π-state energy. Consequently, the optical response could have a large contribution from
perovskite to PEA transitions at lower energies than the π –π∗ gap. This implies that if transitions between
perovskite and PEA are optically allowed, the PEA2-PbX4 systems have more possible charge separation
states available.
Finally, in the context of achieving charge separation between organic and perovskite layers upon optical
excitation, we find that PEA2-PbCl4 is a particularly promising candidate. The ion-resolved DOS in Fig.
5.3 shows a pronounced peak associated with the organic molecule that is centered near 1.5 eV below the
valence-band maximum. Not only is this peak higher in energy than another peak at −2 eV that is attributed
to Cl ions, but it also is of the same magnitude, as discussed above. This energetic positioning of states
suggests the strong potential for partial charge separation, generating holes in the PEA2 π state and electrons
in the conduction-band Pb:6p state. The actual probability of charge separation between layers, however,
depends again on the dipole matrix elements for the corresponding optical transitions between these organic
and perovskite states. This will be discussed next.
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Figure 5.4: The ion-resolved imaginary dielectric functions of (a) API-PbI4, (b) API-PbBr4, (c) API-PbCl4,
(d) PEA2-PbI4, (e) PEA2-PbBr4, and (f) PEA2-PbCl4. The color coding indicates the resolution of ε2 along
specific ion-to-ion transitions, which are (in valence ions→ conduction ions notation) perovskite→perovskite
(blue, solid), organic→organic (red, solid), organic→perovskite (blue, dashed), perovskite→organic (red,
dashed), and all (black, dotted). The bottom panels show the percent that each type of transitions con-
tributes to the total ε2 as a function of photon energy.
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5.3.3 Optical Response
The ion-projected dielectric function ε2(ω) is illustrated in Fig. 5.4 for all considered materials. Here we dis-
tinguish between transitions among perovskite ions (’inorganic’) and organic cations (’organic’) by bundling
them into the inorganic-inorganic, organic-organic, organic-inorganic and inorganic-organic subcategories.
The first two correspond to intra-layer transitions and the latter two to inter-layer transitions. If the two
sub-layers were to act as separate optically active materials, the amplitude of inter-layer ε2(ω) is vanishing.
In the case of intra-layer optical excitation, these projections are finite.
By ion-resolving the imaginary dielectric function of API-PbX4, we show that optical excitations below
4 eV are entirely dominated by intra-perovskite transitions, whereas inter-layer transitions contribute sig-
nificantly to the optical response above 4 eV. As discussed above, this is because states in the vicinity of
the gap are attributed entirely to perovskite states (Fig. 5.3). Absorption between API-derived states, with
an onset around the π –π∗ gap, contributes weakly to the overall optical response even in the UV energy
range due to a low relative API-π density of states compared the halide density of states in the valence band.
Figure 5.4 also shows that transitions from PbX4 to API states are responsible for a significant portion of
the optical response in the UV energy range, and thus partial electron and hole separation occurs between
the API and PbX4 layers. However, this partial separation has little utility for optoelectronic applications
requiring charge separation for visible light energy excitations.
The PEA2-PbX4 systems demonstrate a much stronger intra-organic optical response within the PEA
layers, along with significant inter-layer absorption in the UV energy range. As with API-PbX4, the near-gap
and visible energy range of the spectra is governed by intra-perovskite optical response. Around the π –π∗
gap, a large peak appears in the imaginary dielectric function which is attributed to the intra-PEA optical
transitions and transitions from PbX4 to PEA states. Transitions from PbX4 to PEA states appear at higher
energies at lower halide masses, corresponding to the increased VBM-π∗ gap by the decrease in the valence
band energy. In PEA2-PbI4, strong transitions are observed from PbI4 to PEA states at lower energies than
those between PEA states, leading to the same partial charge separating activity seen in API-PbX4 above
4 eV. In PEA4-PbBr4, the contributions due to transitions from PbBr4 to PEA and PEA to PbBr4 are
roughly equal in the 4 to 5 eV photon range, leading to a cancellation in partial charge separation character
due to hybridization. PEA2-PbCl4 shows a change in behavior: The optical response between 3.5 and 4
eV largely arises from intra-perovskite transitions and contributions from PEA to PbCl4 states, partially
separating holes to the PEA layer and electrons to the PbCl4 layer. This behavior is due to the proximity of
the PEA π states to the PbCl4 attributed valence band maximum, leading to inter-layer transitions closer to
the absorption onset. However, overall, in PEA2-PbX4, where the organic optical activity is more significant
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Figure 5.5: Imaginary part of the dielectric function of API-PbI4 (top), API-PbBr4 (middle), and API-
PbCl4 (bottom) with (red lines) and without (black lines) excitonic effects. The PBE+SOC Kohn-Sham en-
ergies and states are used as input to the BSE and the single-particle band gap is shifted to the HSE06+SOC
value. That band gap and the lowest excitation from the BSE are marked by vertical black and red dashed
lines, respectively.
compared to API-PbX4, partial charge separation only occurs in the UV energy range.
In all three LHOP API-PbX4 compounds, excitonic effects are expected to be stronger compared to their
3D HOP MAPbX3 counterparts owing to quantum and dielectric confinement effects [212]. This increased
binding energy was first explained by the works of Rytova and Keldysh, who separately established the theory
of quantum confinement of charge carriers and the Coulomb interaction in low dimensional systems [15, 16].
This was further explored in layered semiconductors by Hanamura and layered perovskites by Ishihara and
Koutselas [249, 250, 251, 252]. In 3D HOPs such as MAPbI3, MAPbBr3, and MAPbCl3, the high-frequency
dielectric constants ε∞ are about 4 – 7 [166, 167, 229, 50]. MAPbX4 also has highly dispersive band frontiers,
leading to a low reduced electron-hole mass of about 0.1m0 [253]. Using a simple Wannier-Mott model, the
exciton binding energy is in the range of 25 to 85 meV. As determined in experiments and predicted by
theory, the low-frequency dielectric constants are also large (εs > 20), which enhances the screening of the
electron-hole Coulomb potential [49, 122, 253, 1, 48]. Given the API-PbBr4 electronic structure determined in
this work, the high-frequency dielectric constant is determined to be 3.94 by density-functional perturbation
theory (DFPT) and the reduced electron-hole mass at the band frontiers is approximately 0.610m0, based
on an averaged parabolic fit to the dispersive, in-plane, Y → G and Y → A directions. This leads to
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a Wannier-Mott binding energy of 525 meV, which is an order of magnitude higher compared to the 3D
counterparts. The lower high-frequency dielectric constants predicted by DFPT range from 3.47 to 4.76 for
the LHOP systems (see Tab. S2) and originate from the alternating low and high values of ε∞ between
layers averaged over the unit cell volume [144]. This leads to an average dielectric constant that is lower
than those typically measured and calculated for 3D HOPs [212, 48].
The excitation energies of lone API molecules in air are calculated in the Gaussian suite [254] to determine
if the organic optical response will comprise a significant portion of the optical response near the perovskite
absorption edge. The HSE, B3LYP, and CAM-B3LYP functionals are used to calculate the homo-lumo gaps
of 5.60, 5.84, and 8.05 eV respectively in the singlet-relaxed geometry. The HSE and B3LYP agree very well
with the π-π∗ gap found in API-PbX4 at the PBE+SOC+∆HSE06 level of theory. Excitation energies are
calculated using time-dependent DFT and are found to be 5.42, 5.23, and 5.75 eV within the HSE, B3LYP,
and CAM-B3LYP functionals, respectively. These results suggest that the excitonic absorption onset of the
API spacer will not occur near the perovskite excitonic absorption edge.
Strong excitonic effects and, hence, large exciton binding energies are predicted for the API-PbX4 ma-
terials from first principles, with values comparable to available experimental data for LHOP systems. For
API-PbX4, we show in Fig. 5.5 that excitonic effects significantly influence the optical-absorption spectra.
The gradual absorption onset observed in the single-particle dielectric function becomes a pronounced exci-
tonic peak, red-shifted to lower energy, that is associated with the lowest-energy electron-hole bound state.
In addition, there is also a significant red shift of broad high-energy peak structures between 3.5 eV and 4.5
eV, resulting in strongly increased absorption at lower energies. In our calculations, the energy difference
of the onsets of single-particle and BSE spectrum correspond to the binding energy of the lowest electron-
hole pair. The high computational cost of the BSE calculations in this work, due to large unit cells and
inclusion of spin-orbit coupling, does not allow a dense enough multiple k-point sampling [86] to provide
fully converged results for this quantity. Given the choice of k-point mesh, we estimate that our numbers
are within 100 meV of the converged result (see SI figure S6). From our data we extract ≈357 meV (see
Fig. 5.5) for the exciton-binding energy of API-PbI4, which is the smallest value for the three API-PbX4
compounds studied in this work. API-PbBr4 shows a stronger exciton binding energy due to the lower
dielectric constant compared to API-PbI4, and consequently a stronger red shift of the onset by ≈505 meV.
Finally, the strongest excitonic red shift in the optical spectrum of ≈638 meV is predicted for API-PbCl4,
with the lowest high-frequency dielectric constant. High-frequency dielectric constants are slightly overesti-
mated as they are calculated at the PBE+SOC level of theory. However, from test calculations we estimate
that increasing the band gap to the experimental value would decrease the dielectric constant by less than
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15%. Since we do not have accurate band gap data to compare with for the API-PbX4 materials, we use
the PBE+SOC high-frequency dielectric constant as a good approximation.
The predicted exciton binding energies and relative positions of spectral peaks are in good agreement
with available experimental data of layered perovskite systems [227]. Wang et al. measured exciton binding
energies of 218 meV in hexadecammonium-lead bromide (HA)2PbBr4 [255], Blancon et al. measured binding
energies of 380, 270, and 220 meV in n = 1, n = 2, and n > 2-layered (BA)2(MA)n–1PbnI3n+1 [220], and
Ishihara et al. calculated a binding energy of 320 meV in n=1 layered PbI4 octahedra with no organic spacer
[250]. As a model function relying on a single, material-averaged, dielectric constant is used to compute
the screened Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes, we do not account for the local field effects
arising from the high spatial variability of the dielectric constant in LHOPs [212, 48]. More precise techniques
such as including the full inverse dielectric tensor εG,G′(q)
−1 or semi-classical and semi-empirical methods
that describe dielectric constant fluctuations can be used for a higher degree of accuracy [239, 240, 48, 256].
These high binding energies are also potentially detrimental to solar cell applications. which rely on splitting
of electron-hole pairs. Investigations by Smith et al. have shown that the introduction of halogens by I2
intercalation into the organic layer strongly reduces binding energy and the dielectric confinement of the
layered perovskite systems [26], potentially lowering the exciton binding energy of LHOPs which is preferable
for photovoltaic application.
5.4 Conclusions
The calculations performed in this chapter predict that the optical response of single-layered lead-halide
perovskites with single-π-conjugated organic layers API and PEA2 is dominated by intra-perovskite optical
excitations in the visible energy range. A partial charge separation between the organic perovskite states
can only be achieved at UV energies. Given these results, we conclude that single-layered PbX4 LHOP
systems with π-organic cation spacing layers composed of moieties with single aromatic rings act as one
optically active perovskite material. Transitions involving both layers only occur at UV photon energies.
Importantly, the lack of π and π∗ states near the band extrema causes transitions in the visible energy
range to be contained within the perovskite layer, meaning all electron-hole generation for optoelectronic
applications in this energy range will be localized to the PbX4 octahedral layers. At UV energies, significant
electronic delocalization and charge separation is allowed, however the corresponding excitation energies are
close to or above the ionization energy of perovskite systems.
The natural follow-up question is: How can charge separation be further achieved in layered hybrid
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perovskite systems? The first item that must be addressed is the π –π∗ gap of the conjugated groups. As
discussed above, the absorption onset of single aromatic ring moieties occurs well below the homo-lumo gap
due to large exciton binding energies on the order of electron volts[257]. Benzene, with an optical onset of
4.8 eV experimentally and between 4.7 and 6.9 eV theoretically by PBE0+BSE and GW+BSE calculations
[248, 258], has a predicted homo-lumo gap in solution of between 4.5 and 6 eV [259]. Likewise, imidazole
has a range of predicted excitation energies between 5.61 and 6.96 eV [258]. Thus, the interplay between
the homo-lumo gap and the optical gap should be carefully considered in further engineering of layered
perovskites for inter-layer charge separation application. Ideally, the homo-lumo gap can be lowered by
adding more conjugated groups such as aromatic rings to the system. For example, layered perovskites with
naphthalene groups have been investigated experimentally and have shown signs of exciton energy transfer
between perovskite and organic layers [222, 223]. Secondly, the orbital overlap between the layers must be
improved to increase the amplitude of the inter-layer transition dipole matrix elements. Larger overlap could
be achieved by including heavier elements, such as chlorine, in the organic layer which has been recently
explored experimentally [260, 217, 219]. Our future studies of such compounds will include organic-PbX4
ion-projected band structures and densities of states to map the effects of decreased homo-lumo organic gap
and organic halogenation.
Currently, n = 1 LHOPs with single conjugated rings face challenges as effective solar cell materials
but show promise in a wide range of optoelectronic application. Quantum confinement of the perovskite
layer increases the gap relative to the 3D HOPs and thus reduces the absorption range of the material
in the visible optical spectrum. LHOPs with n > 1 help to decrease the gap [214], but at the cost of
reducing the density of states of, and degree of optical coupling to, the organic lattice. Secondly, minimal
π-stacking is observed in these systems, leading to highly localized electron and hole states in the organic
layer. This in turn results in a high effective mass, low mobility in the form of incoherent hopping, and large
binding energies of electron-hole pairs. Improving π-stacking of the organic conjugated layer in LHOPs is a
promising future research direction, to achieve improvements [261]. Recent investigations have also shown
that interfacing 2D LHOPs with 3D HOPs can lead to increased photovoltaic efficiency in Sn-based systems,
opening the intriguing question of whether this can be done with Pb-based systems as well[262]. Besides
applications as solar cells, n = 1 layered perovskites have shown promise as light-emitters [263]. Resonant
coupling between the organic and perovskite layered of n = 1 systems opens the possibility of engineering
the emission wavelength and intensity as a function of LHOP stoichiometry [264, 223].
It is important to note that everything studied in this manuscript is related purely to absorption in the
singlet spin state. Thus, nothing is said about relaxation in the excited state or emission in the explored
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LHOP systems. Both triplet and singlet energy levels and their post-optical absorption dynamics are fun-
damental to understanding how organic compounds behave in the excited state. The interplay between
perovskite band energies and the organic singlet and triplet states must be understood to determine excited
state charge transport, ion dynamics, and recombination in LHOPs with conjugated organic layers. The
combination of methods in this work for determining optical absorption properties and methods such as
time-dependent density functional theory and molecular dynamics can be used to predict and disentangle
the full optical excitation and relaxation process of conjugated LHOP materials.
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CHAPTER 6
TRIPLET LIGHT EMISSION IN
LHOPs BY ORGANIC SPACER
SUBSTITUTION
6.1 Introduction
The electronic structures of 2D layered hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (LHOPs) are broadly tunable
by the versatile alignment between the electronic levels of the perovskite and the organic spacer components.
Depending on the degree of conjugation and polarity of the spacer moiety, one can precisely align desired
electronic states including the perovskite levels and the singlet and triplet manifolds of the organic spacer
layer. Knowledge of this provides materials scientists with a rich tool to control energy and charge dynamics
via independent tunability of energy levels in the perovskite and organic components. Different applications
require distinct electronic dynamics and transport, from separating p and n charge carrier channels between
the perovskite and spacer layers, to storing excitons in the triplet states of the organic spacer layer and then
re-using them as in thermally activated delayed florescence (TADF) emitters [265], to attaining white-like
broad-band dual emission characteristics [266]. Of particular technological interest for many applications
is engineering of the directed energy transfer between the perovskite layer and the organic spacer layer.
Typically in these LHOP systems, the perovskite layer is the dominant component of band edge absorption
[48, 267, 234, 235, 268]. Therefore, a way to demonstrate energy transfer would be to observe triplet emission
from the organic spacer layer, which itself could be harnessed for several applications.
Markedly, over the past two decades, select LHOPs have demonstrated the ability to induce energy
transfer from perovskite layer exciton states to low energy spin-triplet exciton states in the organic layer [269,
221, 223]. The fundamental differences of the singlet-triplet exciton energy split between the perovskite and
organic layers is critical to inducing such energy transfer processes. Within the perovskite layer, strong spin-
orbit coupling and a high dielectric constant cause the differences between the singlet and triplet exchange
integrals to be small and thus cause a little difference between singlet and triplet states. Consequently,
these weakly bound and delocalized S1 and T1 Wannier-Mott excitons are hardly distinguishable in optical
emission spectra [270, 235, 271]. In contrast, the collinear spin nature and small dielectric screening in
the organic layer leads to a large difference in singlet and triplet exchange integrals, resulting in a drastic
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lowering of the T1 excitation energy compared to the S1 excitation energy [272]. The excitons in the organic
layer are strongly bound Frenkel excitons. When the energy of the weakly bound exciton in the perovskite
layer aligns with the energy T1 of the strongly bound exciton in the organic layer, charge transfer from the
perovskite to the organic layer may occur [269, 221, 223]. After transfer, the T1 excitation energy in the
organic relaxes to a lower T ∗1 energy due to enhanced short-range atomic deformation, thus reaching optimal
triplet molecular geometry. Phosphorescent photo-emission is subsequently measured at the T ∗1 excitation
energy [273]. The choice and alignment of the exciton energy in the perovskite and T1 in the organic, and
the photo-emission energy T ∗1 from the organic, are key design parameters leading to different options for
LHOP photo-emission materials. Subsequent light emission due to recombination from this triplet exciton
is referred to as triplet emission. Electronic structure methods provide a tool to better understand how to
choose the various components within LHOPs to achieve desired material properties and optical response.
In this chapter, we detail our first principles survey of organic spacer triplet emission candidates for
LHOPs. Each candidate consists of a conjugated chromophore attached to an ethyl-ammonia tail (C2H4–
NH2). The lowest spin-triplet excitation levels are calculated on the ground state (S0) geometries to obtain
the triplet energy T1 and the excited triplet geometry to obtain the triplet energy T
∗
1 in the ∆SCF framework.
The ∆SCF approach has been shown to be a robust framework for predicting the lowest energy triplet state
[274, 275, 276, 277]. We also calculate the singlet and triplet excitation energies of several organic spacer
candidates in clustered geometries and in the perovskite environment, and predict similar excitation energies
compared to the vacuum-relaxed molecular geometries. By means of molecular dynamics simulations for
a few LHOP systems, we verify that our initial conclusions hold also under dynamic conditions. We are
able to successfully identify promising triplet emission candidates for pairing with known layered perovskite
exciton levels to obtain possible triplet emission devices. We consider pairings with perovskite layers of
varying layer thickness and halide stoichiometry, and the results herein provide the fundamental concepts
for crafting materials with the desired response to various stimuli (light, field, charge injection).
Four classes of organic cation spacer molecules have been explored in this work (see molecular structures
in Fig. 6.1). The choices are motivated by organic spacers successfully used in LHOPs experimentally
[234, 269, 221, 223, 278] and span diverse forms of conjugation (polycarbocyclic, heterocyclic, and electron
rich/poor functionalization): First, five polycarbocyclic compounds with ethylammonium (EA) tails are
studied. Amongst them are the basic phenylethylammonium (PEA), used extensively in LHOP synthesis,
and the two-ring naphthylethylammonium (NEA), a different isomer of which was investigated by Ema
et al. and has shown promising application as a triplet emitter [223]. Three-ring anthrylethylammonium
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Figure 6.1: Organic spacer candidates considered in this work. Abbreviations include furan (fu), thiophene
(th), selenophene (sel), isobenzol (IB), isonaphthyl (IN), 2-2’-bis (2), and Azobenzene ethylammonia (Azo).
pyrene-ethylammonium (PyEA) has only briefly been studied for its triplet emission properties [221], whereas
five-ring perylene-ethylammonium (PerEA) was not explored for its photo-emission properties as spacers in
LHOP systems [278]. The second class is functionalized PEA with the goal of adding electron-rich or -poor
groups and additional linearly conjugated compounds. For electron-rich additions, halides F, Cl, and Br and
NO2 are added to the para position, opposite from the EA bonding site, on the phenyl group. Electron-poor
methoxy (MeO) is attached to the same site. The third class are the heterocyclic compounds with carbon and
chalcogen based rings. These include the pentacyclic furan-, thiophene-, and selenophene-ethylammonium
(XEA, X=fu,th,sel) and their 2,2’ linked pentacyclic counterparts (2-XEA, X=fu,th,sel). Further, there are
the fused ring compounds isobenzyl(furan,thiophene,selenophene)-ethylammonium (IBXEA, X=fu,th,sel)
and isonaphthyl(furan,thiophene,selenophene)-ethylammonium (INXEA, X=fu,th,sel). As a fourth class,
we included azobenzene-ethylammonium to examine the effects of extended conjugation featuring the N–N
double bond. In this work we refer to the atomic positions of the organic cation layers without the inorganic
perovskite lattice, taken from a single unit cell of the experimental LHOP structures, as organic cluster
geometries. PEA and NEA [234], and PyOPA [278] clusters are investigated and initialized from atomic
structures determined experimentally.
6.2 Computational Methods
First principles simulations for the singlet excitation, triplet excitation, and the energy gap between the
highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO-LUMO gap) based on ∆SCF and time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) are undertaken. Ground state closed- and open-shell DFT
calculations of spin singlet and triplet excitations are conducted using the Gaussian code [254]. These use
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occupation number and spin orientation constraints to enforce the total spin S to 0 or 1, respectively. As
such, the pure spin states are eigen-states of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. Charge densities and single-
particle wave functions are calculated in a Gaussian 6-31G* basis set on pruned ultra-fine real space grids
with 99,590 real space integration points around the atoms. For heavy Br ions, a LANL2DZ Gaussian basis
set is tested and found to be comparable in accuracy to 6-31G* (see Table D.9). For neutral molecules
in vacuum, structural relaxations are performed in the singlet configuration with the B3LYP exchange-
correlation functional [279].
Triplet excitations are calculated using the ∆SCF approach, due to its predictive power for the S0
geometry triplet and T ∗1 geometry triplet energies. In addition, ∆SCF avoids triplet instability errors that
occur in TDDFT [277, 112, 280, 276]: In TDDFT, the difference between singlet and triplet can become
larger than the HOMO-LUMO gap [277], forcing the triplet excitation energies to become excessively small
or even negative in some cases. Sears et al. point to the difference of the exchange contribution between
singlet and triplet within a given exchange-correlation functional as the source of this triplet instability. The
∆SCF approach avoids this issue, since it relies on the difference between total Kohn-Sham energies of singlet
and triplet states. Lowest-energy singlet excitations are calculated within the TDDFT framework in the
frequency domain, from the solution of the Casida equation [281]. TDDFT has been shown to provide reliable
singlet excitation energies in organic molecules for charge transfer and optical excitations [282]. While T1
excitation energies are also calculated by TDDFT (see Tables D.3 through D.12), they underestimate the
excitation energies due to the aforementioned triplet instability [112] and are thus not discussed in the main
text. Excitation energies are separately calculated using HSE[283], B3LYP [279], and CAM-B3LYP [284]
exchange-correlation functionals within ∆SCF and TDDFT. It is found that the introduction of solvent
effects of water using the polarization continuum model [285] does not change the predicted S1 and T1
energies significantly (see Table D.13). CAM-B3LYP is used to compare the excitation energies of charged
(NH+3 -terminated) and uncharged (NH2-terminated) species, due to it’s improved handling of long-range
exchange under charged conditions. The results are comparable within tens of meV (see Tables S8 through
S12 in the SI). As tail charge is inconsequential to the chromophore excitation energies and since B3LYP
better handles the triplet instability compared to CAM-B3LYP and HSE in extensively conjugated systems,
B3LYP results are presented in this letter. However, for natural bonding orbital analysis and to predict
changes in natural atomic charges when going from tails with NH2 to NH
+
3 , we use CAM-B3LYP due to
its ability to better handle excitations in the charged state. All these simulations are done on geometries
relaxed in the vacuum and detailed results are tabulated in Tables D.3 through D.12.
To understand how finite temperature in the perovskite environment effects molecular geometry and
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singlet and triplet excitation energies, we run ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations. These are performed
using the VASP code [187, 155, 188, 154], the PAW method, and the PBE exchange-correlation functional
[68] with Grimme-D2 Van der Waals corrections [286] in the NV T ensemble with a Nose-Hoover thermostat
at 300 K. The simulations are initialized with experimental geometries [234] and after thermal equilibrium
is reached, molecular geometries at each time step are used for simulating the singlet and triplet excitation
energies using the Gaussian code.
6.3 Results and Discussion
The predicted T1 and T
∗
1 energies of organic spacer candidates calculated by the ∆SCF approach (see section
Methods) span the visible and near-UV energy range (see Table D.1). Our calculations are in agreement with
available experimental data. For the most simple conjugated spacer, PEA, we compute T1 of 4.43 eV and T
∗
1
of 3.77 eV using B3LYP. Since benzene is identical to the phenyl group in PEA we use it for comparison here,
in the absence of PEA experimental data. This is further justified by the good agreement of ∆SCF results for
benzene, T ∗1 =3.88 eV, and PEA as well as the good agreement between ∆SCF and phosphorescence emission
data of 3.40 – 3.60 eV [287]. The lowest phosphorescence emission energy T ∗1 is predicted for NEA and PyEA,
within 0.2 eV of the experimental NEA-PbBr4 [223] isomer and PyEA-PbI4 [221]. Furthermore, the ∆SCF
model also predicts the T1 excitation energies of fuEA and thEA to within 100 meV of experimental results
[288]. Given such good agreement, the ∆SCF model can be used to make predictions on a number of other
organic spacer candidates. We note that while this agreement is encouraging, these data were computed for
vacuum-optimized isolated molecules. It is, thus, important to check what influence geometric and thermal
effects have on these results, which will be discussed later.
Spin densities of triplet state (defined as the difference between up and down spin densities), and natural
bonding orbitals (calculated by the Gaussian code as the eigenfunctions of the density matrix), are visualized
for selected organic spacer candidates in Fig. 6.2 to analyze spatial localization of triplet excitations. It is
found for all candidate spacers that the spin density is dispersed around the π-conjugated bonds of organic
rings or on the non-tail functional group. None of the cases studied here exhibits significant spin density
localized on the EA tail. The natural orbitals for the two spins of the triplet configuration are generally
localized in the same fashion. This indicates that orbitals delocalized over the conjugated rings or localized
on the non-tail functional group are the main participants in triplet excitations, while the non-conjugated
tails provide little contributions.
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Figure 6.2: Spin density of the triplet state (top row) and natural orbitals of the open shell states in selected
organic spacer candidates.
calized near the bonds of the NO2 as opposed to the conjugated ring. This removal of the excitation from
the PEA ring causes 4NO2–PEA to exhibit a much lower T1 energy of 2.29 eV compared to the other
functionalized PEA candidates (4.05 – 4.59 eV). This predicted T1 energy of 4NO2–PEA is good agreement
with the experimental T1 energy of NO2 of 2.35 eV [289]. The origin of the lowered excitation energy is the
conjugated bond series of O – N=O. The localization of the spin density, predicted at the density functional
level of theory, is validated for this case and confirmed by performing second order Møller-Plesset perturba-
tion theory (MP2) calculations [59, 290]. 4NO2–PEA highlights the possibility of conjugated compounds as
alternative to ring structures for lowered triplet energy level.
After calculating the excitation energies of organic organic spacer candidates in the gas phase, we move on
to predict the excitation energies of clusters of organic spacers without the perovskite layer, in the geometries
determined by X-ray diffraction experiments [234, 278]. The geometries and orientation of individual organic
molecules in LHOP crystals differ from that of isolated molecules due to interactions with each other and
the perovskite layers. Du et al. examined PEA, PMA, NEA, and NMA organic spacers in Pb(I,Br,Cl)4
systems and found varying behavior of tail geometries and penetration depth of the ammonium group into
the perovskite octahedra layer [234]. One uniform characteristic of the conjugated ring organic spacers in
the 〈100〉 oriented class of LHOPs is the curling of the tail relative to the geometries of isolated molecules
in vacuum. For example, the primary carbon of the naphthyl ring (C1) in NEA of the EA in the vacuum
relaxed geometry is 3.8 Å away from the nitrogen of the EA tail. In the perovskite environment, the tail
curls back resulting in the nitrogen moving closer to the carbon rings with a C1 – N distance of 3.02 Å in
NEA–PbI4 [234]. Smaller conjugated groups like PEA tend to arrange parallel to the perovskite layer while
larger chromophores begin to tilt to a perpendicular position. Direct face-to-face π-stacking is not present
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in the organic layers considered in this study. Instead, the conjugated rings tend to arrange edge-to-face, a
formation that is favorable to template the perovskite network [278]. Given these fundamental differences
between perovskite and isolated geometries, it is important to understand how excitation spectra of organic
spacer candidates change in the perovskite environment.
To this end, we examine how excitation energies of clusters of organic candidates PEA, NEA, and PyOPA
in their experimental geometries differ compared to their isolated counterparts calculated in the gas-phase.
These organic compounds are chosen by available experimental atomic structures of layered perovskites in
which they are the spacer. While PEA is unlikely to be a triplet emission candidate, NEA and PyEA (or
PyOPA) show great potential due to their low T1 energies. PEA and NEA layer geometries of four and eight
molecules, respectively, are taken from Ref. [234] and pyrene-based organic-layer geometries with OPA tails
are taken from Ref. [278]. First, no relaxations are performed on C, N, and O atoms, but since H atoms are
not present in the XRD data, their positions are relaxed around the experimentally known atomic positions.
Below we also test the effects of tail geometry by relaxing O, N, and C atoms, while keeping the tails fixed.
We also note that one H atom is omitted from each NH+3 group to simulate neutral layers. This does not
introduce detrimental effects on the geometries, since the tails are kept fixed.
The T1 energies calculated via the ∆SCF method using the B3LYP XC functional for the organic-spacer
layer geometry without the perovskite layer, taken from experimental data of PEA (T1 = 4.0 eV) and PyOPA
(T1 = 2.35 eV), are predicted within 0.5 eV of the vacuum relaxed molecules of PEA (T1 = 4.43 eV) and PyEA
(T1 = 2.43 eV). In contrast, the NEA experimental organic-layer geometry (T1 = 2.26 eV) is predicted to
have a ≈ 0.96 eV decrease in excitation energies compared to the isolated NEA molecule relaxed in vacuum
(T1 = 3.14 eV). The source of this discrepancy lies with the molecular geometry differences where the
experimental C – C bond lengths on the conjugated ring vary between 1.29 and 1.51 Å, whereas the isolated
molecule has a smaller variation of 1.36 – 1.42 Å. It is worth noting that X-ray diffraction measurements
do not pinpoint well the positions of light atoms such as carbon [291], and therefore some variation in
experimentally measured C – C bond lengths and atomic positions is to be expected. Finite temperature
can induce additional variation in the molecular structure of spacers and, consequently, spacer excitation
energies. Other crystallographic measurements of NEA and NMA (naphthal-methylammonium) structures
have observed a C – C bond length range in the naphthal ring between 1.34 – 1.43 Å in NEA-CuCl4 [292]
and NMA-SnI4 [293]. This is very similar to the range found here for the isolated structures. Nonetheless it
needs to be clarified (i) how the curled tail geometry influences the conjugated rings and (ii) how the periodic
potential of the perovskite and other conjugated rings affects the variance of the chromophore geometry.
To further test the effects of tail geometry on the predicted T1 energies of organic candidates, a second
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set of calculations are performed where tail geometries are kept fixed at experimental geometries [234, 278]
while the conjugated rings are optimized. This test serves to determine if the bent tail significantly changes
the orbital nature on the conjugated ring, thus changing the excitation spectrum. The resulting ring-
relaxed B3LYP ∆SCF T1 energies for the PEA cluster (T1 = 4.42 eV), NEA cluster (T1 = 3.07 eV), and
PyOPA cluster (T1 = 2.35 eV) are predicted within 0.15 eV compared to the respective energies computed
for isolated geometries. We find that tail curling alone does not strongly affect the excitation spectrum
of these molecules and does not change the spin density of the molecule, which remains localized on the
ring (see Fig. 6.2). Therefore, differences in the excitation energies calculated for isolated geometries and
experimental structures, must originate from distinct conjugated ring geometries. This might be explained
by the difficulties of pinpointing the precise position of light atoms, such as carbon, in XRD when heavy
atoms, such as lead, are present in the system.
Using ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations we further explore how the excitation energies
of the organic spacer embedded in the perovskite layers, at finite temperature, differ from those relaxed in a
vacuum. To this end, atomic geometries for PEA-PbI4 and NEA-PbI4 are initialized from atomic positions
determined by XRD measurements by Du et al. [234] Prior to performing AIMD, we calculate the S1 and T1
energies of each unique crystalline organic PEA and NEA in these experimental geometries using TDDFT
for S1 and ∆SCF for T1 excitation energies. We find that the calculated T1 energy of PEA remains in a
narrow range between 4.43 eV and 4.46 eV for the individual spacer molecule geometries in the unit cell
taken from the experimental XRD data. In contrast, the calculated T1 energies of the NEA molecules vary
between 2.23 – 3.26 eV, warranting further investigation by AIMD as discussed next.
AIMD results demonstrate that the excitation energies of PEA and NEA in the PbI4 LHOP environment
experience a broadening as a consequence of thermal fluctuations in the molecular geometries. Table D.2
lists the explicit results and Fig. 6.3 shows the distributions of S1 and T1 excitation energies calculated across
post-equilibrium molecular conformations from AIMD. The average excitation energies for the different post-
equilibration MD geometries are noticeably lower, compared to their isolated vacuum-relaxed counterparts.
This results from a combination of longer average bond lengths in MD compared to XRD as well as complex
torsion and bending in the NEA and PEA. The standard deviation in excitation energies lay between 0.11
and 0.20 eV, with the highest attributed to the T1 excitation in PEA. The C–C bond lengths show high
variability in PEA and NEA. For PEA, the simulated C–C variation exceeds the C–C bond length variations
observed in XRD (1.39 – 1.41 Å). Alternatively, the variation in NEA bond length in the AIMD simulations
remains lower compared to the XRD results. This explains why the T1 energies calculated in XRD PEA
conformation fall within a narrow range whereas geometries sampled from AIMD show a higher variation.
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Figure 6.3: Histograms of ∆SCF T1 (blue) and TDDFT S1 (orange) energies calculated on MD molecular
conformations of NEA in NEA-PbI4 (left) and PEA in PEA-PbI4 (right). The vertical dashed line indicates
the vacuum-relaxed result for S1 (orange) and T1 (blue).
Overall, the findings herein demonstrate the importance of finite temperature dynamics on the broadening
of S1 and T1 excitation energies of organic spacer candidates in LHOPs. As good agreement is observed
between T̄1 obtained from AIMD and T1 calculated from vacuum-relaxed simulations, the latter results
can be used for first principles materials design of LHOPs for applications requiring specific alignments of
electronic features.
Thus, from our analysis of the calculated excitation energies we identify multiple organic spacer candi-
dates with low-lying triplet states in Pb-based LHOPs with a variety of halides and number of perovskite
layers (see Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.4). The first major design consideration is the relative T1 excitation energy
of the organic spacer to the n = 1 exciton energy of the perovskite (Ex). When T1 is less than but close
to Ex, strongly-bound exciton energy transfer can be initiated from the perovskite to the organic. Once
this transfer occurs, the organic spacer relaxes in the excited state, leading to a new T ∗1 emission energy
which is the lowest energy phosphorescence peak. In the following, energy pairings will be given in Ex:T1:T
∗
1
notation. Starting with single-layer PbCl4, the two optimal pairings are thEA-PbCl4 and selEA-PbCl4 with
energy alignments of 3.7:3.69:3.02 and 3.7:3.57:2.93 eV, respectively. These LHOPs could produce a violet
or indigo phosphorescence spectrum with a lowest emission wave length of ≈400 nm. As the functionalized
PEA T1 tends to be higher than 3.7 eV, thEA and selEA seem to be the only viable options for pairing with
n = 1 PbCl4 found in our work.
For n = 1 PbBr4 perovskite layers, we also identify two promising organic spacer pairings: The optimal
pairing is NEA-PbBr4, with an energy alignment of 3.20:3.14:2.67 eV. This first principles prediction is sup-
ported by experimental evidence of highly efficient energy transfer from PbBr4 to the triplet state of a NEA
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Table 6.1: Suggested pairings of organic spacers with perovskite layers of varying halide and layer compo-
sitions. The energy alignment shows the perovskite exciton level Ex, the organic triplet level in the ground
state geometry T1 (charge transfer energy), and the organic triplet level in the excited state geometry T
∗
1
(triplet emission energy), i.e. Ex:T1:T
∗
1 (in eV).
Perovskite Org. Spacer Energy Alignment (eV)




Pb2I7 (n=2) PerEA 2.15:1.80:1.50
Azo 2.15:1.95:1.25
PbBr4 (n=1) NEA 3.20:3.14:2.67
2fuEA 3.20:3.14:2.40
PbCl4 (n=1) thEA 3.70:3.69:3.02
selEA 3.70:3.57:2.93
isomer by Ema et al. [223] They observe this process in a variety of naphthyl-based PbI4 systems, encour-
aging further studies of these. Another possible pairing is 2-fuEA-PbBr4, which has an energy alignment of
3.20:2.91:2.40 eV and could exhibit triplet emission at 516 nm, corresponding to a green light.
The highest number of promising pairings of organic spacers for triplet emission occurs with n = 1 PbI4
and n = 2 Pb2I7. The most obvious pairing for n = 1 PbI4 is PyEA-PbI4 with an energy alignment of
2.5:2.43:2.10 eV. This material would show triplet emission of yellow/orange light, which has been exper-
imentally verified by Braun et al. [221] Another possibility is AEA-PbI4 for an alignment of 2.5:2.17:1.75
eV, leading to red light triplet emission. Interestingly, AEA spacers in layered perovskites have rarely been
explored for their light-emitting properties, despite promising exciton energy level alignment. A similar
energy alignment of 2.5:2.17:1.77 eV and potential red light triplet emission can be achieved by the pair-
ing IBselEA-PbI4. Finally, 4NO2-PEA is predicted to have an alignment with n = 1 PbI4 of 2.5:2.29:0.68
eV, indicating potential infrared triplet emission in 4NO2-PEA-PbI4. As previously discussed, a low T
∗
1 in
4NO2-PEA is attributed to the localization of the triplet excitation on the NO2 functional group (Fig. 6.2).
Two-layer n = 2 Pb2I7 is also predicted to have spacer candidates for deep red triplet emission: The
first two are PerEA and AzEA, with alignments of 2.15:1.80:1.50 eV and 2.15:2.08:1.75 eV, respectively.
The pairing with PerEA should be given careful attention, given the recent inclusion of PerEA in layered
perovskite by Passarelli et al. [278] Finally, Azo can be paired with n = 2 Pb2I7 for an alignment of
2:15:1.95:1.25 eV, giving yet another spacer for possible infrared triplet emission.
In addition to these, multiple of the considered compounds have non-ideal alignment with the known
perovskite layer absorption edges, but should not be entirely discounted. Compounds with T1 energies
between 2.5 and 2.8 eV are mismatched with n = 1 PbI4 and are unlikely to induce energy transfer from
n = 1 PbBr4, including 2-(th,sel)EA and IN(fu,th,sel)EA. However, little is currently known about the
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Figure 6.4: Alignment between perovskite S1 exciton levels, organic triplet T1 excitation energies, and
organic T ∗1 excited state geometry emission energies for a select subset of examined organic spacers.
perovskite exciton levels of n = 2 Pb2Br7 and it is possible that alignment is better in this case. Given
experimental evidence from n = 2 Pb2I7 [11], it is likely that n = 2 Pb2Br7 would demonstrate a Ex level
between 3.2 eV for n = 1 PbBr4 and 2.4 eV for n =∞ PbBr3. Thus, some of the aforementioned non-ideal
compounds for pairing with PbI4 or PbBr4 could provide an ideal pairing with n = 2 Pb2Br7. Experimental
observation of Ex from n = 2 Pb2Br7 would be required to make a definite claim. In contrast, the single
ring compounds and {Br, Cl, F, MeO}-functionalized PEA all have high T1 compared to Ex of n = 1 PbCl4,
and, therefore, are highly unlikely to induce excitation transfer.
6.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we use electronic-structure calculations to predict multiple viable pairings of organic spacer
candidates with single perovskite layers, to facilitate design of LHOPs with desired energy level alignments.
These pairings may achieve potential triplet emission across the visible spectral range, offering potential solu-
tions for tuned light emission applications. We carefully verified that our predictions remain consistent even
when tail geometries are altered and organic candidates are placed into their clustered LHOP geometries.
Finally, finite temperature dynamics of organic spacers in the perovskite crystal, as simulated by ab-initio
molecular dynamics, result in a broadening of excitation energies slightly below the results obtained for iso-
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lated geometries. Altogether our computational predictions demonstrate that electronic structure of LHOPs
paired with conjugated organic spacers is extremely tunable, which suggests broad variability and control
over dynamics of energy and charge carriers. In particular, light-emitting applications involving LHOPs is
a promising field of research and should be further investigated to discover potential next generation, wave





In this doctoral thesis, I present my work on modeling the optical response of hybrid organic-inorganic
perovskites and their layered variant from first principles. I have employed and developed state-of-the-art
computational techniques based on density functional theory and many-body perturbation theory to predict
and understand the nature of the electron-hole interaction in hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites. Further-
more, I have used these prediction to propose novel material stoichiometry in layered hybrid perovskite to
design wavelength-tuned triplet optical emission materials.
The first half of my thesis is focused on the simulation of the electron-hole interaction in MAPbI3 while
accounting for electron-hole Coulomb screening effects beyond the standard static electronic screening. The
conclusions of chapter 3 found that moderate to high concentrations of free-carriers from shallow intrinsic
or extrinsic defects lower the exciton binding energies while maintains high absorption response at the band
edge. We used the DFT+GW+BSE class of computational approaches to determine the optical excitation
energies and imaginary dielectric functions of cubic MAPbI3. We found that, even though free-carrier
screening reduces the strength of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction, the balance between Pauli-blocking
and band gap re-normalization maintains a high amplitude absorption onset around the intrinsic band gap.
Binding energy in MAPbI3 is reduced from 32 meV intrinsic to less than 2 meV at high concentrations over
1019 cm−3. We additionally predict the formation of a Mahan exciton at free-carrier concentrations over
1017 cm−3. The presence of a Mahan exciton can help maintain a high absorption edge amplitude even at
high free-carrier concentrations. This study succeeds in two aspects of materials prediction and design. The
first is that we predict that under experimentally verified ranges of free-carrier concentrations, the exciton
binding energy ranges between 5 meV and 32 meV, matching well with the variable measurements of exciton
binding energy in MAPbI3 made by experimental researchers. The second is that light doping can be used to
reduce exciton binding energy, thus increasing photo-conversion efficiency, and to increase optical absorption
at the band edge.
In chapter 4, polar lattice screening was found to have a strong influence over the optical response and
exciton binding energies of polar semiconductors AlN, GaN, and MAPbI3 while not heavily influencing polar
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compounds like MgO and AlN. The Fan-Migdal contribution is added to the screened Coulomb interaction
to include dynamical lattice screening of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction by the LO phonon modes.
Shindo’s approximation allows us to write an excitonic Hamiltonian where one can solve implicitly for the
dynamical excitation energies on a frequency grid. For polar compounds with a high exciton binding energy
to LO phonon frequency ratio (NaCl and MgO), lattice screening is found to have little influence on the
exciton binding energy and optical absorption spectrum. In polar compounds with a moderate to low
exciton binding energy to LO phonon frequency ratio (GaN, AlN), the influence of polar lattice screening
significantly reduces the exciton binding energies and heavily reduces the the amplitudes of the optical
absorption spectrum edges. Thus, we confirm the postulates made by Haken and Shindo that dynamical
lattice screening has a prominent effect on exciton binding energy when the longitudinal optical phonon
frequency is comparable to or greater than the exciton binding energy. In particular, we show how including
dynamical lattice screening improves the previous prediction for the exciton binding energy in GaN of 56
meV to 29 meV, in excellent agreement with experimental measurements of 23 meV. In MAPbI3, the binding
energy is reduced from 31.9 meV to between 20 and 24 meV, based on the LO phonon frequency ranging
from between 14 and 16 meV and the low-frequency dielectric constant ranging from 25-30. This significant
drop in binding energy under dynamical lattice screening, coupled with possible reduced screening from
free-carriers, explains the low and varied binding energies observed in experimental studies.
The second half of this thesis moves on to predicting the optical response of layered hybrid organic-
inorganic perovskite systems which display a higher structural, electronic, and optical response diversity
compared to their non-layered hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite counterparts. In chapter 5, we resolve the
optical response of six LHOP materials - API-PbX4 and PEA2-PbX4 with X=(I,Br,Cl) - into contributions
from electron-hole excitation between and within orgnic and inorganic layers to predict if single conjugated
ring organic spacers can achieve layer-separated electrons and holes under optical excitation. For the single
conjugated ring compounds used as organic spacers (API and PEA), the band edge excitation remains
confined to the perovskite layer whereas organic-organic excitation occurs above 5 eV. We confirm that
cross-layer excitation occurs where the electron and hole can be separated along different ion channels at
excitation energies above the band gap. In PEA2-PbCl4, these excitations occur above but very close
to the band edge, suggesting that PbCl4 perovskite layers with a more highly conjugated organic spacer
could produce band-edge separation of the electron-hole pair. We use the DFT+HSE+BSE formalism to
determine exciton binding energies in API-PbX4. The exciton binding energies start at 218 for X=I, in
excellent agreement with previous experiments, and reach 638 meV for X=Cl. Our findings herein confirm
that cross-layer excitation is possible in LHOPs with conjugated organic layers, potentially moving the field
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towards realizing layer-separated electron-hole generation in perovskite solar cells.
Finally, we examine how organic spacers can be selected to achieve possible triplet light emission by
exciton transfer from the perovskite to the organic spacer. We perform first principles calculations based
on the ∆SCF and linear-response time-dependent density functional theory (LR-TDDFT) to predict the
first singlet and triplet excitation energies and relaxed triplet emission energies of 25 organic spacer candi-
dates. By comparing the energy level alignments with known absorption edge energies of perovskite layers,
we recommend perovskite-organic pairings to achieve triplet light emission at various wavelengths across
the visible spectrum. We additionally perform ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations of two perovskite
compounds - PEA2PbI4 and NEA2PbI4 - to determine how the geometries of the organic spacers change
with temperature. By simulating the excitation energies of each molecular configuration, we determine a
significant thermally induced optical broadening of the first singlet and triplet energies at room temperature
of about 0.5 eV.
The field of computational materials science from first principles is ever evolving to adapt more advanced
methods and algorithms on larger computational resources. Moving forward, higher levels of theory will be
able to be applied to the problems investigated in this thesis. One clear place for improvement is moving
away from model functions to describe the dielectric screening in the screened Coulomb interaction and
more towards explicit dielectric tensors. The model screening function by Cappellini et al. does not account
for (i) local field effects and (ii) dielectric layering. The explicit dielectric tensor with all matrix elements
calculated at at the GW level of theory would include these effects seamlessly into the Bethe-Salpeter
equation. While this remains intractable on dense k-point grids with current computing capabilities, it is
already being applied to coarse k-point grids on low-dimensional systems with subsequent interpolation of
the excitonic Hamiltonian elements [294]. It will soon be possible to perform explicit calculations of the
electron(hole)-phonon vertices in Eq. 2.74 by Wannier-interpolation for dynamical lattice screening of the
electron-hole interaction. Such interpolation efforts are currently well underway [105]. Including the explicit
vertices would allow one to move away from using models such as the general or simple Fröhlich vertex and
provide a more detailed and precise treating of lattice polarization influence on exciton binding energy.
The program of computational materials science is to provide predictions and answers for novel materials
design. I aspire to help bring sustainable energy solutions closer to realization in applying these methods
to understanding fundamentally how solar cell and light-emitting materials function at the atomic and
electronic scale. The overarching goal of all materials science and engineering is to provide technological
solutions for a healthier and happier world for all. I hope I have contributed some small part in this effort




OPTICAL RESPONSE OF MAPbI3
The use of a highly converged k-point sampling is critical to achieving accurate exciton binding energy
results. A plot of k-point convergence of exciton binding energies can be seen in Fig. A.1. Convergence is
achieved at a hybrid k-point grid of 5:2:32.5, see Ref. [85] for details of the nomenclature. To gain a deeper
understanding of the electronic structure of MAPbI3, we resolved the band structure according to atomic-
orbital projections for each type of ion (Pb, I, or MA). Figure A.2 demonstrates this for the cubic phase. It is
found that the valence and conduction band frontiers are attributed mostly to I5p+I6s and Pb6p, respectively.
The states attributed to the organic MA cations only occur lower than 5 eV below the valence band maximum
and 2.5 eV above the conduction band minimum. Figure A.3 shows the single-particle optical response of
cubic MAPbI3 resolved by transitions between individual electronic states. An important conclusion found
herein is that a vast majority of the optical response between the absorption onset and 3 eV is attributed to
transitions between the valence band maximum and conduction band minimum. Figure A.4 compares the
single-particle optical spectrum of tetragonal MAPbI3 calculated at the PBE+∆GW0+SOC level of theory
in this study to the G0W0+SOC results from Ref. [145]. The agreement between the spectra further verifies
that the electronic structure found in this study serves as a good basis for optical response calculations.
The values of the BMS at increasing free-electron concentrations nc are plotted for each phase in Fig. A.5.
Though the curves are similar, the difference in effective masses of the conduction band causes the BMS
in the orthorhombic phase (lowest effective mass) to rise more quickly as a function of nc compared to
tetragonal and cubic (lowest effective mass) phases.
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Figure A.1: Convergence of exciton binding energy with respect to k-point grid density. 5:2:15, 5:2:20,
5:20:25, 5:2:27, 5:5:2:30, and 5:2:32.5 type hybrid meshes are used to sample Brillouin zone, ascending in
order of k-point sampling density.
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Figure A.2: Band structure of C MAPbI3, resolved along atomic orbital contributions of Pb (orange), I
(blue), and CH3NH3 (magenta). The color intensity indicates the percent atomic contribution in accordance
with the provided color bars.
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Figure A.3: The imaginary dielectric function of cubic MAPbI3 resolved by band-pair excitation. v indicates
valence bands and c indicates conduction bands. Indexing for valence bands starts at the VBM and indices
increase as energy decreases. Indexing for conduction bands starts at the CBM and increases in energy. A
single index covers a spin-split band pair.

























Figure A.4: Comparison between the optical absorption spectrum of tetragonal MAPbI3 calculated using
PBE+∆GW0+SOC, shifted further to the experimental gap of 1.6 eV, and 7× 7× 7 k points with a small


























Figure A.5: The calculated Burstein-Moss shifts (circles) of O (blue), T (green) and C (red) as a function of
free electron density. The associated solid lines are functional fits of the form EBMS=An
3/2
c . Dense, hybrid
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Figure B.1: Convergence of exciton binding energies by zero-point extrapolation of (top left) NaCl, (top
right) MgO, (bottom left) AlN, and (bottom right) GaN. Black circles indicate explicitly calculated exciton
binding energies at a given k-point density and the red-dashed lines are the extrapolation of the binding
energies by linear fit to determine the exciton binding energy in the high k-point density limit. Calculations






Table C.1 and C.2 displays the detailed structural data of the relaxed API-PbX4 and literature values for
PEA2-PbX4.
Table C.1: Lattice geometries of 〈110〉 API-PbX4 and 〈100〉 PEA2-PbX4 compounds. Lattice constants a,
b, c, and Pb – X bond lengths are in Å, cell volumes V in Å3. Experimental reference values are shown for
API-PbBr4.
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3) α β γ bond len.
API-PbI4 6.55 28.47 8.91 1654.79 90.0 94.9 90.0 3.01 – 3.38
API-PbBr4 6.19 27.67 8.38 1429.37 90.0 95.1 90.0 2.81 – 3.22
API-PbBr4 (Exp.) [227] 6.16 27.63 8.45 1432.85 90.0 95.7 90.0 2.79 – 3.26
API-PbCl4 5.95 27.13 8.04 1291.59 90.0 95.3 90.0 2.65 – 3.14
PEA2-PbI4 (Exp.) [242] 8.79 9.39 14.64 1190.52 90.0 100.1 90.0 3.18 – 3.32
PEA2-PbBr4 (Exp.) [243] 11.62 11.63 17.58 2250.52 99.6 105.7 90.0 2.99 – 3.01
PEA2-PbCl4 (Exp.) [244] 11.15 11.22 17.70 2112.1 99.1 104.6 90.0 2.76 – 2.91
Table C.2: Lattice geometries of 〈110〉 API-PbX4 and 〈100〉 PEA2-PbX4 compounds continued. Bond angles
η are in degrees. Experimental reference values are shown for API-PbBr4.
API-PbI4 33.8, 53.9 10.2, 10.5
API-PbBr4 33.7, 52.3 9.7, 10.12
API-PbBr4 (Exp.) [227] 32.9, 53.6 8.5, 8.9
API-PbCl4 33.7, 51.4 9.8, 9.9
PEA2-PbI4 (Exp.) [242] 2.55 12.2, 12.4
PEA2-PbBr4 (Exp.) [243] 1.8, 1.9 14.0,14.5
PEA2-PbCl4 (Exp.) [244] 2.2, 2.7 13.6, 14.3
Table C.3 displays the calculated diagonal and averaged components of the high-frequency dielectric
tensor as calculated by density functional perturbation theory.
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Table C.3: The static high-frequency dielectric constants for each material, calculated using the PBE XC
functional without the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling from density functional perturbation theory. Reference
values are included for 3D HOPs.
API-PbI4 API-PbBr4 API-PbCl4
ε∞xx 4.51 3.90 3.51
ε∞yy 4.76 4.14 3.77
ε∞zz 4.45 3.79 3.47
ε∞ave 4.57 3.94 3.57
MAPbI3 MAPbBr3 MAPbCl3
ε∞ave (theory)[50] 6.83 5.15 4.12
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APPENDIX D
TRIPLET EMISSION IN LHOPs BY
ORGANIC SPACER
SUBSTITUTION
D.1 Notes on comparison to experiments
In Table D.1, the experimental comparisons for triplet energies for PEA and PerEA (T ∗1 ) and fuEA and
thEA (T1) are made to studies that examine just the optical emission from the aromatic groups without
the EA tails. This is primarily due to the lack of emission data for the exact compounds available for
comparison. Nonetheless, the comparisons for T1 and T
∗
1 are in very good agreement. Our spin charge
density and natural bonding orbital analysis shows that the excitations are localized to the aromatic rings,
further justifying these comparisons.
D.2 Tabulated calculated data
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Table D.1: Triplet excittion (T1) and emission (T
∗
1 ) energies calculated with the ∆SCF method and the
B3LYP XC functional. Comparison to experiment is given in the right two columns. The † symbol indicates
comparisons to experiments that study only the aromatic group without the EA tail.
Spacer T1 T
∗
1 exp. T1 exp. T
∗
1
PEA 4.43 3.77 3.40 – 3.60† [287]
NEA 3.14 2.68 2.30 – 2.50 [223],2.50 – 2.60 [269]
AEA 2.17 1.75 1.50-1.85† [269]1.80 [295]
PyEA 2.43 2.10 1.80 – 2.00 [221]







fuEA 4.097 3.30 3.99† [288]












Table D.2: Average singlet and triplet excitation energies (S̄1 and T̄1, in eV), standard deviations (σ, in
eV) and bond length ranges (in Å) on post-equilibration molecular conformations from molecular dynamics
simulations of A=PEA and A=NEA in A2PbI4.
S̄1 σS1 S1,vac T̄1 σT1 T1,vac C–C (Å)
PEA 4.98 0.15 5.43 4.06 0.20 4.43 1.36 – 1.45
NEA 4.10 0.12 4.40 2.96 0.11 3.14 1.36 – 1.48
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Table D.3: Singlet and triplet first excitation energies and homo-lumo gaps for polycarbocyclic compounds
calculated by time-dependent DFT (TD) and ∆SCF methods in the singlet and triplet spin multiplicity
geometries (MG) for various exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Molecular geometries herein are relaxed
using the B3LYP xc-functional vacuum. 6-31G* is used for the Gaussian basis set unless otherwise stated.
All values are in eV.
MG xc-functional TD S1 TD T1 ∆SCF T1 Homo-Lumo Exp. T1*
PEA singlet HSE 5.498 3.54 4.338 6.054
B3LYP 5.429 3.755 4.433 6.418
CAM-B3LYP 5.543 3.508 4.406 9.292
triplet HSE 2.677 3.714 3.575 3.4-3.6
B3LYP 2.88 3.771 3.629
CAM-B3LYP 2.599 3.763 3.887
NEA singlet HSE 4.457 2.563 3.106 4.391
B3LYP 4.396 2.728 3.136 4.788
CAM-B3LYP 4.630 2.524 3.277 7.315
triplet HSE 1.679 2.654 3.09 2.3-2.5
B3LYP 1.871 2.677 3.027
CAM-B3LYP 1.524 2.761 3.346
AEA singlet HSE 3.333 1.685 2.136 3.202
B3LYP 3.293 1.841 2.172 3.619
CAM-B3LYP 3.65 1.603 2.282 5.953
triplet HSE 0.857 1.724 2.185 1.8
B3LYP 1.093 1.752 2.142
CAM-B3LYP 0.43 1.824 2.422
PyEA singlet HSE 3.757 1.977 2.402 3.435
B3LYP 3.705 2.121 2.434 3.84
CAM-B3LYP 3.964 1.866 2.552 6.089
triplet HSE 1.302 2.076 2.560 1.8-2.0
B3LYP 1.474 2.101 2.509
CAM-B3LYP 0.951 2.161 2.898
PerEA singlet HSE 2.892 1.393 1.770 2.611
B3LYP 2.855 1.526 1.802 3.028
CAM-B3LYP 3.177 1.306 1.955 5.194
triplet HSE 0.722 1.47 1.808
B3LYP 0.913 1.504 1.78
CAM-B3LYP -0.185 1.598 2.108
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Table D.4: Singlet and triplet first excitation energies and homo-lumo gaps for functionalized 4Z-PEA
compounds calculated by time-dependent DFT (TD) and ∆SCF methods in the singlet and triplet spin
multiplicity geometries (MG) for various exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Molecular geometries herein
are relaxed using the B3LYP xc-functional vacuum. 6-31G* is used for the Gaussian basis set unless
otherwise stated. All values are in eV.
Compound MG xc-functional TD S1 TD T1 ∆SCF T1 Homo-Lumo
4Br-PEA singlet HSE 5.156 3.448 4.570 5.482
B3LYP 5.083 3.64 4.578 5.853
CAM-B3LYP 5.363 3.4249 4.7489 8.643
triplet HSE -0.436 3.262
B3LYP 0.391 3.202
CAM-B3LYP -0.554 3.386
4Cl-PEA singlet HSE 5.197 3.455 4.58 5.517
B3LYP 5.123 3.648 4.59 5.886
CAM-B3LYP 5.381 3.423 4.745 8.727
triplet HSE 0.462 3.353
B3LYP 0.833 3.359
CAM-B3LYP -0.26 3.44
4F-PEA singlet HSE 5.253 3.556 4.4749 5.514
B3LYP 5.18 3.753 4.493 5.884
CAM-B3LYP 5.423 3.515 4.605 8.717
triplet HSE -0.570 3.535
B3LYP 0.471 3.573
CAM-B3LYP -0.851 3.577
4MeO-PEA singlet HSE 5.149 3.519 3.987 5.429
B3LYP 5.08 3.697 4.05 5.810
CAM-B3LYP 5.248 3.476 4.368 8.523
triplet HSE 3.245 4.051
B3LYP 3.44 4.054
CAM-B3LYP 3.173 4.163
4NO2-PEA singlet HSE 3.031 2.0684 2.254 3.398
B3LYP 2.9653 2.136 2.287 3.695
CAM-B3LYP 3.192 2.091 2.254 6.709




Table D.5: Singlet and triplet first excitation energies and homo-lumo gaps for single and linked heterocyclic
ring compounds calculated by time-dependent DFT (TD) and ∆SCF methods in the singlet and triplet
spin multiplicity geometries (MG) for various exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Molecular geometries
herein are relaxed using the B3LYP xc-functional vacuum. 6-31G* is used for the Gaussian basis set unless
otherwise stated. All values are in eV.
Compound MG xc-functional TD S1 TD T1 ∆SCF T1 Homo-Lumo
fuEA singlet HSE 6.255 3.616 4.034 6.052
B3LYP 6.177 3.749 4.097 6.403
CAM-B3LYP 6.326 3.617 4.107 9.305
triplet HSE 1.279 3.265
B3LYP 1.531 3.305
CAM-B3LYP 1.068 3.318
2-fuEA singlet HSE 4.433 2.497 2.882 4.147
B3LYP 4.380 2.597 2.908 4.534
CAM-B3LYP 4.6254 2.498 3.038 7.138
triplet HSE 1.463 2.405
B3LYP 1.2497 2.401
CAM-B3LYP 2.495
thEA singlet HSE 5.424 3.236 3.634 5.370
B3LYP 5.336 3.353 3.686 5.734
CAM-B3LYP 5.708 3.210 3.690 8.547
triplet HSE 1.204 3.005
B3LYP 1.4232 3.0266
CAM-B3LYP 0.938 3.0326
2-thEA singlet HSE 3.996 2.269 2.667 3.814
B3LYP 3.9417 2.361 2.683 4.204
CAM-B3LYP 4.211 2.242 2.817 6.721
triplet HSE 1.150 2.111
B3LYP 1.290 2.096
CAM-B3LYP 0.809 2.180
selEA singlet HSE 5.269 3.114 3.520 5.243
B3LYP 5.185 3.236 3.574 5.613
CAM-B3LYP 5.507 3.086 3.578 8.402
triplet HSE 1.037 2.906
B3LYP 1.285 2.932
CAM-B3LYP 0.713 2.934
2-selEA singlet HSE 3.805 2.106 2.504 3.635
B3LYP 3.7563 2.2039 2.525 4.029
CAM-B3LYP 4.010 2.061 2.641 6.510




Table D.6: Singlet and triplet first excitation energies and homo-lumo gaps for fused heterocyclic ring
compounds calculated by time-dependent DFT (TD) and ∆SCF methods in the singlet and triplet spin
multiplicity geometries (MG) for various exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Molecular geometries herein
are relaxed using the B3LYP xc-functional vacuum. 6-31G* is used for the Gaussian basis set unless
otherwise stated. All values are in eV.
Compound MG xc-functional TD S1 TD T1 ∆SCF T1 Homo-Lumo
IBfuEA singlet HSE 3.847 1.878 2.302 3.702
B3LYP 3.802 2.034 2.360 4.113
CAM-B3LYP 4.078 1.813 2.412 6.656
triplet HSE 0.903 1.912
B3LYP 1.156 1.949
CAM-B3LYP 0.514 1.982
INfuEA singlet HSE 3.936 2.227 2.650 3.795
B3LYP 3.881 2.361 2.680 4.197
CAM-B3LYP 4.243 2.183 2.810 6.621
triplet HSE 1.507 2.301
B3LYP 1.672 2.330
CAM-B3LYP 1.330 2.416
IBthEA singlet HSE 3.750 1.816 2.234 3.571
B3LYP 3.696 1.951 2.276 3.977
CAM-B3LYP 3.958 1.714 2.304 6.450
triplet HSE 0.818 1.856
B3LYP 1.053 1.869
CAM-B3LYP 0.206 1.885
INthEA singlet HSE 3.712 2.131 2.554 3.623
B3LYP 3.667 2.268 2.587 4.033
CAM-B3LYP 4.065 2.095 2.736 6.434
triplet HSE 1.421 2.206
B3LYP 1.591 2.246
CAM-B3LYP 1.246 2.344
IBselEA singlet HSE 3.604 1.700 2.122 3.442
B3LYP 3.552 1.835 2.166 3.849
CAM-B3LYP 3.803 1.583 2.182 3.301
triplet HSE 0.670 1.753
B3LYP 0.932 1.767
CAM-B3LYP -0.438 1.776
INselEA singlet HSE 3.627 2.140 2.562 3.578
B3LYP 3.587 2.275 2.595 3.992
CAM-B3LYP 4.018 2.115 2.759 6.392




Table D.7: Singlet and triplet first excitation energies and homo-lumo gaps for azobenzene-EA (Azo) calcu-
lated by time-dependent DFT (TD) and ∆SCF methods in the singlet and triplet spin multiplicity geometries
(MG) for various exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Molecular geometries herein are relaxed using the
B3LYP xc-functional vacuum. 6-31G* is used for the Gaussian basis set unless otherwise stated. All values
are in eV.
Compound MG xc-functional TD S1 TD T1 ∆SCF T1 Homo-Lumo
Azo singlet HSE 2.579 1.733 1.900 3.523
B3LYP 2.562 1.793 1.946 3.907
CAM-B3LYP 2.726 1.971 6.399
triplet HSE -0.2743 1.174
B3LYP -0.317 1.215
CAM-B3LYP -0.3048 1.233
Figure D.1: The magnetization density of (a) fully vacuum relaxed PEA with CAM-B3LYP, (b) relaxed
phenyl ring by CAM-B3LYP with fixed EA tail in the perovskite geometry, (c) relaxed naphthalene rings on
fixed EA tails in the perovskite geometry, and (d) relaxed pyrene rings on OPA tailed with fixed perovskite
geometries.
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Table D.8: Singlet and triplet first excitation energies and homo-lumo gaps for polycarbocyclic compounds
calculated by time-dependent DFT (TD) and ∆SCF methods in the singlet and triplet spin multiplicity
geometries (MG) for various exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Molecular geometries herein are relaxed
using the CAM-B3LYP xc-functional. Values outside of parentheses indicate the neutral compound with
an ethyl ammonia NH2 tail whereas values in the parentheses indicate the charged species with NH
+
3 . 6-
31G* is used for the Gaussian basis set unless otherwise stated. All values are in eV. The † symbol indicates
instances where the xc-functional cannot appropriately handle range-separation for charged species (HSE
and B3LYP).
MG xc-functional TD S1 TD T1 ∆SCF T1 Homo-Lumo
PEA singlet HSE 5.547 (5.088†) 3.604 (3.595) 4.389 (4.485) 6.060 (5.239)
B3LYP 5.478 (4.745†) 3.815 (3.571) 4.840 (4.374) 6.422 (5.323)
CAM-B3LYP 5.594 (5.581) 3.576 (3.571) 4.480 (5.199) 9.340 (8.090)
triplet HSE 0.788 (2.686) 1.549 (3.095)
B3LYP 1.158 (2.882) 1.669 (3.196)
CAM-B3LYP 0.548 (2.613) 1.551 (2.083)
NEA singlet HSE 4.518 (3.902†) 2.642 (2.623) 3.181 (3.138) 4.462 (3.970)
B3LYP 4.457 (3.607†) 2.804 (2.779) 3.209 (3.165) 4.859 (4.067)
CAM-B3LYP 4.696 (4.645) 2.615 (2.601) 3.362 (3.318) 7.399 (6.705)
triplet HSE 1.648 (1.661) 2.148 (2.144)
B3LYP 1.839 (1.846) 2.204 (2.198)
CAM-B3LYP 1.487 (1.508) 2.196 (2.195)
AEA singlet HSE 3.401 (3.085†) 1.772 (1.709) 2.214 (2.126) 3.280 (3.108)
B3LYP 3.360 (2.841†) 1.923 (1.853) 2.248 (2.160) 3.694 (3.236)
CAM-B3LYP 3.728 (3.563) 1.712 (1.654) 2.372 (2.286) 6.045 (5.734)
triplet HSE 0.804 (0.826) 1.376 (1.358)
B3LYP 1.048 (1.056) 1.428 (1.416)
CAM-B3LYP 0.289 (0.383) 1.394 (1.386)
PyEA singlet HSE 3.829 (3.246†) 2.073 (2.074) 2.494 (2.478) 3.533 (3.292)
B3LYP 3.776 (2.976†) 2.212 (2.209) 2.523 (2.507) 3.926 (3.385)
CAM-B3LYP 4.040 (3.982) 1.986 (1.989) 2.661 (2.641) 6.195 (5.878)
triplet HSE 1.259 (1.307) 1.682 (1.708)
B3LYP 1.431 (1.472) 1.734 (1.760)
CAM-B3LYP 0.878 (0.967) 1.672 (1.700)
PerEA singlet HSE 2.967 (2.855) 1.497 (1.4838) 1.867 (1.822) 2.702 (2.616)
B3LYP 2.932 (2.619) 1.624 (1.599) 1.896 (1.848) 3.118 (3.009)
CAM-B3LYP 3.266 (3.177) 1.444 (1.429) 2.073 (2.017) 5.309 (5.197)
triplet HSE 0.667 (0.765) 1.121 (1.156)
B3LYP 0.863 (0.931) 1.170 (1.201)
CAM-B3LYP -0.361∗ (0.218) 1.140 (1.179)
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Table D.9: Singlet and triplet first excitation energies and homo-lumo gaps for functionalized 4Z-PEA
compounds calculated by time-dependent DFT (TD) and ∆SCF methods in the singlet and triplet spin
multiplicity geometries (MG) for various exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Molecular geometries herein
are relaxed using the CAM-B3LYP xc-functional. Values outside of parentheses indicate the neutral
compound with an ethyl ammonia NH2 tail whereas values in the parentheses indicate the charged species
with NH+3 . 6-31G* is used for the Gaussian basis set unless otherwise stated. All values are in eV.
MG xc-functional TD S1 TD T1 ∆SCF T1 Homo-Lumo
MeO-PEA singlet HSE 5.189 (4.110†) 3.582 (3.556) 4.038 (3.951) 5.466 (4.222)
B3LYP 5.120 (3.800†) 3.757 (3.694) 4.100 (3.993) 5.847 (4.319)
CAM-B3LYP 5.288 (5.230) 3.545 (3.531) 4.404 (4.394) 8.563 (7.037)
triplet HSE 3.498 (3.306) 3.832 (3.651)
B3LYP 3.241 (3.467) 3.855 (3.671)
CAM-B3LYP 3.306 (3.246) 3.924 (3.796)
NO2-PEA singlet HSE 3.250 (3.365) 2.132 (2.197) 2.315 (2.375) 3.664 (4.348)
B3LYP 3.205 (3.346) 2.216 (2.274) 2.354 (2.414) 3.953 (4.637)
CAM-B3LYP 3.314 (3.358) 2.147 (2.196) 2.315 (2.364) 7.011 (7.587)
triplet HSE 1.619 (1.623) 1.828 (1.835)
B3LYP 1.7245 (1.726) 1.879 (1.884)
CAM-B3LYP 1.628 (1.640) 1.819 (1.832)
Br-PEA singlet HSE 5.185 (4.521) 3.507 (3.461) 4.601 (4.388) 5.499 (4.607)
B3LYP 5.111 (4.222) 3.694 (3.631) 4.609 (4.081) 5.870 (4.693)
CAM-B3LYP 5.401 (5.353) 3.488 (3.451) 4.781 (4.837) 8.678 (7.442)
singlet HSE 4.837 3.489 4.575
lanl2dz B3LYP 4.740 3.643 4.546
CAM-B3LYP 5.306 3.421 4.770
triplet HSE 2.633 (3.159) 3.043 (3.765)
B3LYP 2.817 (3.355) 3.130 (4.103)
CAM-B3LYP 2.570 (3.111) 3.088 (4.286)
triplet HSE 3.091 3.949
lanl2dz B3LYP 3.266 3.919
CAM-B3LYP 2.989 4.165
Cl-PEA singlet HSE 5.282 (4.728) 3.620 (3.486) 4.403 (4.723) 5.532 (4.837)
B3LYP 5.208 (4.413) 3.815 (3.664) 4.525 (4.131) 5.901 (4.926)
CAM-B3LYP 5.466 (5.404) 3.584 (3.461) 4.540 (4.865) 8.745 (7.677)
triplet HSE 0.380 (0.520) 1.245 (1.316)
B3LYP 0.805 (0.897) 1.339 (1.410)
CAM-B3LYP -0.429 (-0.310) 1.262 (1.315)
F-PEA singlet HSE 5.282 (4.855) 3.620 (3.624) 4.403 (4.679) 5.532 (4.994)
B3LYP 5.208 (4.520) 3.815 (3.810) 4.525 (4.689) 5.901 (5.082)
CAM-B3LYP 5.466 (5.404) 3.584 (3.461) 4.640 (4.865) 8.745 (7.677)
triplet HSE -2.091 (-2.212) 0.654 (0.947)
B3LYP -1.924 (-2.037) 0.378 (0.618)
CAM-B3LYP -2.262 (-2.392) 0.813 (1.121)
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Table D.10: Singlet and triplet first excitation energies and homo-lumo gaps for single and linked heterocyclic
ring compounds calculated by time-dependent DFT (TD) and ∆SCF methods in the singlet and triplet spin
multiplicity geometries (MG) for various exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Molecular geometries herein
are relaxed using the CAM-B3LYP xc-functional. Values outside of parentheses indicate the neutral
compound with an ethyl ammonia NH2 tail whereas values in the parentheses indicate the charged species
with NH+3 . 6-31G* is used for the Gaussian basis set unless otherwise stated. All values are in eV.
MG xc-functional TD S1 TD T1 ∆SCF T1 Homo-Lumo
selEA singlet HSE 5.339 (4.637) 3.222 (3.231) 3.620 (3.621) 5.328 (4.785)
B3LYP 5.254 (4.291) 3.340 (3.348) 3.673 (3.675) 5.696 (4.872)
CAM-B3LYP 5.601 (5.483) 3.201 (3.201) 3.682 (3.674) 8.499 (7.656)
triplet HSE 0.995 (0.773) 1.630 (1.454)
B3LYP 1.248 (1.070) 1.726 (1.561)
CAM-B3LYP 0.658 (0.237) 1.585 (1.408)
2-selEA singlet HSE 3.933 (3.376) 2.280 (2.258) 2.675 (2.633) 3.800 (3.447)
B3LYP 3.8805 (3.101) 2.372 (2.340) 2.692 (2.646) 4.191 (3.536)
CAM-B3LYP 4.1564 (4.046) 2.260 (2.238) 2.833 (2.785) 5.294 (6.184)
triplet HSE 0.997 (1.061) 1.446 (1.469)
B3LYP 1.148 (1.198) 1.491 (1.512)
CAM-B3LYP 0.517 (0.638) 1.385 (1.407)
thEA singlet HSE 5.480 (4.658) 3.336 (3.345) 3.728 (3.725) 5.447 (4.817)
B3LYP 5.389 (4.3117) 3.450 (3.316) 3.778 (3.778) 5.810 (4.904)
CAM-B3LYP 5.791 (5.732) 3.318 (3.316) 3.787 (3.776) 8.635 (7.709)
triplet HSE 1.162 (1.175) 1.735 (1.726)
B3LYP 1.385 (1.401) 1.827 (1.826)
CAM-B3LYP 0.891 (0.924) 1.689 (1.691)
2-thEA singlet HSE 4.130 (3.417) 2.449 (2.422) 2.846 (2.803) 3.987 (3.487)
B3LYP 4.073 (3.140) 2.535 (2.450) 2.859 (2.811) 4.374 (3.578)
CAM-B3LYP 4.368 (4.253) 2.443 (2.419) 3.017 (2.970) 6.920 (6.238)
triplet HSE 1.139 (1.196) 1.563 (1.586)
B3LYP 1.277 (1.323) 1.605 (1.626)
CAM-B3LYP 0.786 (0.867) 1.521 (1.542)
fuEA singlet HSE 6.328 (4.476) 3.709 (3.629) 4.121 (4.022) 6.140 (4.638)
B3LYP 6.244 (4.142) 3.839 (3.636) 4.184 (4.081) 6.489 (4.745)
CAM-B3LYP 6.408 (5.584) 3.714 (3.634) 4.197 (4.106) 9.398 (7.565)
triplet HSE 1.325 (1.569) 1.908 (2.084)
B3LYP 1.570 (1.796) 2.023 (2.200)
CAM-B3LYP 1.123 (1.394) 1.898 (2.078)
2-fuEA singlet HSE 4.529 (3.210) 2.621 (2.566) 3.003 (2.938) 4.625 (3.290)
B3LYP 4.475 (2.929) 2.717 (2.656) 3.026 (2.957) 4.650 (3.401)
CAM-B3LYP 4.732 (4.484) 2.636 (2.583) 3.169 (3.107) 7.273 (6.063)
triplet HSE 1.455 (1.447) 1.853 (1.832)
B3LYP 1.595 (1.584) 1.904 (1.882)
CAM-B3LYP 1.231 (1.217) 1.843 (1.822)
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Table D.11: Singlet and triplet first excitation energies and homo-lumo gaps for fused heterocyclic ring
compounds calculated by time-dependent DFT (TD) and ∆SCF methods in the singlet and triplet spin
multiplicity geometries (MG) for various exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Molecular geometries herein
are relaxed using the CAM-B3LYP xc-functional. Values outside of parentheses indicate the neutral
compound with an ethyl ammonia NH2 tail whereas values in the parentheses indicate the charged species
with NH+3 . 6-31G* is used for the Gaussian basis set unless otherwise stated. All values are in eV.
MG xc-functional TD S1 TD T1 ∆SCF T1 Homo-Lumo
IBSelEA singlet HSE 3.693 (3.461) 1.824 (1.823) 2.233 (2.235) 3.543 (3.500)
B3LYP 3.640 (3.170) 1.952 (1.979) 2.273 (2.276) 3.949 (3.637)
CAM-B3LYP 3.904 (3.822) 1.733 (1.776) 2.305 (2.306) 6.417 (6.262)
triplet HSE 0.690 (0.832) 1.319 (1.371)
B3LYP 0.943 (1.043) 1.387 (1.438)
CAM-B3LYP -0.412 (0.287) 1.273 (1.333)
INSelEA singlet HSE 3.674 (3.080) 2.210 (2.151) 2.623 (2.513) 3.634 (3.116)
B3LYP 3.633 (2.849) 2.341 (2.263) 2.655 (2.541) 4.048 (3.221)
CAM-B3LYP 4.072 (3.788) 2.202 (2.165) 2.827 (2.726) 6.460 (5.782)
triplet HSE 1.400 (1.418) 1.831 (1.804)
B3LYP 1.570 (1.568) 1.885 (1.853)
CAM-B3LYP 1.230 (1.275) 1.910 (1.896)
IBThEA singlet HSE 3.833 (3.520) 1.932 (1.958) 2.338 (2.327) 3.668 (3.576)
B3LYP 3.772 (3.229) 2.059 (2.075) 2.378 (2.367) 4.071 (3.695)
CAM-B3LYP 4.052 (3.943) 1.851 (1.883) 2.420 (2.410) 6.560 (6.324)
triplet HSE 0.826 (0.936) 1.409 (1.447)
B3LYP 1.0567 (1.138) 1.477 (1.514)
CAM-B3LYP 0.223 (0.534) 1.376 (1.423)
INThEA singlet HSE 3.764 (3.197) 2.203 (2.159) 2.618 (2.528) 3.683 (3.238)
B3LYP 3.718 (2.952) 2.336 (2.276) 2.650 (2.556) 4.093 (3.340)
CAM-B3LYP 4.124 (3.879) 2.1831 (2.155) 2.807 (2.724) 6.507 (5.907)
triplet HSE 1.380 (1.407) 1.831 (1.801)
B3LYP 1.553 (1.562) 1.872 (1.852)
CAM-B3LYP 1.195 (1.2457) 1.884 (1.879)
IBFuEA singlet HSE 3.925 (3.411) 1.988 (1.949) 2.402 (2.318) 3.795 (3.477)
B3LYP 3.877 (3.138) 2.137 (2.087) 2.457 (2.376) 4.203 (3.600)
CAM-B3LYP 4.167 (3.948) 1.943 (1.911) 2.524 (2.437) 6.762 (6.239)
triplet HSE 0.903 (0.951) 1.472 (1.458)
B3LYP 1.1542 (1.181) 1.555 (1.541)
CAM-B3LYP 0.506 (0.627) 1.477 (1.471)
INFuEA singlet HSE 3.994 (3.393) 2.301 (2.291) 2.716 (2.668) 3.861 (3.445)
B3LYP 3.938 (3.128) 2.431 (2.408) 2.745 (2.695) 4.263 (3.543)
CAM-B3LYP 4.307 (4.139) 2.271 (2.269) 2.884 (2.843) 6.699 (6.132)
triplet HSE 1.475 (1.529) 1.905 (1.919)
B3LYP 1.641 (1.679) 1.957 (1.968)
CAM-B3LYP 1.288 (1.362) 1.957 (1.981)
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Table D.12: Singlet and triplet first excitation energies and homo-lumo gaps for azobenzene-EA (Azo)
calculated by time-dependent DFT (TD) and ∆SCF methods in the singlet and triplet spin multiplicity
geometries (MG) for various exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Molecular geometries herein are relaxed
using the CAM-B3LYP xc-functional. Values outside of parentheses indicate the neutral compound with
an ethyl ammonia NH2 tail whereas values in the parentheses indicate the charged species with NH
+
3 . 6-31G*
is used for the Gaussian basis set unless otherwise stated. All values are in eV.
MG xc-functional TD S1 TD T1 ∆SCF T1 Homo-Lumo
azoEA singlet HSE 2.614 (2.516) 1.765 (1.698) 1.932 (1.869) 3.641 (3.491)
B3LYP 2.598 (2.495) 1.825 (1.756) 1.977 (1.915) 3.990 (3.817)
CAM-B3LYP 2.764 (2.692) 1.887 (1.835) 2.009 (1.956) 6.547 (6.426)
triplet HSE -0.253 (-0.288) 0.577 (0.410)
B3LYP -0.107 (-0.324) 0.494 (0.331)
CAM-B3LYP -0.338 (-0.339) 0.680 (0.494)
Table D.13: Comparison of T1 and S1 calculated energy on the B3LYP-relaxed geometries in vacuum and













PEA HSE 5.498 3.54 4.338 5.506 3.777 4.353
B3LYP 5.429 3.755 4.433 5.436 3.534 4.447
CAM-B3LYP 5.543 3.508 4.400 5.552 3.568 4.421
AEA HSE 4.457 2.563 3.106 4.437 2.582 3.114
B3LYP 4.396 2.728 3.136 4.377 2.743 3.143
CAM-B3LYP 4.630 2.524 3.277 4.633 2.545 3.285
AEA HSE 3.333 1.685 2.136 3.304 1.697 2.139
B3LYP 3.293 1.841 2.172 3.265 1.850 2.174
CAM-B3LYP 3.65 1.603 2.282 3.013 1.619 2.287
PyEA HSE 3.757 1.977 2.402 3.707 1.991 2.409
B3LYP 3.705 2.121 2.434 3.656 2.152 2.440
CAM-B3LYP 3.964 1.866 2.552 3.959 1.883 2.558
4MeO-PEA HSE 5.149 3.519 3.987 5.129 3.539 3.99
B3LYP 5.08 3.697 4.05 5.061 3.713 4.050
CAM-B3LYP 5.248 3.476 4.368 5.234 3.496 4.335
4NO2-PEA HSE 3.031 2.0684 2.254 2.967 2.082 2.242
B3LYP 2.9653 2.136 2.287 2.878 2.136 2.265
CAM-B3LYP 3.192 2.091 2.254 3.196 2.114 2.256
4Br-PEA HSE 5.156 3.448 4.570 5.184 3.477 4.568
B3LYP 5.083 3.640 4.578 5.114 3.666 4.576
CAM-B3LYP 5.363 3.4249 4.7489 5.391 3.452 4.755
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